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Abstract

This thesis studies the technical and linguistic aspects of human translation quality
estimation (HTQE) for trainee translations from English to Chinese. To this end, it
is cast as a supervised machine learning task through conventional feature-based
learning and deep learning to predict fine-grained translation quality scores through
regression, using no reference translations.

I investigated how human translations (HTs) can be effectively represented at
both the document-level and the sentence-level for quality estimation, exploiting
feature-based and deep learning-based methods. Specifically, an extensive frame-
work of translation quality features has been designed at both the sentence- and
document-level, and a novel stacked neural model with a cross-lingual attention
mechanism, leveraging the strengths of convolutional neural networks and recurrent
neural networks, also has been proposed.

From the feature-based perspective, a supervised classification method is
proposed to identify terminology for quality evaluation purpose, using language-
independent statistics as features. I investigated the correlation of normalised term
occurrences with human annotated quality scores. Descriptive and exploratory statis-
tics are carried out on trainee and machine translation datasets through pairwise
correlation and principal component analysis to study the contribution of individual
and group features and the distribution of translation errors, having shown that
HT errors cause mainly content inadequacy and machine translation (MT) errors
are more about language misuse. Fine-grained document-level and sentence-level
HTQE models are trained using the state-of-the-art XGBoost algorithm with grid
search parameter optimisation. Multiple models built with different feature selection
strategies are compared to a strong baseline QuEst for machine translation quality
estimation. On HT and MT data, the optimal models outperform the baseline and
other models in predicting the majority of quality scores on the criterion of the
agreement with human judgements. From the deep learning-based perspective, a
stacked neural model specifically for sentence-level HTQE is presented. The neural
architecture has achieved good correlations with human judgements for HTs. For
the prediction of MT post-editing efforts, it has achieved comparable performance to
a strong baseline for predicting HTER scores of German-English MTs and English-
German machine translations (MTs) on the WMT17 test data. The model has also
produced good results for predicting keystrokes.
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I conclude that this work has created a framework for document-level and
sentence-level HTQE and has possibly started a new direction for human translation
quality assessment in Translation Studies. The results on HT data show promising
performance of the proposed HTQE methods in predicting fine-grained translation
quality from multiple aspects, shedding new light on this challenging but essential
task in Translation Studies and NLP.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The notion of quality plays a central role within and outside translation studies.
Translation quality evaluation (TQE) takes various forms. It either forms part of
the formative assessment in education programs at the initial acquisition levels or
develops instruments and processes for measuring the quality of translation for
certification and research purpose at more advanced levels (Angelelli and Jacobson,
2009a). Language service providers (LSPs) also relies on TQE for quality control
and assurance. TQE can be performed automatically by computer programmes
and manually by human experts. The automated TQE (ATQE) works on both MTs
and HTs, including machine translation quality estimation (MTQE) and human
translation quality estimation (HTQE). MTQE predicts the predefined quality
labels (i.e. scores or classes) of the unseen, new MTs, as a counterpart to HTQE
which predicts the quality of HTs. The researcher can envisage some practical
scenarios where HTQE is advantageous.

HTQE helps screening translators and translations with reduced cost and in-
creased efficiency. Every year a large number of applicants submit their sample
translations to universities which offer degrees in translation for application purpose.
Scoring these translations does require a lot of human resources and time. There-
fore, it would be ideal to have low-quality translations filtered so that the designated
evaluators only need to evaluate a shortened list of applications. More importantly,
in terms of scalability, large-scale translation certification examinations, such as
ATA certification Exam1, ITI professional assessment2 and CATTI3, use HTQE will
reduce the cost of organising the examination and mitigate the subjectivity of human
evaluation. However, these goals can only be achieved if HTQE systems can reliably
assess the quality of human translations.

1https://www.atanet.org/certification/aboutpractice_test.php
2https://www.iti.org.uk/membership/professional-assessment
3http://www.catti.net.cn/
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HTQE is also supportive to translation teaching and learning. To help trainee
translators improve their translation competence, translation instructors grade trans-
lation exercises to provide constructive feedback to those taking a course. Transla-
tion knowledge and skills of trainees at the end of a translation course often involve
grading translations of varying lengths. For trainee translators and language learn-
ers, fine-grained HTQE could be a helpful alternative to their course instructors, who
are not always available for consultation. In a word, HTQE could facilitate trainees’
autonomous learning by providing feedback to their translation exercises so that
they can improve through self-reflections and in-depth diagnosis analyses.

Besides, HTQE helps promote translation services and elevate the professional
service standards. It is common to carry out the quality assessment in the industry
to ensure service quality. Certifying professional competence in translation is one
of the means to elevate professional standards, enhance individual performance
and identify translators who demonstrate the required professional competence
(translation knowledge and skills) to deliver quality translation. Fast turn-around of
quality evaluation is also desirable for quality assurance and control. Segments or
whole documents that could not pass the predefined threshold will be highlighted
and returned to the responsible translators or reassigned to a more competent
translator. For translation or localisation service users who do not always possess
a working bilingual proficiency, they need to have some professional opinions on
their side to determine the worthiness of the service they purchased. Nevertheless,
such expert input may not be immediately available unless a reliable HTQE system
is accessible to them.

However, we all are aware that HTs are often manually evaluated by qualified
and experienced translators and well-trained language tutors. As the prevalent form,
manual evaluation is accurate but suffers the deficiencies of long time and high cost.
For example, the cost of hiring skilled translators to translate the CHI proceedings
(1982-2011) is roughly $2.2 million (Green et al., 2013), and the cost of quality
evaluation amounts to at least one-third of this cost. In general cases, it would take
1-2 hours for an experienced translator to review and post-edit a non-domain-specific
document of 3 pages. Alongside the issue of time and cost, subjectivity is another
problem. Different evaluators may assign different quality scores and classes to the
same translation, and the same evaluator will give a different rating to the same
translation he or she has just reviewed. In contrast, ATQE partially overcomes
the shortcomings of low-efficiency, expensiveness and inconsistency of manual
evaluation. It is often cast as a quality estimation task using machine learning (ML)
to predict translation quality of labels and/or scores in a given range without the use
of reference translations.

However, existing research on ATQE is mainly about MTQE and HTQE is appar-
ently under-researched (Yuan et al., 2016). To this end, I study HTQE, particularly
for trainee translations in this work. I investigate how lexical, semantic, syntactic
and discourse-level features can be exploited to represent HTs. I explore feature-
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based and representation-learning based methods of quality estimation of varying
granularities, e.g. at the sentence-level and document-level, and of different quality
aspects, e.g. from fine-grained quality subscores to their weighted summation.

1.2 Motivation

Nowadays, artificial intelligence has become an integral part of our life. We are
surrounded by smart devices and systems which have brought us the greatest ever
convenience and productivity. These applications have maximally emancipated
us from the tedious, laborious tasks. Highly intellectual work, such as question
answering, translation, essay scoring, can be done by computers.

Using computers to evaluate translation quality is not a totally new task. In the
field of machine translation (MT), it is indeed quite popular. Reference-based and
reference-free MTQE are two common approaches to MT evaluation. The former
often refers to reference-based MT evaluation metrics, such as BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), as these
metrics require a corpus of quality human reference translations for comparison
to measure the closeness to target translations. The latter, also known as MTQE,
demands no reference translations but is able to induce quality scores and labels for
new, unseen translations based on a proportion of annotated training data. MTQE
acknowledgedly treats the quality evaluation as a prediction task where reference-
independent features are extracted from the input source sentences (texts) and their
corresponding translations (Specia et al., 2010). MTQE methods have shown their
advantages of evaluating MT output quality at run-time in previous work. Findings of
these studies have shown that good correlations with human judgements on quality
are achievable (Bojar et al., 2016b, 2017).

While quality estimation has been a topic of increasing interest in MT, quality
evaluation for HTs is overwhelmingly performed by qualified evaluators who are
experienced translators, certified translation reviewers, and translation course in-
structors. There exist a plethora of translation theories such as skopos theory and
post-structural theory for manual quality assessment. In Translation Studies (TS),
different schools of translation models devote themselves to assumptions about
the relationship between the original text and its translation, how the original text is
perceived by the author, the translator and the recipients and the cultural and socio-
economic consequences which translations have in comparison to other types of
multilingual text production. Thus, a typical way of manually evaluating a translation
is to make assumptions about the constraining factors for a translation (e.g. pur-
pose, target recipients, budget, target domain) and discuss how the translators have
adequately taken into consideration such factors when they are translating. House
(2014) systematises and categorises these intellectual approaches as four main
groups, namely psycho-social approaches, response-based approaches, text- and
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discourse-oriented approaches and philosophical and socio-cultural approaches.
Overall, these intellectual approaches to translation criticism and assessment are
useful for pedagogical and research purpose.

However, for large-scale or fast quality evaluation, these methods are expensive
to implement due to the prerequisite of bilingual proficiency and labour-intensive
analysis process, not to mention that some essential parameters proposed by
these models, such as ‘patronage’ (See discussions in Munday, 2016a, pp. 203)
and ‘in-betweenness’ (See discussions in Munday, 2016a, pp. 212), are often
ill-defined. As a result, carefully designed scoring rubrics or guidelines such
as American Translators Association Certification Programme rubric for grading4

and some programme-specific and university-specific scoring metrics for transla-
tion quality evaluation are favoured in practice. Notably, in the translation industry,
generic industry standards, e.g. ISO 9000 series, DIN 2345, ASTM F2575-06 Stan-
dard for Quality Assurance in Translation, have been developed and used in heavily
customised forms by LSPs for quality assessment (Drugan, 2013). New industry
standards keep emerging. Among them are the influential Multidimensional Quality
Metrics (MQM) (Lommel et al., 2014a), TAUS Dynamic Quality Framework (DQF)
(Görög, 2014a; Görög, 2014b) and the latest harmonisation of both MQM/DQF5. In
general, these efforts aim to standardise the translation evaluation and complement
the current evaluation methods with efficiency in minds (Melby, 2015).

Even though the above-mentioned standards and quality evaluation frameworks
are necessary to fill the gap between theory and practice (Görög, 2014a), measuring
and tracking translation quality is still carried out mostly manually, and thus the
issues of cost and efficiency are not well solved. With HTQE, the situation could
be improved. The task of HTQE shares some common ground with MTQE, but we
must acknowledge that the uniqueness of human translation evaluation may hinder
a direct application of MTQE models to HTQE:

Human and machine translations are generally different in errors they con-
tain. For instance, Vilar et al. (2006) carried out human error analysis on three
statistical machine translations (SMTs), and found that missing words, word or-
der and incorrect words are the top three errors commonly seen in different language
directions (English-Spanish and Chinese-English), while for HTs, undertranslation
(a translation is less specific and incomplete than the original) and awkwardness
(a translation is presented with an awkward style due to word order) and syntactic
issues may be more representative (See the discussion in Section 5.4). In a similar
study, Ahrenberg (2017) found that the most frequent types of edits necessary
to enable publication quality to a Google Neural Machine Translation (NMT) are
‘word edit’, ‘form edit’, and ‘order edit’ (Vilar et al., 2006) that include replacing a

4http://www.atanet.org/certification/aboutexams_rubic.pdf
5http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-12-30.html

http://www.atanet.org/certification/aboutexams_rubic.pdf
http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-12-30.html
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content word or phrase, changing word morphologically and reordering so as to be
accurate in transferring meaning, in comparison to the HT6.

Human translations and MT translations evaluation generally work with
different translation units. MT systems work on the sentence-by-sentence basis
due to the constraints of both modelling and computational complexity (Smith et
al., 2015). As a consequence, MTQE is more often carried out at or below the
sentence level. This can be evidenced by the fact that the established and well-
accepted metrics are working on sentence targets. While MTQE is often isolated
from the context without the consideration of information beyond it, human translation
evaluation mostly works with documents instead. Thus, going beyond the sentence
level seems more natural for HTQE. Even in MT, this research question has drawn
attention from researchers in recent years. Conventional MT systems are developed
and tuned on a parallel corpus of sentence pairs, and evaluation of their outputs
is also restricted to the sentence level. In a large-scale survey, Li (2006) report
that as the most popular form of testing, trainees are required to translate an entire
text or several passages of a document because context is believed to be more
critical in translation, and teachers generally believe translating passages and/or
documents can better measure trainees’ mastery of translation proficiency than
translating a series of de-contextualised sentences or phrases. In the LSP sector, it
is also uncommon to see clients bid for individual sentences. Instead, passages or
longer documents are committed to being translated as a whole. Thus, while MTQE
is dominated by sentence-level quality estimation, HTQE often takes place at both
document-level and sentence-level, perhaps giving more prominence to the former.

HTs and MTs opt for different evaluation methods. MTQE predicts fluency,
adequacy, and Human-mediated Translation Edit Rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006;
Specia et al., 2009a) in order to monitor the development of MT systems, or select
candidate translations for use or further post-editing in a heuristic manner. Human
translation evaluation tend to evaluate translation proficiency, diagnose particular
areas of strength and weakness in translation proficiency, and assess the learning
achievement, as well as motivating trainees in the translation learning endeavour
(Li, 2006) through holistic scoring and/or analytic scoring. The former method,
using experienced readers who are well trained with bilingual knowledge, treats
each translation as a single entity and scores them. The holistic scoring can be
very reliable (Huot, 1990), as an economical, flexible and applicable instrument for
direct assessment of human written texts such as writing and translation (Veal and
Hudson, 1983). The latter quantifies multiple aspects of a task and scores them
separately (Zhang et al., 2015). These two methods serve different purposes. Holis-
tic evaluation is useful for quick determination of the worthiness of the translation,
and analytic evaluation provides detailed feedback on specific errors or suggests
concrete remedial action (Lommel, 2018). For translation, aspects such as content,

6The author compared one HT and MT to the same source text. The HT is translated and
published in a magazine, and it is considered perfect and used for comparison.
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style, cohesion, language use, grammar, and target language mechanics are often
considered important and separately scored. Many researchers advocate analytic
scoring in that they believe it can provide a more objective assessment, especially
when multiple raters are involved (Veal and Hudson, 1983). However, research has
also revealed that analytic scoring could be disadvantageous since it is infeasible
for an evaluator to keep tracking more than one aspect simultaneously, and this
repetitive work may impose cognitive burdens (Douglas and Smith, 1997) on eval-
uators. Therefore, depending on time, resources, purpose and significance of the
evaluation, both methods are used interchangeably on a case-by-case basis. For
instance, in some large-scale certification translation exams such as ATA certifica-
tion test, analytic scoring is used, but during a small quiz for translation class, an
instructor may use holistic scoring. Both methods are legitimate ways of evaluating
translations, and they pose a challenge for HTQE.

Human translators and MT systems employ different translation strate-
gies. In essence, both SMT and NMT are based on modelling large bilingual
data or monolingual data (Artetxe et al., 2017), and the translation process is more
like a prediction task through either heuristic or end-to-end learning. These working
mechanisms bring about predictability and typicality to machine translations. Human
translations, in contrast, are enriched with translation strategies that could not be
found in MT translations. Ahrenberg (2017) found over 50 strategies in HTs that are
beyond the reach of the state-of-the-art Google Translate7. These unique strategies
for human translators are numerous, e.g. sentence splitting, shifts of functions or
category (translating a non-finite clause with a finite clause, a relative clause with a
conjoined clause), explicitation (giving specific referent and adding function words)
change point of view and paraphrasing. Thus, using current MTQE frameworks
does not suffice to capture its diversity brought about by these translation skills.

Therefore, HTQE methods warrant more in-depth investigation. As a standard
practice of MT evaluation, the reference-based approach does not suit HTQE. First,
human translation tasks are changing and preparing golden references (standard,
professional translations) may not be economical and practical. There are other
deficiencies as well, such as scores hard to interpret, variational scores with a
different number of references. The reference-free approach does not require
preparing standard human reference translations and can be customised to predict
multiple quality scores instead of the only lexical similarity score (e.g. BLEU, NIST).

This thesis is devoted to HTQE, exploring feature-based and representation
learning approaches to this problem. In the meantime, the significance of sentence-
level and document-level quality of HTs in evaluation are also considered in a
balanced way, given that holistic and analytic assessment are both important means
for human evaluation.

7https://translate.google.com/

https://translate.google.com/
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1.3 Aims and Research Questions

1.3.1 Research Questions

Since HTQE is fundamentally a ML task, which consists of three components: rep-
resentation, evaluation and optimization (Domingos, 2012a). Thus, it is tantamount
to choose a viable representation for learning algorithms such that it makes the
difference for determining the success of the whole learning task (Bengio et al.,
2013). For this reason, much of the effort of machine learning task is spent on
the data preprocessing and transformations that produce an effective representa-
tion of the target data, as most current learning algorithms are unable to extract
discriminative information from the target data (op. cit.). In this sense, feature
engineering highlights the necessity of take advantage of human intuition and prior
knowledge of a specific domain to compensate this weakness. In the case of HTQE,
the concept of HT quality is often implemented through different labels (by ranking or
on a continuous scale) and specific representations extracted from the translations.
Given the fact that few studies have investigated HTQE in any systematic way (Yuan
et al., 2016) and much of the QE research up to now has focused on MTQE in the
annual shared tasks organized by WMT (Callison-Burch et al., 2012; Bojar et al.,
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2017), it becomes imminent to investigate how HTs of
varying granularities (sentences and documents) can be effectively represented to
support learning algorithms for HTQE. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the following
questions:

1. RQ1: How HTs can be effectively represented at the sentence-level for
HTQE?

2. RQ2: How HTs can be effectively represented at the document-level for
HTQE?

3. RQ3: How feature-based learning and deep learning are useful to HTQE
at different granularities?

4. RQ4: To what extent the proposed HTQE method is reciprocal to MTQE?

1.3.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to investigate how HTs, specifically trainee translations, can
be represented at both the sentence- and document-level for the purpose of HTQE
at different granularities.

The objectives of this research are to:

1. investigate and design novel representations for translation knowledge and
look for ways of integrating such shallow and deep linguistic information for
HTQE. Specifically, the thesis explores in two directions (RQ1 and RQ2):
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(a) feature engineering for HTQE

(b) deep representation learning for HTQE

2. explore the performance of the proposed frameworks at different granularities
(RQ1,RQ2 and RQ3).

(a) fine-grained sentence-level HTQE

(b) fine-grained document-level HTQE

3. construct a corpus with quality annotation for HTQE (RQ1 and RQ2).

(a) translation error annotation

(b) fine-grained quality annotation at both the document-level and the sentence-
level

4. investigate the performance of QE Models for fine-grained quality (ATA, 2011)
prediction (RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3).

(a) terminology

(b) usefulness

(c) idiomatic writing

(d) target mechanics

(e) other combinations (optional)

5. investigate the applicability of HTQE models to MTQE (RQ4).

(a) comparison of MTs and HTs within the same annotation framework

(b) fined-grained MTQE at the document level

(c) task-based MTQE at the sentence level

1.4 Main Contributions

The important contributions of this thesis include:

1. construction of corpora for fine-grained HTQE

(a) English-Chinese corpus of document-level trainee translations with fine-
grained quality annotation

(b) English-Chinese corpus of sentence-level trainee translations with fine-
grained quality annotation

2. development of HTQE models through the conventional feature-based learning
and deep learning.
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(a) feature-based models for document-level quality estimation

(b) deep learning-based neural models for sentence-level quality estimation

3. design of a framework of QE features

(a) lexical tightness as semantic cohesion

(b) discourse-aware features

(c) MT back-translation similarity features

(d) pseudo-reference similarity features

(e) log ratio of monolingual features

(f) alignment features

(g) bilingual terms

(h) normalised dependency counts

4. statistical analysis of the contribution of features to different translation quality
aspects

5. describing and comparing the translation error distribution in MTs and HTs

6. a supervised method of bilingual terminology extraction for HTQE

7. open-sourced tools for HTQE

8. performance evaluation of HTQE models with different learning techniques
(change of learning algorithm, parametrisation and feature selection)

9. investigation of the applicability of HTQE models in MTQE tasks

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 introduces the two mainstream approaches to automatic quality evaluation.
I define the problem of quality estimation, introducing reference-based and reference-
free methods for automatic evaluation of translation quality.

Chapter 3 proposes a feature set for HTQE and details categories of features
and how they are computed from texts.

Chapter 4 focuses on the method for automatic identification of terms from
bilingual texts and incorporating the term occurrence information into the QE task.
Correlation analysis is carried out with automatically extracted terms on translations
from two domains.

Chapter 5 presents a detailed description of all data and resources used in this
study. Based on the adapted version MQM-DQF, distribution of translation errors and
their interaction with text types are investigated with principal component analysis.
The contributions of individual features to each quality aspect are also explored
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with a pairwise correlation analysis. Top N contributive features for each quality
component by the criterion of linear correlation are listed, followed by discussions.

Chapter 6 presents further empirical results on document-level quality estimation
using the proposed feature set. The effectiveness of the feature set on different
granularities of texts is examined. Fine-grained quality scores, Total, Adequacy,
Fluency, Usefulness, Terminology, Idiomatic Writing and Target Mechanics, are able
to be predicted with a supervised learning method on the largest human annotated
translation data at the document level. The same feature set, with small adaptation,
is then applied to a dataset of MT English-Chinese translation pairs.

Chapter 7 proposes a hierarchical neural model for sentence-level quality esti-
mation. The effectiveness of the proposed model is compared with feature-based
baselines. This novel method is then applied to large MTQE data for task-oriented
QE, e.g. predicting post-editing time in seconds, the number of keystrokes for
revision and HTER scores, showing its robust performance across domains and
tasks.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the achieved results.



Chapter 2

Automatic Quality Estimation:
Overview

2.1 Introduction

Human evaluation by well-trained professionals offers insightful judgements on
translation quality. However, it admittedly suffers inefficiency, subjectivity and in-
consistency. Automatic evaluation tries to emulate human evaluation and is often
evaluated against the criterion to what extent it is in agreement with human judge-
ments. In this sense, it is an imperfect substitute for human evaluation.

Research in automatic evaluation has been active, and new metrics and methods
are being constantly proposed. Automatic metrics and evaluation methods have
advantages over human assessment in that they are generally quick to run and can
be used on a large scale with minimal human efforts. The results are reproducible as
running the same metrics on the same dataset multiple times will produce identical
results (Przybocki et al., 2009b). Also, a well-tuned metric or model can be reused
on other evaluations. In contrast, the manual evaluation has been found to be
time-consuming, expensive, untunable and nonreproducible (Han and Wong, 2016).
Thus, efficiency, reproducibility and reusability, these advantages make automatic
evaluation a better alternative for large-scale or fast evaluation, in particular for MTs,
which are usually output in large quantity.

Several events promote the automatic evaluation. In particular, the NIST Metrics
for Machine Translation Challenge (MetricsMATR) is a biannual evaluation series
that focus entirely on MT metrology, advancing innovations in the development
of automated metrics (Przybocki et al., 2009b; Callison-Burch et al., 2010). In
the metrics and quality estimation (QE) shared task as part of the Workshop on
Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) (Callison-Burch et al., 2012; Bojar et al., 2013,
2014, 2015, 2016a, 2017) participating teams each year submit more than dozens
of metrics and estimation systems.

Depending on whether these metrics or systems use external resources and
what the techniques are, we can roughly classify them into two categories: namely,
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reference-based (e.g. Papineni et al., 2002; Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Snover
et al., 2006; Giménez and Màrquez, 2007; Agarwal and Lavie, 2008) and reference-
free evaluation (e.g. Specia et al., 2009a; Felice and Specia, 2012; Beck et al.,
2014, more work can be found in the WMT QE shared task series).

In the following, I will focus on the fully automatic means of translation evaluation
and go through the two approaches.

2.2 Reference-based Approach

Automatic metrics are reference-based, working by comparing the lexical similarity
of system outputs and human reference translations. Generally, reference-based
metrics reward lexical overlapping between candidate translations and a collection
of manually prepared reference translations. Over the past two decades, a variety
of reference-based evaluation measures have been developed. The main difference
between these metrics is the type of measurement they adopt. Among these
metrics, some are based on edit distance, such as word error rate (WER) (Nießen
et al., 2000), position-independent error rate (PER) (Tillmann et al., 1997) and
Translation Edit Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), which measure the good of
candidate translation by its (normalized) edit distance (Li and Liu, 2007) to (a)
reference translation(s). Some measures compute lexical precision (matching)
between candidate translations and reference translation in proportion to the number
of common words or n-grams, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and National
Institute for Standard and Technology (NIST) (Doddington, 2002), while another
collection of metrics pay more attention to lexical recall (coverage), such as ROUGE
(Lin and Och, 2004), CDER (Leusch et al., 2006), or a balanced consideration
of both precision and recall, such as METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and
MaxSim (Chan and Ng, 2008). The most widely used MT evaluation metrics in
MT literature perhaps are BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005), NIST and WER. I briefly introduce the above-mentioned metrics in the
following, as in Chapter 3 most of them are used as part of the pseudo-reference
and back-translation features.

2.2.1 BLEU

The de facto standard metric BLEU is based on the number of sharing n-grams
between the target translation and human reference translation(s) of the same
source sentence/text, using different weighting schemes. The basic idea behind the
metric is that by counting the number of position-independent matches between the
n-grams of the candidate translation and the n-grams of the reference translation(s)
a weighted score is then generated for the candidate. The more matches they have,
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the closer the candidate resembles the reference translation(s), and thus the higher
quality it has.

BLEU metric is essentially precision oriented. It first computes a modified n-gram
precision Pn for any n.

Pn =

∑
C∈{Candidates}

∑
n−gram∈C

Countclip (n− gram)∑
C∈{Candidates}

∑
n−gram∈C

Count (n− gram)
,

which counts the maximum occurrences of a word in any single reference translation,
clips the total count of each candidate word by its maximum reference count, adds
these clipped counts up and have the sum divided by the total number of candidate
words. For each candidate translation, the geometric mean, using n-grams up to
length N and a positive weight wn, as the modified precision score is then calculated
and multiplied by the result of an exponential brevity penalty score (BP). Let c be
the length of the candidate translation and r be the effective reference length. BP is
computed as

BP =

1 if c > r

e(1−r/c) if c ⩽ r.

Then, BLEU score for each candidate translation is obtained as

BLEU = BP · exp
(

N∑
n=1

wn log Pn

)
,

By default, N is set to be 4 and the uniform weights wn equals 1/N. Therefore,
BLEU metric falls in the range of {0, 1}. The number of reference translations may
have an incremental effect on its final score, i.e. more reference translations per
translation could yield a higher BLEU score. BLEU focuses on correlation with
human judgements at the corpus level, and scores are not sensitive to differences
between versions of MT systems (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005).

2.2.2 METEOR

METEOR is based on an exact word-to-word matching between the candidate
translations and one or more reference translations, supporting matching that are
identical and/or morphological variants and synonyms of each other. Each possible
match is scored by combining unigram precision, unigram recall, and a measure
of the degree to which the word order of the candidate translation differs from the
reference translation(s). The score for each candidate translation is the best scoring
match among all the matches over all references. This maximal-scoring strategy
is also used to calculate an aggregate score for the MT system at the corpus level
over all candidates. I detail the metric below. Unigram precision considers exact
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one-to-one matches between words, which takes the form

P =
m

wt

,

where m is the number of shared words between the candidate translation and the
reference translation, and wt is the number of words in this translation. Unigram
precision can be interpreted as the proportion of how many words in the translation
occur in the reference translation. One variant of the unigram precision is to have all
translations and reference stemmed before calculation. Unigram recall computes
the ratio of how many words in the reference occur in the translation in the formula:

R =
m

wr

,

where m denotes the number of matching words, and wr represents the number
of words in the reference. In the similar vein, a variant of it can be computed by
stemming both translations and references. The harmonic mean is then computed:

F1 =
2PR
P + R

.

To assign more weight to unigram recall over unigram precision, based on the
development dataset, FMEAN, as a variant of F1, is calculated in the form of

FMEAN =
10PR

9P + R
.

METEOR also computes a penalty score for any pair of translation and reference
to take into consideration longer matches as

Penalty = 0.5 ∗
[

#chunks

#unigrams_matched

]
where chunks are groups of unigrams in adjacent positions in the translation that are
mapped to groups of consecutive unigrams in the reference. Finally, the METEOR
score for a translation is given as

score = FMEAN ∗ (1 − Penalty) .

While having demonstrated great promise, the authors claimed that METEOR still
has some space to improve. First, the Penalty score is empirically set on the
basis of a test set, and perhaps it would be more optimised to train it on a large
dataset and choose a value that best correlates with human judgements. Second,
the exact match of unigram could be improved by enabling the metric to match
semantic-related words and increasing the coverage of synonyms. In addition,
multiple references could have been more effectively used with a synthetic score of
all comparisons between references and the translation.
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2.2.3 NIST

Similar to BLEU, the NIST metirc is also based on the idea of modified n-gram
precision, with some alterations to give more weight to the rarer n-grams (Zhang
et al., 2004). NIST also differs from BLEU in term of brevity penalty in that small
variational translation length does not impact much the overall score. It can be seen
as an upgrade to BLEU. First, the information weightings for n-grams count in the
metric are calculated using Equation (2.1):

info(n− grams) = log2

(
Count(N−1gram)

CountNgram

)
, (2.1)

which is part of the overall formula for calculating the NIST score in Equation (2.2):

Score =

N∑
n=1

{ ∑
all n-grams that coocur

Info (n− grams) /
∑

all n-grams in the system output

(l)

}

exp

{
β log2

[
min

(
Lsys

Lref

)]} (2.2)

where β is the brevity penalty factor (default 0.5) when the number of words in the
system output is 2/3 of the average number of words in the reference translation,
N is set to be 5 and Lref represents the average number of words in a reference
translation over all provided references, while Lsys indicates the number of words in
a candidate translation (Doddington, 2002, pp. 141).

NIST metric is found to have more discriminative power than the BLEU metric, but
it does not have the same effect as the human judgement in that human evaluators
tend to give a higher score to fluent translations, but automatic metrics like NIST do
not gain much from longer matched n-grams (Zhang et al., 2004) .

2.2.4 WER

Derived from the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966; Kruskal, 1983), word
error rate (WER) works at the word level, measuring the difference of across systems
and improvement within one system in automatic speech recognition (ASR) and MT.
It works by aligning the word sequence with the reference word sequence using
dynamic string alignment. WER is defined as the proportion of word errors to the
number of words input (Morris et al., 2004). For MT evaluation, it measures the
minimal number of insertions, deletions and substitutions necessary to transform
corresponding sentences (e.g. target and reference translation) into each other.

WER =
S+D+ I

N1 = S+D+ C
,

where S is the number of substitutions, D represents the number of deletions and I

stands for the number of insertions, with C being the number of corrects. Therefore,
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N1 is the total number of words in the reference. In this sense, WER measures
how much cost it takes to get from the target translation to the reference translation
through ‘deletions’ and ‘insertions’.

However, edit distance is too simplistic for translations, as legitimate translation
variants often differ in word order and WER highly penalises such re-ordering by
using wrong words in one place and inserting redundant words at another place
(Babych, 2014).

2.2.5 Pros and Cons of the Reference-based Approach

So far I have reviewed some common automatic metrics that are primarily designed
to monitor MT system development. The applications of such metrics keep extending
to other areas such as summarization (Callison-Burch et al., 2006). Han and Wong
(2016) posit that reference-based automatic metrics have been widely used for MT
evaluation for being

• fast

• cheap

• tunable

• reproducible

Despite these advantages discussed above, there are some limitations that
hinder its application to HTQE. Though it is possible to obtain parallel data for
source texts (STs) and target texts (TT) in languages under examination, it is not
guaranteed that we can acquire the same content as translations that can be used
as references, in particular when translation tasks are changing. For example, HTs
are working on semantically different texts in different domains at different times. As
a matter of fact, the problem of limited coverage of accessible parallel data does
exist for MTQE as well. It is considered impractical to prepare reference translations
for each translation task for evaluation purpose, as most human translation tasks
are one-off. Therefore, reference-dependent metrics do not suit HTQE.

It is also worth noting that there are some fallacies in BLEU and the similar
metrics. Koehn (2009) summarizes that the main points of critique are:

• ignorance of the source-side information.
Automatic metrics ignored the source-side information, i.e. the source sen-
tence in particular, all together. Such metrics compare the similarity between
the human reference as gold standard reference and the MT output, based
largely on n-gram co-occurrence. As a consequence, the ST side information
has been neglected.
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• sub-optimality of performance
The fact that reference-based metrics mostly use single references often
undermines their generalising ability, thus fluctuating performance on different
batches of translations. In addition, Length bias might be another issue to some
automatic metrics, due to different weighting strategies in their calculation. For
instance, TER clearly favours short translations as longer sentences contain
more insertions, deletions and substitutions.

• ignorance of the relative relevance of different words.
Some words matter more than others. For instance, negation ‘not’ will totally
change the meaning of a sentence, but punctuations are often irrelevant. They
are treated equally by these metrics. Babych and Hartley (2004) noticed the
lack of a model for the relative importance of matched and mismatched items,
and extended the BLEU with frequency weights for lexical items from a human
reference corpus, showing significantly higher correlation with human intuitive
judgements about adequacy and fluency.

• addressing not the overall grammatical coherence.
N-gram-based evaluation is suspected to bias the metric in favour of phrase-
based translations (systems), which are not grammatical at the sentence level.
For instance, a candidate translation with a number of matched n-grams in
wrong word order will receive the identical BLEU score to the one with the
same number of matched n-grams in the correct word order. The example
below is an example I intentionally swap the sequences of the first candidate
translation at both sides of the empty sign so that two candidate translations
have the equal number of 1-4 grams and candidate 2 is made ungrammatical.
The two translations will be scored exactly the same score 0.10 per the equa-
tion for BLEU above, in which case it is against our intuition. Callison-Burch
et al. (2006) also pointed out that n-gram based metrics are biased towards
statistical systems. In particular, these metrics will consistently overestimate
phrase-based MTs over rule-base MTs.

Example: BLEU Scoring
ST: “ sadly , every year thousands of other people are less fortunate , dying
while they wait for suitable organs to be found . "
candidate 1: 他们在等待合适 <empty>捐献器官中死去
gloss: they are waiting suitable <empty> donated organ middle die
candidate 2: 捐献器官中死去 <empty>他们在等待合适
gloss: donated organ middle die <empty> They are waiting suitable
reference : “ 令人可悲 的 是 ， 每年 成千上万 的 人 却 没有 这么 幸运 ，
他们在等待合适的捐献器官中死去。 "
gloss: “ sadly - is , yearly thousands of people but no such luck , they are
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waiting suitable - donated organ middle die . "

• uninterpretable scores.
Metric scores, such as BLEU, depend on many factors, e.g. a number of
references, the language pair, the domain. These scores become hard to
interpret for intra-system segment evaluation, i.e. comparing translated sen-
tences by a system. Sometimes, post-edited human translations are barely
assigned higher scores than MT translations, despite their much higher quality.
Thus, the correlation of such metrics with human judgements is an artefact of
experiment design (Lommel, 2016), as changing and adding more references
could change the BLEU scores dramatically.

Callison-Burch et al. (2006) have shown that BLEU and similar metrics fail to model
translation variation and thus higher scores indicate no absolute quality improvement.
Contradictions to human judgements are found that highly ranked systems by BLEU
are poorly evaluated by human raters, and in the 2005 NIST evaluations on Arabic-
English, a post-edited submission by monolingual speakers was only assigned with
BLEU scores with small increases but with larger improvements in both fluency
and adequacy in the manual evaluation. Thus, it would be inappropriate to use
BLEU metrics and the similar for comparing systems that are radically different
in architecture (Koehn, 2009). In the case of HTQE, if the styles of translators
drastically differ, this bias could be problematic. In addition, automatic metrics are
found to be unreliable at the segment-level. Results from these metrics are generally
more reliable at the corpus level, but not at the word- and sentence-level. As a
consequence, results of evaluating individual translations would be unreliable.

2.3 Reference-free Approach

Reference-free approach to TQE is a newly developed technique to predict quality
for unseen translations without reliance on human reference translations.

Methods of this approach rely on features extracted from the source, the trans-
lation, or from the translation process (Blatz et al., 2004; Specia et al., 2009a) to
build predictive models instead of comparing lexically the candidate translations and
the prepared references. Reference-free QE has been gaining popularity in recent
years, and a series of QE shared tasks have been organised to predict post-editing
efforts and/or quality classes of MTs at word (Ueffing and Ney, 2005; Luong et al.,
2015a; Servan et al., 2015), sentence (Quirk, 2004; Gamon et al., 2005; Specia
et al., 2009a), and document (Soricut and Echihabi, 2010; Scarton et al., 2016;
Graham et al., 2017b) level in real time.

Representing translational data for MTQE has been a hot topic. Starting from
different approaches, MT researchers use a variety of internal, i.e. MT-system-
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based features such as N-best lists1, alignment table, and external features, i.e.
those generated from external linguistic knowledge sources and tools, such as
Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers, syntactic parsers.

In the following, I will focus on the feature engineering part of previous research
in MTQE so that we can have an understanding of how MT researchers deal with
the representation of translations under various learning constraints. Findings from
this review are beneficial to the goal of building a more intuitive HTQE framework.
Though this thesis focuses on the related task of HTQE at the sentence-level and
document-level, I also include the discussions of features used for word-level MTQE
to help readers grasp a fuller understanding of the reference-free MTQE research.

2.3.1 Quality Indicators for Word Level MTQE

Word-level QE aims to label the MT ‘generated words as either correct or incorrect’2

and ‘enables the system to signal possible errors to the user or propose only those
words as translations that are likely to be correct’ (Ueffing et al., 2003). Some
potential uses of word-level quality estimation include: highlighting words that need
editing in the post-editing stage and indicating which portion (s) of the sentence is
(are) not reliable. As reported in Bojar et al. (2014), word-level quality estimation
tasks often rely on manually designed features and exploit system-based features
(e.g. word graph, word posterior probability), alignment context features (source and
target alignment and neighbours), lexical features (POS tags), syntactic features
(constituent related) and semantic features, e.g. WordNet (Miller et al., 1990)
senses.

System-based confidence measures, which are based on N-best lists or word
graphs generated by an SMT system, are obtained and decided whether they have
exceeded the predefined thresholds so that a word can be tagged as ‘correct’ or
‘incorrect’, or any other variants of labels (Gandrabur and Foster, 2003; Blatz et al.,
2004; Ueffing and Ney, 2005, 2007; Camargo de Souza et al., 2014). Some systems
make use of the n-grams (previous n-th to the following n-th tokens) and skip-grams
(previous and next token) and treat the word quality prediction as a task of sequence
labelling (Han et al., 2013).

Syntactic representations, such as constituency and common cover links3, are
found to be the most discriminative features among many others, such as position,
length, form and surrounding contexts (Bicici, 2013; Martins et al., 2016). Language
model (LM) based scores, such as word occurrence in multiple translation systems
and POS tag-based LM scores are combined with those commonly used lexical
(source and target POS tags) and syntactic attributes (constituent label, depth in

1A list of top n translations along with their scores.
2There are also other binary variants, such as Keep/change, OK/BAD and multi-class variants,

such as Keep, Delete or Substitute (Bojar et al., 2013).
3A new representation that shares the advantages of both bracketing and dependencies but also

has additional properties not shared by either. This concept was advanced by Seginer (2007)
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the constituent tree) to build classifiers for word-level quality prediction (Luong et al.,
2014; Wisniewski et al., 2014; Shang et al., 2015; Tezcan et al., 2015; Beck et al.,
2016).

People have shown a boosted interest in Deep Learning (DL) in recent years.
Researchers make efforts to solve the QE at word level with deep neural networks.
Shah et al. (2015) tried to use word embeddings as an additional feature for word-
level QE with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Vapnik, 1998) classifier. Kreutzer
et al. (2015) proposed a bilingual DNN model for word QE in which bilingual cor-
respondences are learnt ‘from scratch’ to train a continuous space deep neural
network with distributed word representations (Mikolov et al., 2013c) and then fine
tuned for the QE classification task. Online tools, such as MT systems are also used
to extract bilingual information (e.g. the relations between the source segment and
a given target segment) by obtaining the overlapping sub-segments of the source
and translating them into the target language (TL). The same process is carried
out for all the overlapping sub-segments of the target, which are translated into
the SL. The resulting collection of sub-segment translations are then compared to
identify sub-segment correspondences between TT and ST (Esplà-Gomis et al.,
2015, 2016).

In nature, the word level QE is modelled as a sequence prediction problem. This
task predicts the quality labels for segments at different levels of granularity. Binary
classification in the form of ‘OK’ and ‘BAD’ (or similar variants) and multi-class
classification in the form of post-editing decisions (Bojar et al., 2013) and specified
error types in Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM)4 are two representative
learning tasks, with possible more refined levels (Bojar et al., 2014, 2015, 2016a). As
stated at the beginning of this section, while word-level QE might be useful in several
ways for computer-aided translation (CAT) and human post-editing, the task is
deemed impractical for human translations for the following reasons: First, manually
preparing word level training and testing data from human translations is extremely
expensive; Second, predicting the difference between translations and their post-
edited versions5 has imposed an unnecessary restriction on human translators
and limited their choices of words. Finally, I suspect that word-level QE could not
decently address the problems of synonyms, polysemes and different freedom of
word order in TL. The estimation itself may unfairly favour translations close to the
post-edited reference in form. Last but not the least, word-level correspondence is
often viewed as a consequence of translation incompetence6. Note that higher level
sub-clause QE, for instance, phrase-level QE has been conducted as well (Bojar

4http://www.qt21.eu/launchpad/content/multidimensional-quality-metrics
5In word-level MT QE, training and testing are often based on segments automatically annotated

for errors using the alignments provided by the TER tool (Snover et al., 2006). In other words, the
task is predicting automatically annotated errors.

6wordwise and/or other forms of literal translation are often discouraged in translation textbooks
and translator training.
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et al., 2016a). Approaches to phrase-level QE are more or less the same as the
word-level QE7.

In the following section, I focus on features used in the sentence-level MTQE.

2.3.2 Quality Indicators for Sentence-level MTQE

It is widely recognised that the automatic evaluation of MT quality is crucial for
inter-system comparisons in the same translation task and intra-system evaluation
during the development phase. Most current QE research is carried out at the
sentence level.

There are a number of attempts using machine-learned classifiers for the
sentence-level MTQE. In the following, I go through some representative work
and the features that are used.

Quirk (2004) uses a small corpus (350 sentences) of human annotated MTs
to train a classifier that emulates human scoring. He uses features spanning from
sentence perplexity score (3-gram LM based) to source and target sentence length,
logical form (LF) representations (a predicate argument structure representation),
the number and average size of learned mappings, counts and percentages of
words translated and target and source ratios of the monolingual features. Some
researchers attempt to automatically distinguish MTs and HTs, i.e. human-likeness
classification, using perplexity-based features, linguistic features, n-gram precision,
length and word error rate concerning human reference translations (Corston-Oliver
et al., 2001; Kulesza and Shieber, 2004). Features used in these work can be
adapted for the QE purpose.

Gamon et al. (2005) investigate the possibility of detecting dysfluent MT sen-
tences in the absence of reference translations. Sentences are represented as
vectors of binary features based on linguistic analysis toolkit. The features they
use are based on work in style classification (Gamon, 2004) and fall into several
categories: trigrams of POS tags, context-free grammar productions, semantic
analysis features, POS and semantic relationship to the parent node, semantic
modification relations. Albrecht and Hwa (2007a,b) apply pseudo-reference-based
features that are produced by alternative MT systems to regression algorithms in
order to measure the quality of MT output sentences. Specia et al. (2009b) exploit
resource-independent and system-independent features with inductive confidence
machines to dynamically filter out bad translations under certain confidence thresh-
olds. A number of ‘black-box’ features have been used in their study. These features
are mainly from previous work on confidence estimation and have been used in
Specia et al. (2009a). In what follows, I summarise their set of 77 features.

• source & target sentence lengths and their ratios
7sometimes through certain adaptation, e.g. phrases are treated as a sequence of words. Thus,

phrases can be represented as a combination of word-level features.
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• source & target sentence 3-gram language model probability & perplexity

• source & target sentence type/token ratio

• source sentence 1 to 3-gram frequency statistics in a given frequency quartile
of a monolingual corpus

• alignment scores for source and target and percentage of different types of
word alignment, as given by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003)

• percentages and mismatches of many superficial constructions between the
source and target sentences (brackets, quotes and other punctuation symbols,
numbers, etc.)

• average number of translations per source word in the sentence (as given by
probabilistic dictionaries), unweighted or weighted by the (inverse) frequency
of the words

• Levenshtein edit distance between the source sentence and sentences in the
corpus used to train the SMT system

• source & target percentages of numbers, content-words and non-content
words

• POS-tag TL model, based on the target side of the corpus used to train the
SMT system

This feature set then is reused in a series of QE experiments exploring QE
correlation with human annotators (Specia et al., 2010), investigating more objec-
tive ways of annotation for better indicating post-editing effort (Specia, 2011) and
predicting translation adequacy (Specia et al., 2011). Specia et al. (2011) started
to incorporate into the feature set linguistic information, for instance, POS tagging,
chunking, dependency relations and named entities. In a recent work, Felice and
Specia (2012) advanced an extended set of 70 linguistics features, complemented
by a set of 77 shallow, non-linguistic features, which are extracted from both STs
and TTs and summarized below (S for source and T for target).

• sentence 3-gram log-probability and perplexity using a language model (LM)
of PoS tags [T]

• number, percentage and ratio of content words (N,V, ADJ) and function words
(DET, PRON, PREP, ADV) [S & T]

• width and depth of constituency and dependency trees for the input and
translation texts and their differences [S & T]

• percentage of nouns, verbs and pronouns in the sentence and their ratios
between [S & T]
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• number and difference in deictic elements in [S & T]

• number and difference in specific types of named entities (person, oragnization,
location, other) and the total of named entities [S & T]

• number and difference in noun, verb and prepositional phrases [S & T]

• number of unlinked determiners [T]

• number of explicit (pronominal, non-pronominal) and implicit (zero pronoun)
subjects [T]

• number of split contractions in Spanish

• number and percentage of subject-verb disagreement cases [T]

• number of unknown words estimated using a spell checker [T]

• number and proportion of unique tokens and numbers in the sentence [S & T]

• sentence length ratios [S & T]

• number of non-alphabetical tokens and their ratios [S & T]

• sentence 3-gram perplexity [S & T]

• type/token ratio variations8

• average token frequency from a monolingual corpus [S]

• mismatches in opening and closing brackets and quotation marks [S & T]

• average number of occurrences of all words within the sentence [T]

• alignment score (IBM-4) and percentage of different types of word alignments
by GIZA++

Part of these features have been developed into a strong baseline feature framework
using only shallow statistics from the source and target texts and further improved
(Specia et al., 2013, 2015) and reused in the consecutive WMT quality estimation
shared tasks (Callison-Burch et al., 2012; Bojar et al., 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016a).

Apart from the features listed above, participants in these QE shared tasks and
interested researchers often put forward new features with variations on top of the
baseline features. For different considerations, these newly proposed features vary
in different team submissions and research designs. Sometimes they appear in
different names because of the preference of researchers, e.g. pseudo reference
may be called as MT output difference or MT consensus in different research (Scar-
ton and Specia, 2014b). Typical among them are back-off n-gram based features,

8e.g. corrected TTR (Carroll, 1964), Log TTR (Herdan and Wijk, 1960), Guirauid index (Guiraud,
1954) Uber Index (Dugast, 1980) and Jarvis TTR (Jarvis, 2002)
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intra-lingual features9, cross-lingual features10 in Langlois et al. (2012), sequential
features11 and syntactic dependency features in Pighin et al. (2012), Almaghout
and Specia (2013), and Samad Zadeh Kaljahi et al. (2013), POS N-gram based
features in Kaljahi et al. (2014b), Luong et al. (2014), and Tezcan et al. (2015, 2016),
edit distance between a translation to the training sentence in Buck (2012), parsing
statistics from Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG) parsing and automatic
language quality checking in Avramidis (2012a), Avramidis and Popovic (2013a),
Avramidis (2014), and Hokamp et al. (2014), topic-based features using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in Blei et al. (2003)12 and Rubino et al. (2012, 2013a),
subsequence-level features13 in González-Rubio et al. (2012), Okapi BM25 similarity
(Robertson and Jones, 1976), i.e. term frequency–inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) in Moreau and Vogel (2012), features from the decoding process14 in
Avramidis (2012b), Soricut et al. (2012), Wu and Zhao (2012), and Rubino et al.
(2013b), MT output difference or pseudo reference-based features15 in Okita et al.
(2012), Camargo de Souza et al. (2013), Formiga et al. (2013), and Scarton and
Specia (2014b), word alignments in Soricut et al. (2012), Camargo de Souza et al.
(2013), and Turchi et al. (2013), style classification features in Moreau and Rubino
(2013), semantic role labels in Kaljahi et al. (2014a), monolingual and bilingual
word representations in Shah et al. (2015) and Abdelsalam et al. (2016). Lucia
Specia keeps a complete list of features used by all participating teams (but 1) in
2012 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (WMT 12) on her personal
webpage17.

In the following subsection, I look at the features employed in MTQE at the
document level.

2.3.3 Quality Indicators for Document-level MTQE

In contrast to sentence-level QE, document-level QE is a relatively under-researched
area, with only a few previous studies identifiable in the literature (Soricut and
Echihabi, 2010; Scarton and Specia, 2014a; Scarton et al., 2015a,b, 2016; Graham
et al., 2017b). As Scarton (2016) discussed, document-level QE is challenging in that
assessing document is not as straightforward as assessing words and sentences (i.e.
assigning scores to large units of text is extremely difficult because small problems
at the word and sentence level interfere in human judgement), and there is little

9the average mutual information between words in one sentence.
10the average of the mutual information between words in source and target sentences.
11n-gram model on different variants of sequence in which non-stop words are replaced with the

root of the word, the suffix and the POS of the word.
12source and target segment probability distribution over topics for a 10-dimension topic model

and cosine distance between source and target topic vectors
13frequencies and confidence score computed on the n−best translations.
14e.g. inverted automatic scores, Mini-/maximal link likelihood
15MT outputs are considered iteratively as translation reference and compared to each other using

the software TERCOM16

17http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/people/L.Specia/resources/feature_sets_all_participants.tar.gz
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parallel data with document-level quality annotations available for training. Since
2015, the quality estimation shared task in WMT workshop series has included
document level QE as one subtask (Bojar et al., 2015, 2016a). In the following, I
identify a few studies addressing the document-level QE.

Soricut and Echihabi (2010) explore quality assessments on documents for which
reference translations are not available, using confidence estimation to predict BLEU
scores of the translated documents produced by a given MT system. They use
external features that include text-based features (e.g. length of source and target in
terms of tokenized words), LM-based features (e.g. document-level perplexity score
using 5-gram LM), pseudo-reference-based features (e.g. BLEU scores computed
using alternative MT systems’ outputs as references), example-based features
(e.g. top-100 and bottom-100 development set documents as templates) and
training-data-based features (e.g. computing the number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
tokens). While the researchers report promising results for ranking translations of
different source documents and consistent performance across a large variety of
languages, they also admit that predicting absolute document-level BLEU scores
proved inconclusive.

Soricut and Narsale (2012) recreated the document-level quality prediction based
on the predicted sentence-level BLEU-like scores, proposing a new approach of
combining sentence-level prediction into the document-level prediction. The same
set features as in Soricut and Echihabi (2010) are used.

Scarton and Specia (2014a) hypothesise that features that capture discourse
phenomena can improve document-level prediction. They considered discourse
features and pseudo-reference features (BLEU-like scores). Discourse features
consist of lexical cohesion features, such as average word repetition, average
lemma repetition, average noun repetition, and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
(Landauer et al., 1998) cohesion features, which are in the form of Spearman rank
correlation coefficient (Spearman, 1904) of adjacent sentences and the averaged
Spearman rank correlation of all sentences in the document. BLEU and TER scores
are computed between the target translations and alternative MT systems at the
document level and used as features with baseline features (Specia et al., 2015)
and the LSA features to build models to predict BLEU and TER scores for systems
of interest. Both LSA features and pseudo-reference features showed improvement
over the baseline features. Scarton et al. (2015a) explored document-aware and
discourse-aware feature for document-level QE in the shared task. Results show
discourse features they implemented in the QuEst framework contribute to the
improvement over the baseline. The document-aware features are adapted from
the baseline features used for the sentence-level QE (same as in Section 2.3.2). A
snippet of the features (mainly discourse-aware features) is provided below.

• word/lemma/noun repetition in the source/target document

• ratio of word/lemma/noun repetition between source and target documents
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• number of pronouns in the source/target document

• number of discourse connectives in the source/target document

• number of pronouns of each type according to Pitler and Nenkova (2009)’s clas-
sification:expansion, temporal, contingency, comparison and non-discourse

• number of Elementary Discourse Units (EDU)18 (Mann and Thompson, 1988)
breaks in the source/target document

• number of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988)
nucleus relations in the source/target document

• number of RST satellite relations19 in the source/target document

At the WMT16 workshop, two teams participated in the subtask of document-level
QE. Scarton et al. (2016) submitted two systems using two different approaches.
One uses word embeddings as features and is trained with a Gaussian Process (GP)
(Rasmussen, 2004) and the other uses a combination of discourse information and is
trained with SVM. Other than all features introduced in Scarton et al. (2015a), entity-
graph-based features to measure the coherence between source and target are also
introduced in this study. Bicici (2016) reproduced their framework of document-level
QE as previously in Bicici (2013) with only small adaptation for different tasks.

Other than these studies directly related to the document-level QE, Graham et al.
(2017b) explore the validity of gold standard for document-level QE, investigating to
what degree tuning the gold standard impacts the validity of the system estimation
performance and proposing direct assessment (DA) on Mechanical Turk as an
alternative to reliable and cost-effective gold standard construction.

To conclude, in this section, I have reviewed the research in MTQE at different
levels of granularity. Various hand-crafted features and system-dependent features
are discussed and presented.

Whereas researchers define features according to the attributes of their proposed
features, some try to associate the features with a certain aspect of translation quality.
Specia et al. (2011) tried to differentiate adequacy and fluency features with source
complexity features. Such features use the source-side information to measure the
difficulty of translation. This information is concerned with the lexical complexity (e.g.
source type/token ratio) and syntactical depth (e.g. source side syntactic parsing).
Fluency features (e.g. n-gram LM perplexity) often gauge how natural and fluent the
target text is. Adequacy features link the source and target texts. These features aim
to assess the formal correspondence and semantic equivalence between source
and target. Examples include simple ratios and frequency counts (e.g. the ratio of
the number of noun phrases in the source and the target).

18the leaves of a discourse tree that correspond to contiguous atomic clause-like text spans
19supporting relations
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However, these features were designed in MTQE for the purpose of predict-
ing post-editing effort, post-editing time and other automatic metric scores as a
substitute for human scores. In contrast, the working subjects and goal for HTQE
are different. HTQE aims to estimate the quality of HTs at the sentence- and
document-level without reliance on human evaluators. Quality scores (e.g. on a
predefined scale) or labels (e.g. ‘good’ or ‘bad’) can be assigned to new translations
automatically by the trained system. Thus, the main goal of HTQE is to predict
human scores for the unseen translations, instead of metric scores (e.g. HTER and
METEOR scores) computed between the references and the translations. These
differences require us to rethink what features are suitable to be included for HTQE.

In addition, some fallacies in the current framework of MTQE could be identified.
I argue that the practice that MT outputs are mainly evaluated as segments (e.g.
at the sentence or sub-sentence level) does not conform to the fact that human
translations are often evaluated as a whole piece of work at the document-level
through global scoring20. Even though QE at the segment level is beneficial for
identifying potential problematic words, phrases and sentences in translations, this
type of tasks are likely to incur disrespect for discourse-level phenomena in the
translation and unfairly favour translation segments that are locally optimal but
globally out-of-place. Out of these hundreds of features are only a few crafted for
measuring cohesion and coherence of the translations (See my discussion in the
last subsection), and also document-level QE is largely neglected in MTQE. In the
meantime, it is observed that terminology equivalence, an important factor affecting
translation quality (as evidenced by Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM)21 that
terminology is one of the main issues), has not been properly tackled. Domain-
specific texts contain a number of terms that impose extra cognitive processing load
on translators, and the lexical-conceptual representation of those terms may be
challenging for them. Thus, whether or not translators can successfully render the
terminology in TL is a good criterion for evaluating the quality of target texts (TTs).

2.3.4 Pros and Cons of the Reference-free Approach

In contrast, reference-free QE has demonstrated superiority over automatic metrics.
The advantages of the methods of this approach include:

• minimal human intervention required.
It only takes necessary manual labour to annotate enough training data, and
it works on unseen new translations without additional manual work, unlike
reference-based metrics that can only work for translations of the same content
as the reference(s). It requires no preparation of references, which sometimes
are costly to obtain, for new evaluation tasks. For instance, for a job of

20In global scoring, the examiner reads the entire essay or translation and makes a holistic
judgement about the quality (Isenhour and Kramlich, 2008).

21http://www.qt21.eu/mqm-definition/definition-2015-12-30.html
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approximately 4000 words English-Chinese translation, it will cost a client
nearly $400.

• task-oriented quality evaluation.
Different aspects of translation quality in various forms, e.g. from editing
cost to adequacy rank, can be its target to estimate. In this study, I estimate
quality scores for human translations according to a certain well-accepted
instrument such as ATA rubric. The fine-grained quality components of this
scheme cannot be obtained from reference-dependent metrics but through
reference-free QE techniques.

• customisable granularities of evaluation.
Unlike automatic metrics who yield uniform scores for system-level evaluation,
reference-free QE can produce fine-grained scores up to a finite number of
levels for words, sentences, and documents.

However, MTQE and HTQE serve different purposes. MTQE at the sentence- or
word-level fits best a scenario in which automated translation is only part of a more
extensive pipeline. Such pipelines usually involve human post-editing, beneficial to
translation productivity (Lagarda et al., 2009). In contrast, HTQE is not designed only
for selecting defective translations for post-editing (See my discussion in Chapter 1).
QE at the word- and sentence-level, however, suffer from the inherent deficiency
that contextual information is often ignored, and deviate from the fact that human
translations mostly appear as documents.

In the meantime, I have observed some limitations of current reference-free
research:

• overwhelmingly centred on MTQE. As I described in the last section, most
work focuses on MTQE, and HTQE is clearly under-researched. More efforts
should be devoted to it. QE should be tailored to the specificity of HTs, given
that they differ in terms of translation errors, working units, evaluation methods
and criterion and translation strategies (See my discussion in Section 1.2).
Representations for HTs at different granularity levels that facilitate the training
and tuning of an effective QE model is of critical significance.

• no publicly available HTQE datasets. In contrast to a large amount of MTQE
datasets that are accessible to the research community, datasets for HTQE
are scarce. To my knowledge, there are no open datasets that have been
manually annotated with schemes of translation quality for HTQE research.
Therefore, collecting and annotating HTs with a proper quality scheme and
making them accessible to the research community are beneficial for further
research in HTQE.

• lack of fine-grained QE. While evaluating MT from the perspectives of ad-
equacy, fluency and post-editing efforts is typical, I argue that finer-grained
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HTQE is more suitable for evaluating human translations, as coarse-grained
HTQE cannot provide much insightful feedback regarding linguistic phenom-
ena and translation errors. The granularity of levels is another issue. Current
reference-free MTQE mainly works at the sentence-level, leaving document-
level QE less-studied. As I previously discussed in Section 1.2, both document-
level and sentence-level QE should be considered in a balanced way.

Thus, reference-free approaches in MTQE must be adapted for HTQE by taking
into account forms and uniqueness of human translations. Considering the de-facto
status of sentence- and document-level MTQE, this thesis aims to carry out a more
in-depth study in this direction for HTQE. I aim to address the above-mentioned
issues in this study.

2.4 Summary

From a textual-linguistic point of view, a reliable evaluation method should take
into consideration the purpose of translation, the end user and text types, among
many other factors (House, 2014). Qualified human evaluators are desirable for
such a task, but human evaluation suffers its drawbacks of being expensive, time-
consuming, and non-reusable. Automatising the evaluation of human translations
can mitigate the negative influence of manual evaluation and at least complement
human evaluation in certain scenarios, such as low-risk taking examination scoring
and autonomous learning feedback.

Reference-based metrics can help overcome the limitations of human evaluation
but suffer imperfections making them less desirable for the automatic evaluation of
human translations. In comparison, reference-free QE is more task-oriented and
capable of estimating fine-grained translation quality at different levels. For instance,
a QE system can assess human translation from different aspects of quality.

To sum up, this section introduces two approaches to automatic evaluation of
(machine or human) translations. It is argued that reference-free QE is more suitable
for automatising human translation evaluation. In the next section, I will focus on the
critical part of featuring engineering for HTQE.





Chapter 3

Features for Human Translation
Quality Estimation

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, automatising the process of QE for human translations
could be beneficial in many ways. For instance, it can mitigate the negative influence
of human subjectivity that is brought about by different quality expectations of the
assessors, in addition to the greater productivity it ensures and colossal cost it
reduces for evaluating a large number of translations in large-scale exams. However,
as Domingos (2012b, pp. 78) noted, much of ‘the knowledge that is needed to
develop ML applications successfully is often not readily available’. Thus, choosing
an intuitive framework of representations for human translations is paramount to
successfully building a performant system.

Starting from different approaches, researchers used a variety of internal (i.e.
MT-system-based features such as N-best lists1, alignment table ) and external
features (i.e. features generated from external linguistic knowledge sources and
tools, e.g. Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers, syntactic parsers) for MTQE. We admit
that HTs and MTs are similar in that they both are language transfer products, but
both types of texts clearly have their own characteristics as human translators and
MT systems do not share equally the cognitive capacity and the same working
mechanisms (see my discussion in Section 1.2). In the meantime, some fallacies
can also be observed in the current MTQE frameworks:

• MT system-based features are not generalisable to HTQE. It is natural
to utilise internal features extracted from the MT systems to be evaluated.
However, some of these features such as N-best list are not easily accessible
to HTQE systems. Therefore, they are not generalisable or reproducible in
HTQE even though they have proved effective in MTQE tasks.

1A list of top n translations along with their scores.
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• Over-reliance on few types of features. It is noticed that some MTQE
research use heavily certain types of linguistic features in building QE models.
For instance, Albrecht and Hwa (2007b) rely on pseudo-references to develop
sentence-level MT evaluation metrics, and Liu and Gildea (2005) explored
the use of kernel-based subtree and headword chain metrics to compute the
similarity between target translations and references. Though the effectiveness
of these features in QE have been validated, they may have explicitly disregard
some useful information.

• Computational complexity could be further reduced. Even though com-
puting power for modern computers is no longer a problem, complex ways of
computing features for the QE purpose cause problems, e.g. debug, deploy-
ment, dependencies, to the QE systems. Take the hand-crafted features in a
handful MTQE research for example. Kaljahi et al. (2014b) have designed a
hand-crafted set of constituency and dependency related features. Some of
these features require additional resources and computation. For instance, the
average number of POS n-grams in each n-gram frequency quartile demands
treebanks and computing the POS-ngram distribution in different frequency
quartiles. To compute dependency relation n-gram scores against language
models trained on the respective treebanks for each language, we need an
additional language modelling process of dependency relations.

Therefore, in designing the feature set for HTQE, the researcher includes those
classic shallow features in previous MTQE research, such as QuEst (Specia et al.,
2013) and QuEst++ (Specia et al., 2015). In the meantime, the researcher tries
to incorporate multiple categories of features into the framework so as to consider
information capturing various aspects of translation quality. Also, simplistic forms of
features from STs and TTs (i.e. normalised frequency counts and the ratios between
the source and target side feature values) are preferred, in addition to the distances
of feature vectors of the same category, e.g. a distance between the two vectors of
all POS features in STs and TTs.

Motivated by the reasons above, I intend to develop feature representations for
better capturing human translation quality on the basis of the current MTQE frame-
work. I am particularly interested in HTQE for the quality of trainee translations. The
main contribution of this chapter lies in the feature set I design, which integrates the
massively expanded MTQE features. Novel features such as cohesion and coher-
ence features for the task of HTQE, string- and vector-based pseudo-reference and
back-translation features are introduced. The proposed feature set has attempted to
extend the features from lexical, syntactic level to discourse level to better adapt to
HTs at the document-level. In this chapter, I present the feature set and the intuition
behind the design.
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3.2 Human Quality Estimation Features

This section will mainly deal with the representation of human translational data for
QE purpose. As stated above, the features consist of two components: a portion of
features from MTQE research and a newly proposed set.

Translation is a very complex human behaviour, which involves a multitude of
factors, such as text types, language pairs, translation tools, deadlines, speed, rates
and specifications. Consequently, translation quality is subject to and substantially
influenced by inner linguistic-textual factors (e.g. language norms, text types)
and extra-linguistic factors (e.g. translation specifications, translator competence)
(House, 2014; Munday, 2016b). For simplification, I treat translation as a purely
linguistic-textual operation and look into factors at this level only. Translations are
viewed as a by-product of monolingual and bilingual communication, constrained by
the TL norms. Though the translation process is overwhelmingly black-box in nature,
the final product of mental activity is somewhat transparent. In other words, if we
are examining the quality of translations from a linguistic perspective, characteristic
features for each translation at the lexical, syntactic and discourse level should be
the main focus. In the following, I come up with a set of specific features that belong
to these categories and discuss their relationship with translation quality.

For presentation purpose, I group them into three main categories of features:
monolingual, bilingual and language modelling. For instance, language modelling
is monolingual, but features under this category are mainly probabilistic, different
from most of the frequency-based features in the monolingual group. For a detailed
overview of various features used in MTQE, I refer the readers to the discussion in
Section 2.3 and the WMT12 shared task on QE (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). My
framework for HTQE provides a wide range of features and methods extracting them
from STs and TTs and external resources and tools (Section 5). These features go
from simple, language-independent ones to advanced, linguistically motivated ones.
Among them, some typical MTQE features from the standard MTQE framework
QuEst++ are included in my framework:

• target sentence length in words

• log probability LM for the source

• log probability LM for the target

• perplexity LM for the source

• perplexity LM for the target

• number of sentences in the source

• number of sentences in the target

• number of types in the source
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• number of types in the target

• type-token ratio in the source

• type-token ratio in the target

• averaged sentence length in the source

• averaged sentence length in the target

• number of out-of-vocabulary words in the source

• number of out-of-vocabulary words in the target

• number of punctuation marks in the source

• number of punctuation marks in the target

• number of prepositional phrases in the source

• number of prepositional phrases in the target

• (partially) pseudo-references MT metrics

Note that here source and target refer to STs and TTs at both sentence- and
document-level. In each group of my framework, all new features I redesign or
propose are marked with a triangle.

3.2.1 Monolingual Features

Translation is concerned with two or more language pairs. Monolingual features
refer to features that monolingually occur in either TTs or STs. These shallow
surface features (e.g. the number of tokens, sentence length) and linguistic features
(e.g. POS tags) often present discrepantly in both languages, and their varying
distribution has proven contributive for predicting translation quality (Specia et al.,
2009b; Callison-Burch et al., 2012). What follows is an account of main monolingual
features I have advanced for HTQE.

3.2.1.1 POS Tags

POS tagging is the process of assigning one of the grammatical categories to
the given word (Manning and Schütze, 1999; Voutilainen, 2003). Examples of
common linguistic categories include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions,
conjunctions and their subcategories. The distribution of POS is generally seen as
a factor strongly related to the syntactic quality.

As linguistically motivated features, POS related features are exploited in Giménez
and Màrquez (2007) and Specia et al. (2011) and used as baseline features in the
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WMT Quality Estimation shared-task 2012 (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). For in-
stance, number, percentage and ratio of content words and function words are
extracted as linguistic features in Felice and Specia (2012). In a similar vein, POS
tags were counted as shallow grammatical matches on both the source and the
target (Avramidis, 2012b; Beck et al., 2013; Luong et al., 2014). Unlike other shallow
features, such as sentence length or n-gram statistics, which are limited in their
scope and account for the very superficial aspect of a translation, linguistic features
convey meaning, grammar and content (Felice and Specia, 2012). Their dynamic
relationship might be contributing to the meaning transfer from STs to TTs. Based
on this assumption, I use the POS tagging component from Stanford CoreNLP (Man-
ning et al., 2014) to process STs and TTs and then match them per the Universal
POS-Tagset (Petrov et al., 2012–2013) in order to achieve better comparability for a
distant language pair, such as the English Penn TreeBank (PTB)2 and the Chinese
TreeBank (CTB)3. The universal POS-Tagset has been demonstrated effective in
MTQE (Han et al., 2014) and able to deal with incompatibility of two distantly related
languages. Chinese has far fewer linguistic categories (34) than Indo-European
languages, such as English (45) (Petrov et al., 2012–2013). I count the occurrences
of POS tags in STs and TTs according to the converted universal tags.

For a detailed matching between Universal POS-Tagset and the common POS
tags in two languages, please refer to Table 3.1

Universal Tag English Chinese

English (PTB) Chinese (CTB)

.(Punctuation) ! # $ ” " , ) -LRB- -RRB- . : ? HYPH PU
CONJ(conjunctions) CC CC CS
VERB(verbs) VB VBD VBD VBN VBG VBG

VBN VBP VBZ VP MD
VA VC VE VV

NOUN(nouns) NN NNP NNPS NNS NN|NNS
NN|SYM NN|VBG

NN NR NT

NUM(cardinal numbers) CD OD M CD
PRON(pronouns) PRP PRP$ PRP|VBP WP WP$ EX PN
ADJ(adjectives) JJ JJR JJS JJ|RB JJ|VBG JJ
ADV(adverbs) WRB RB|VBG RB|RP RBS RBR RB AD
ADP(adpositions) IN IN|RP P
DET(determiners) DT EX PDT WDT DT
PRT(particles or other function words) RP TO POS SP MSP LC ETC DEC DEG DEV DT AS
X(foreign words) UH SYM LS FW X SB ON LB IJ FW BA

Table 3.1 Universal POS TagSet Mapping from English & Chinese

The distribution of each feature is normalised to take into account the length of
text (either sentence or document) for the sake of inter-sentential or inter-document
comparison. The normalised feature count is calculated as

Freqf =
Countf × C[10,100]

Lensent/doc

. (3.1)

In Eq. 3.1, Freqf stands for the normalised counts for the specific feature in sen-
tences or documents, Countf represents the original count, and for presentation

2https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html
3http://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1039&context=ircs_reports
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purposes, C[10,100] denotes a constant number with a binary value of 10 (for a sen-
tence) and 100 (for a document)4. Lensent/doc is the length of the text in terms of the
number of tokens (words) for either a sentence or a document. This normalisation
procedure is applicable to other count-based features hereinafter.

3.2.1.2 Dependency Relations

Typed dependencies and phrase structures are different ways of sentence structure
representation. While a phrase structure parse represents nesting of multi-word
constituents, a dependency parse represents dependencies between words (De
Marneffe et al., 2006). Different types of dependency representations acknowledge
the semantic, syntactic aspects of texts and are used to parse natural languages.

As opposed to the constituency relation, dependency is the notion that linguistic
units, such as words, are linked to each other by certain relations and the central
verb is at the core of the sentence in which all other elements are under its domi-
nance. Thus, verb dependants are directly or indirectly connected through these
dependencies. Each one of them, centring around the main verb (s), constitutes a
network of syntactic relations with associated lexical items. This network of typed
dependencies (See Figure 3.1a for illustration) challenges the human translators’
intellectuality and translation competence. For translators, in the translation process,
it requires them to understand and interpret these connected relations and recode
them in TL. Therefore, dependency relations in both STs and TTs point a direction
for estimating the quality of translations in question.

The dependency tree contains both the lexical and syntactic information, which
inspires us to use it for QE. In addition, during the transfer from one language into
another, dependencies may, more often than not, demonstrate stability that core
verbs and the dependencies under its dominance would reproduce themselves in
translations. Intuitively, a good translation normally would have a proportionally
equivalent number of dependencies in most cases. For the sentence in Figure 3.1a,
I extract two students’ translation and plot their dependency relations as well (Figure
3.1b and Figure 3.1c). Parsers are less successful on badly translated sentences,
thus leading to mismatched counts of dependencies. As is shown in these figures
(note: dependencies are gray labels in Figure 3.1b and red labels in Figure 3.1c), In
the translations of the source text sentence, dependencies, such as case (case),
nominal subject (nsubj), coordination (CC), negation modifier (neg) and adverb
modifier (advmod), are reproduced in both students’ translation at exactly the same
position. However, the first student’s translation (in Figure 3.1b) has yielded several
dependencies marked uncertain (dep) due to the literal translation of ‘fear’ into害怕
(‘afraid’). This mistranslation causes confusion to the parser, thus mismatches in
types and numbers of dependencies. In contrast, student 2’s translation (in Figure

4I set this binary value because on average sentences contain fewer than 15 words each, and a
translated document has about 250 words each.
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NN CC NN VBP RB DT NNS IN NN PU CC PRP$ NN VBZ DT NN PU

Hostility and fear are universally the products of ignorance , and our antagonism is no exception .

cc cc

conj

nsubj
cop

advmod

root

nmod
case

cc

conj

poss

nsubj
cop

neg

ARG0

ARG1

ARG0 ARG1

(a) Dependencies and Semantic Roles in ST Sentence

NN CC VV AD VC NN VV SP PU PN DEG NN AD AD VV PU

Translation: 敌意 和 害怕 通常 是 无知 造成 的 ， 我们 的 对抗性 也 不 例外 。

Gloss: hostility and fear often is ignorance caused by ， our - antagonism too not exception .

root

dep

dep

cc

dep

advmod

nsubj dep case
assmod

nsubj

advmod
neg

root

dep

ARG0

ARG1
ARG0

(b) Dependencies and Semantic Roles in Translation (Student 1)

(c) Dependencies and Semantic Roles in Translation (Student 2)

Figure 3.1 Dependency and Semantic Parsing Information

3.1c) is less problematic to the parser with more matched dependency relations. In
addition, it translates explicitly the part ‘our antagonism’, which is omitted by the first
student.

Dependencies have found their way into translation quality prediction in MTQE.
For the purpose of evaluating MT outputs, dependencies in the hypotheses are
seen as the projection of and compared against the dependencies of the reference
translations, and on its basis, their precision and recall of alignment (or other
variants) is calculated (Pighin et al., 2012). Instead of computing the accuracy of
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the dependency alignments for human translations and references, Kaljahi et al.
(2014b) exploit dependency tree kernels in association with hand-crafted syntactic
features to predict automatic metric scores. There is no evidence that source-side
dependencies will remain intact in the target, especially when two drastically different
languages are involved. The researcher takes a more simplistic approach to count
the frequencies of each typed dependency in a source and its corresponding target
translation and normalise the counts by their lengths respectively. To extract the
dependency information, the researcher uses the dependency parser of Stanford
CoreNLP that works for both English STs and Chinese TTs. Dependency features
are normalised per Equation (3.1). Different from the above-mentioned work in
MTQE trying to compare the reference and target translation syntactically (Pighin
et al., 2012) or extract syntactic knowledge in a rather complex manner (Kaljahi et al.,
2014b), the researcher does not rely solely on syntactic information and instead
seeks to integrate it with other potentially useful features. To this end, he associates
the dependency relations in STs and TTs with a universal parsing framework (Petrov
et al., 2012–2013) for cross-lingual extraction purpose.

3.2.1.3 Constituency

Apart from dependencies, another very closely related linguistic phenomenon is
the phrasal structure in STs and TTs. While dependencies deal with relationships
between words, constituencies provide more detailed information about sub-phrases
within a sentence. Syntactic features are useful to capture the syntactic complexity
of the source sentence, the grammaticality of the target translation and the syntactic
symmetry between the source sentence and its translation (Kaljahi et al., 2014b).

Koehn et al. (2003) found that small phrases up to three words could help
achieve high accuracy and outperform word-based models in machine translation.
Combining fundamental ideas from both syntax-based translation and phrase-based
translation, Chiang (2007) used hierarchical phrases in his machine translation
model and achieved rather good speed and accuracy. Previous research has also
borne out their usefulness in MTQE. Corston-Oliver et al. (2001) classify sentences
into MTs and HTs with parse tree features. Quirk (2004) integrates the binary feature
of a spanning parse tree with other features for a 4-point scale sentence-level QE.
Liu and Gildea (2005), Albrecht and Hwa (2007b), and Giménez and Màrquez (2007)
compute the syntactic similarity between MT outputs and reference translations
in QE tasks. Constituency information in the form of tree kernels (Collins and
Duffy, 2001; Moschitti, 2006) collected from the parse trees is now used as features
in some QE work (Hardmeier et al., 2012; Rubino et al., 2012), suggesting that
correspondence between longer units of STs and TTs might be more associated
with quality translation. For human translation, this is related to the ‘unit of translation’
(Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958) issue.
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IP

VP

VP

VA

敌意(hostility)
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和(and)
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VV

害怕(afraid)
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通常(often)
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(a) Constituency Parsing of Student 1’s Translation for the Sentence in Figure 3.1a
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NN

敌意(hostility)
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和(and)
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恐惧(fear)
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常常(often)

VP
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被(are)
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认为(viewed)
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是(as)
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无知(ignorance)
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的(’s)
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产物(products)

IP
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我们(our)

VP

PP

P

对(towards)

NP

DNP

NP

NN

昆虫(insects)

DEG

的(’s)

ADJP

JJ

敌对(hostile)

NP

NN

情绪(feelings)

ADVP

AD

也(too)

ADVP

AD

不(not)

VP

VV

例外(exceptional)

(b) Constituency Parsing of Student 2’s Translation for the Sentence in Figure 3.1a

Figure 3.2 Constituency Parsing Information
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Ballard (2010) claims that it is only in the act of translating that units become
visible. Therefore, an experienced translator (or a trainee translator) can, judging
from his or her past experience or acquired competence, surmise what will constitute
a legitimate unit of translation to work in the source text. On this premise, he thinks
a unit of translation is generated by the implementation of a translation strategy
(literal or non-literal). This view reminds us that translators may approach the ST
and the TT in a different manner, as manifested in the length of their working unit
particularly. I assume this difference in decision making during the act of translation
may lead to variation in units of translation in the form of lexical sequences and
syntactic constituencies, which as a result indicate a quality difference.

In Figure 3.2a, three circled nodes are incorrectly parsed because the translator
wrongly rendered the NP ‘fear’ into 害怕 (‘afraid’). Student 1 ’s choice caused
confusion to the parser, leading to three parses wrongly annotated as ‘VP’, including
the wrong POS of their children. In contrast, student 2 ’s translation in Figure 3.2b is
almost perfectly parsed, with right constituency for each node. When translating,
if Student 1 worked at the NP phrase level, 敌意和恐惧 (hostility and fear) would
not have been rendered as two words of different classes. Therefore, translators’
choices may contribute to variation in parses that make a difference to the quality of
the produced translations. Regarding this factor, main phrasal types are included as
one type of monolingual feature in ST and TT.

I extract, process and normalise the counts of constituencies in the same way as
for dependencies, using the constituency parser in Stanford CoreNLP.

3.2.1.4 Semantic Role Labels

A semantic role (SR) is the underlying relationship that a participant has with the
main verb in a clause. SRs are most often embodied by the grammatical relations
of the subject, object and indirect object in natural languages. These semantic
relations are associated with the agent, force, instrument, experiencer, recipient,
and patient in a sentence. Other SRs are more likely to be embodied in oblique
(ad-positional) phrases or adverbials (Payne, 1997).

Examples of SRs are numbered arguments5, adjuncts6, references7 and verbs
(predicate verbs) (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005). However, due to the systematic
variation between two languages, it is often challenging to define a universal set
of thematic roles (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). For instance, the SR labelling in
English generally uses the format of annotation in the English Proposition Bank
(EPB) (Palmer et al., 2005), and SR labellers for other languages rely on adapted,
compatible data formats or proposition banks of their own. For instance, the state-

5Verb-specific roles, in general, Arg0 represents the agent, Arg1 the patient, Arg2 often the
benefactive, instrument, attribute or end state, Arg3 the start point, benefactive, instrument, or
attribute, Arg4 the end point and Arg5 the direction (Bonial et al., 2012).

6General arguments that any verb may take optionally.
7Arguments realized in other parts of the sentence.
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English (Roth and Lapata, 2016) Chinese (Che et al., 2010)

Label Type PB Label Description PB Label Description

Predicate rel verb root verb

Numbered Arguments

ARG0

semantically licensed by the predicate

ARG0

verb specific roles

ARG1 ARG1
ARG2 ARG2
ARG3 ARG3
ARG4 ARG4

ARG5

Predicate/phrasal modifiers

ARGM-ADJ Adjectivals m(modifies nouns) ADV adverbial, default tag
ARGM-ADV Adverbials (modifies verbs) BNE Beneficiary
ARGM-CAU Causatives CND condition
ARGM-COM Comitatives DIR direction
ARGM-DIR Directionals DGR degree
ARGM-DIS Discourse markers EXT extent
ARGM-DSP Direct speech FRQ frequency
ARGM-EXT Extents LOC locative
ARGM-GOL Goals MNR manner
ARGM-LOC Locatives PRP purpose or reason
ARGM-MNR Manners TMP temporal
ARGM-MOD Modals TPC topic
ARGM-NEG Negations CRD coordinated arguments
ARGM-PRD Secondary Predications PRD predicate
ARGM-PRP Purpose PSR possessor
ARGM-PRR Nominal predicates in light verbs PSE possessee
ARGM-REC Reciprocals
ARGM-TMP Temporals
ARGA External Causer Argument

Link Arguments
LINK-PRO null instantiation of pronoun
LINK-PCR null instantiation of pragmatic coreference
LINK-SLC null instantiation of selection constraint link

Table 3.2 SR Labels in Two SR Labellers (English and Chinese)

of-art SR labeller PathLSTM (Roth and Lapata, 2016) for English and the Language
Technology Platform API (Che et al., 2010), an integrated Chinese processing
platform for Chinese SR labelling have mismatches between their SR labels. Table
3.2 shows the differences between two systems. This discrepancy is problematic for
comparing the two languages.

In addition, the distribution of SR labels are rather unbalanced, with the first
three numbered arguments (A0-3) accounting for around 70% of all types (Hajič
et al., 2009). The majority of SR classes do not occur so frequently as the first three.
In particular, those function modifiers are comparatively much rarer. In translation,
these adjuncts are so free in forms (because of the different creativity or competence
of individual translator) that even some of them, for instance, a temporal modifier,
may not occur at all in the translation. It is thus viable to group them into fewer
categories for the sake of avoiding data sparsity. As a result, I propose to regroup
the semantic labels into four major groups, as is shown in Table 3.3.

In their study, Giménez and Màrquez (2007) show that metrics based on the
syntactic and shallow-semantic information are able to produce more reliable system
rankings than those lexical-oriented metrics (such as BLEU, NIST). As is shown
in their experiments, at the shallow semantic level, SR-related similarity metrics
(with reference translations) proved very effective and are among the top-scoring in
both single-reference and multiple-reference evaluation scenarios. Their findings
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SR Labels English Chinese

English (EPB) Chinese (CPB)

Arg0 agent, experiencer
Arg1 patient, theme
Arg2 benefactive/instrument/attribute/end state
Others start point/benefactive/instrument/attribute & function modifiers

Table 3.3 SRL Tags for English & Chinese

suggest that it is important to translate lexical items according to the semantic role
they play inside the sentence. However, as Giménez and Màrquez (2007) posit, SR
similarity metric, focusing only on partial aspects of quality, does not provide a global
measure of quality. They argue that other similarity metrics at different linguistic
levels, such as dependency parsing, constituency parsing, should also be integrated
into a single measure. In the case of the HTQE task, this implies SR can also be
part of the large feature set, especially when NLP techniques have advanced to
recognize SRs with good accuracy8 the semantic roles of arguments in a sentence.

My approach differs from MTQE-related research in which SR similarity is used
as a direct metric. Instead, I integrate the normalised frequency information (as
in Equation (3.1)) of regrouped SR labels into a broad range of quality indicators,
and SR information in both STs and TTs are considered. In addition, the proposed
method of regrouping allows the comparability of SRs in different languages for QE
in particular.

3.2.1.5 Discourse Aware Features

It is desirable for any text generation to produce coherent texts. For instance, with
regard to human translation, we expect smooth grammatical and lexical relations
between words and sentences. In other words, the produced translation should be
structurally and meaningfully established as a whole, particularly at the document
level. It is insufficient to sequentially translate sentences of a source text and then
concatenate them in order to obtain the final output. From a linguistic point of
view, a high-quality translation should take into account the discourse-wide context
(Hardmeier, 2014; Hatim and Mason, 2014). Therefore, I come up with features
measuring specifically the cohesion and coherence of the target text.

In MT, explicitly discourse-related research topics became popular in the re-
search community. Refer to Wong and Kit (2012) for a better review. The idea
of translating at the document level and taking into account broader contextual
information is to obtain adequate translations respecting cross-sentence relations,

8on the OntoNotes benchmark, Peters et al. (2018) has achieved the state-of-
the-art 84.6 F-score for English and on the standard benchmark dataset CPB 1.0
(https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2005T23), Sha et al. (2016) has achieved 77.69 for Chinese
semantic role labelling.
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enforcing cohesion and consistency at the document level (Ben et al., 2013; Xiong
et al., 2015). There have been some efforts to exploit discourse information to
improve the evaluation of MT in general (Hardmeier and Federico, 2010; Meyer
et al., 2012), as evidenced by the biannual Workshop on Discourse in Machine
Translation (DiscoMT) (Webber et al., 2013, 2015, 2017). Engineering discourse-
related features to widen the scope of QE is one of the common strategies to the
document-level translation evaluation. Many metrics in these evaluation campaigns
and quality estimation tasks explore the ways to incorporate semantic, syntactic and
discourse features. Comelles et al. (2010) design and extend a set of discourse
representation features, e.g. lexical overlap between discourse representation struc-
tures of the same type (Giménez and Màrquez, 2009), syntactic tree matching (Liu
and Gildea, 2005), to evaluate document-level newswire MT translations. By now,
several discourse-focused research problems have been actively explored in MT,
such as predicting a target-language pronoun given a source-language pronoun in
the context of a sentence and/or a full document, inter-and interlingual variation of
discourse phenomena (Lapshinova-Koltunski, 2015), coreference resolution (Novák
et al., 2015), lexical consistence (Guillou, 2013), discourse connectives (Meyer and
Webber, 2013; Steele, 2015).

Crucial to the measurement of cohesion is the differentiation between cohesion
and coherence. According to Brunette (2000), coherence can be defined as the
‘continuity of the meaning of a text from one idea to another and plausibility of such
meaning’, and cohesion the ‘linguistic means used to ensure continuity of the form
and content of a text’. The author claims that checking whether the translation
is sufficiently well linked on a semantic coherence and formal cohesion level to
constitute an effective text for the target language community often makes the first
step of quality assessment. Some discourse-related indexes have been proposed
to measure MT quality. Giménez et al. (2010) presented a modified MT evaluation
metric based on Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 2013), which
employs features based on coreference relations and discourse connection to
assess the quality of MT output. Wong and Kit (2012) proposed to use word
repetition to measure the lexical cohesion in texts. Scarton et al. (2016), following
their previous work (Scarton et al., 2015a), use discourse-related features, such as
pronouns, connectives, elementary discourse unit9(EDU) (Mann and Thompson,
1988), in addition to latent semantic analysis cohesion features (e.g. average LSA
correlation of adjacent sentences, or of all sentences). In the similar vein, Joty et al.
(2017) use the sentence-level discourse structure based on Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) trees and sub-tree kernels. However,
it is worth noting that RST tree features heavily rely on external discourse parsing
tools that could only work with the English STs or TTs, and there are no readily
available resources to train an RST parser for Chinese. Most importantly, the RST

9the minimal building blocks of a discourse tree, controversially consisting of sentences, prosodic
units, turns of talk, clauses etc.
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parsing itself is essentially constricted to the sentence level, which does not fully
measure the textual coherence.

Thus, in this study, I measure the quality of translations with some explicit
cohesion devices and implicit coherence indexes.

• Cohesion Features

Unlike MT working mainly at the sentence level, human translators rarely
consider only the isolated sentences or sub-sentential segments. The coher-
ence between the ST and the TT and within the TT itself and the cohesion
in the ST impact a translator’s translation process and final performance as
well. Halliday and Hasan (2014) identified references, substitution, ellipsis,
conjunction and lexical cohesion as five main categories of cohesion in English.
The first 4 are roughly grammatical cohesion in contrast to lexical cohesion
that connects sentences through lexical choices. Inspired by the recent work
of Crossley et al. (2016a,b) on cohesion in writing, I create a set of cohesion
features for HTQE, which are specifically adapted for capturing grammatical
cohesion for the purpose of translation evaluation. For cohesion features, I
focus on features of repetition, pronoun reference and linking connectives.
For connectives, I compile a bilingual lexicon of discourse connectives based
on the English list provided in Crossley et al. (2016b). Note that unlike the
oft-quoted theoretically-based connectives in Halliday and Hasan (2014) that
are divided in five categories: causal (because, so), contrastive (although,
whereas), additive (moreover, and), logical (or, and) and temporal (first, until),
the framework of connective indices used is based on rhetorical features. To
this end, I query a bilingual English-Chinese online dictionary10 and manually
analyse the concordance lines of the parallel corpus11, linking the Chinese
translations to those English connectives. Table 3.4 lists instances of ST and
TT sentences that contain the corresponding connectives. Through some man-
ual checking of randomly selected connectives, the researcher confirms that
the bilingual lexicon of connectives covers the majority of correctly translated
connectors in the corpus of trainee translations12.

– argument type/token ratio
the number of unique nouns and pronouns divided by the number of total
nouns and pronouns (in tokens)

– pronoun density
the number of pronouns divided by the number of words

10http://dict.youdao.com/, which is a mega-size dictionary, including Longman, Collins, New English-
Chinese etc.

11https://www.linguee.com/
12The researcher randomly queries the translations for 10 English connectives in the ST and find

9 of them are in the list of the bilingual lexicon. The only mismatch is caused by orthography. The
student translated ‘then’ as于似乎 (于是乎).
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– pronoun-noun ratio
the number of pronouns divided by the number of nouns

– pronoun-noun phrase ratio
the number of pronouns divided by the number of noun phrases

– content word repetition
the number of the repeated content words divided by the number of
words

– adjacent sentence overlapping
overlapping words of any two adjacent sentences divided by the total
number of words in two sentences

– basic connective
the number of basic connectives divided by the number of words in the
text

– simple subordinators
the number of subordinators divided by the number of words in the text

– coordinating conjuncts
the number of coordinating conjuncts divided by the number of words in
the text

– addition
the number of addition words divided by the number of words in the text

– sentence linking
the number of sentence linking words divided by the number of words in
the text

– order
the number of order words divided by the number of words in the text

– reason and purpose connective
the number of reason and purpose connectives divided by the number
of words in the text

– demonstratives
the number of demonstratives divided by the number of words in the text

– additive
the number of additive connectives divided by the number of words in
the text

– determiners
the number of determiners divided by the number of words in the text
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– causal
the number of casual connectives divided by the number of words in the
text

– logical
the number of logical connectives divided by the number of words in the
text.

– semantic cohesion
averaged LSA similarity between all sentences.

ST TT Connective Types
The partners may have
some interests in common ,
but these interests are gen-
erally insignificant .

他们 彼此之间 会 有 一些

共同 的 爱好 ，但是 这些

共同 的 爱好 一般 都 是 没

有多大意义的。

Basic

"Imagine , " I said , "if I ’d
had a vision and worked at
it , just a little bit every day
, what might have I accom-
plished ? "

"我说： ""想像一下 ,如果
我 有 一个 打算 并且 致力

于 完成 它 , 每天 哪怕 仅
为 之 做 一点 , 那 我 现在
将会 有 多 大 的 成就 啊 ?
""

subordinator

They may also quarrel in
public or put up a facade
of being compatible .

他们 也 可能 在 公共场合

吵架 ， 或者 是 表现 在表

面上。

addition

"however , the science
of xenotransplantation is
much less straightforward
. "

然而 ， 异种 器官移植 的

科学 可不是 那么 容易 探

索的。

linkings

I first took up walking as a
means of escape .

"我最初开始散步是为了
要逃避一些事情。"

order

that he is deeply concerned
with the charm and quality
of things , and gentlest light
, so that at least he may
make others love life a lit-
tle better ,

他 被 事物 的 魅力 和 品质

所 吸引 ， 所以 至少 他 能

使 其它 人 更加 地 热爱生

活 ，并使他们准备好来

迎接生活的多种多样

Reason-purpose

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
ST TT Connective Types
"He does not see life as the
historian , or as the philoso-
pher , or as the poet , or
as the novelist , and yet he
has a touch of all these . "

他 不以 历史学家 的 视角

来看待生活 ，也不以哲

学家 、 诗人 或是 小说家

的 身份 来看 ， 然而 他 的

思想 涉猎 到 这些 所有 职

业。

opposition

"The couples in these mar-
riages engage in few activi-
ties together and display no
pleasure in being in one an-
other ’s company . "

这种 婚姻 中 的 夫妻 很少

在 公共场合 共同 露面 并

且对对方的工作显示 不

出任何乐趣所在。

demonstrative

During 1996 at least two
big reports on the subject
– one in europe and one in
america – were published .

1996 年间 ， 至少 两起 大
的 异种 移植 的 报道 被 发

表 ， 一起 在 欧洲 ， 一起

在美洲。

logical

Table 3.4 Example of Bilingual Lexicon of Connectives

• Coherence Features

Morris and Hirst (1991) posit that text or discourse is a set of sentences that
tend to be about the same things, i.e. having a quality of unity, which is a
property of coherence. The sameness of text can be achieved by ‘preserving
the relatedness of the group of words’ (Klebanov and Flor, 2013). Xiong
and Zhang (2013) propose a topic-based coherence model to predict the
target coherence chain with the extracted source coherence chain by which
a document can be represented as a continuous change of topics. Ben et
al. (2013) propose a bilingual lexical cohesion trigger model to model the
co-occurrence of the source language lexical cohesion item and its target
language counterpart, using mutual information to measure the strength of
their dependency. Following the same line of thought, Klebanov and Flor (2013)
first build word association profile, i.e. pointwise mutual information (PMI),
for all pairs of content words from a very large and diverse corpus, and then
compute the average of word association profile (termed as lexical tightness)
for each target translation. They have shown that translated texts are less
lexically tight than the originals and that better translations are tighter than
worse translation in terms of average value of PMIs in the text under evaluation.
In line with these studies, I compute the lexical tightness of each translation,
with a slightly more complex method of building the word association profile. In
Klebanov and Flor’s work (2013), they compute PMIs using all co-occurrence
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counts of content words in the same paragraph from a large and diverse
corpus. However, I argue that content words do not necessarily collocate with
other content words beyond a sentence boundary. Thus, there is no point in
building an association profile for words which are separated too far from each
other in the paragraph. For instance,

The life of a worker honeybee is even separated into successive
occupations : during the first three weeks the young worker grooms
the queen and her eggs , cleans out the hive , cools it by wing-
fanning at the entrance , and attacks or walls in intruders . Only
after this apprenticeship is the graduate allowed to leave the hive
and forage for nectar and pollen . Add to such behaviour the fact
that some ants use leaf fragments as spoons in which to carry soft
food back to their nest , and one is tempted to describe insects as
" intelligent " and begin to make comparisons between insect and
human societies .

in which ‘life’ in the first sentence and ‘hive’ in the second sentence will co-
occur less frequently than ‘allow’ and ‘leave’ in the second sentence. Therefore,
I apply a sliding window strategy to the content words in the same paragraph
where I compute PMIs for words appearing within a [−5, 5] (left 5 words and
right 5 words) from the Chinese Wikipedia Dump13 for all translations. This
technique significantly reduces the size of the association profile, speeding up
the training process. To represent the translated sentences and documents, I
average all the PMIs according to the PMI association profile.

Other than the lexical tightness of the text, I also measure the string-based
and word-representation-based distance and correlation

– lexical tightness
Pointwise Mutual Informaiton (PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990) of content
words in a text

– averaged cosine distances of adjacent sentences
computed from vectors of bag-of-words.

Textual data are converted into d-dimensional vectors of numbers reflect
various linguistic properties of them, and the bag-of-words approach
looks at the histogram of the words within the text, considering each word
count as a feature (Goldberg, 2017). The averaged cosine distances
of adjacent sentences in a document are used to represent the content
coherence within the document. Cosine distance is obtained as

Dc(A,B) = 1 − Sc(A,B),
13https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/20171103/zhwiki-20171103-pages-articles-

multistream.xml.bz2. Detailed description of the corpus is provided in Section 5.3.1
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ID Definition # Features
F1-24 PoS tags [S & T] 2*12
F25-98△ Dependencies [S & T] 2*37
F99-112 Shallow Features [S & T] 2*7
F113-124 Constituency [S & T] 2*6
F125-132△ Semantic role labels [S & T] 2*4
F133△ Constituency parsing probability [T] 1
F134-174△ Cohesion and coherence features [S & T] 41

Table 3.5 Monolingual Features

where Dc denotes the cosine distance and Sc is the cosine similarity that
can be computed by Equation 3.3.

– averaged cosine distances of adjacent sentences
computed from vectors of word embeddings.

Recent trends suggest that neural network-inspired word embedding
models outperform traditional count-based distributional models in many
NLP tasks such as POS tagging (Collobert and Weston, 2008; Collobert
et al., 2011), analogy detection (Socher et al., 2012; Mikolov et al.,
2013a), sentiment analysis (Socher et al., 2011; Dickinson and Hu,
2015), textual entailment (Bjerva et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2015). As Li
and Yang (2018) state, one of the most common applications of word
embeddings is semantic analysis, in which nearly half of them involve
word embedding.

In this work, adjacent sentence cosine distance is calculated by com-
puting the mean of the cosine distances of the concatenated vectors of
words (summation) in adjacent sentences.

– averaged correlation distance of adjacent sentences
computed from vectors of bag-of-words.

– averaged correlation distance of adjacent sentences
computed from vectors of word embeddings

3.2.1.6 Other Shallow Features

In addition to the features listed above, a group of shallow statistics of the ST and
the TT are included. They mainly consist of:

• Types
that refer to the size of the lexicon, i.e. a set of unique words, in running text.

• Tokens
that refer to all words in running text, i.e. the text size.
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• Type-Token Ratio, TTR
that stands for the proportion of the number of types to the number of tokens
in the running text. TTR is normalised as per Equation 3.1.

• Number of Sentences

• Averaged Sentence Length

• Number of Content Words
which are lexical items having a relatively ‘specific or detailed’ semantic content
(Corver and Riemsdijk, 2001), including nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

• Number of Function Words
which carry little lexical meaning and express grammatical relationships among
other words within a sentence. For instance, function words in English include
determiners, conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, modals,
qualifiers and question words.

Thus far, the researcher has introduced the main components of this group of
features. Under the monolingual category, a detailed list of monolingual features in
both ST and TT is shown in Table 3.5 (triangle marked items are newly designed
features). Note that these features are computed at the document-level, and in the
case of sentence level QE, the adjustment in calculation should be accordingly made.
For instance, treating each sentence as an individual document and computing the
same set of features on its basis. In case such treatment that does not apply, I
remove the corresponding feature (s).

3.2.2 Bilingual Features

Bilingual features are linguistic variables linking STs and TTs in a dynamic way. As
a common practice of human translation, inspecting whether core information and
the ST features are completely and successfully delivered in the TT is a way of
measuring translation quality. For QE, I am looking for ways of simulating human
beings’ scrutiny of translation quality, i.e. comparing ST and TT from the perspectives
of all sorts.

3.2.2.1 Log Ratios of Paired Monolingual Features

Features that closely link ST and TT should be taken into account. In this regard,
The logarithmized ratio is adopted to make manageable the ratios of features pairs
coexisting in STs and TTs. For instance, the log ratio of ST and TT tokens can be a
feature to measure the completeness of the translation. I compute the logarithmized
ratios by taking the base 10 logarithm of the ratio of each feature between TT and
ST. To avoid the problem of zero division, I add a small floating number f(0.001) to
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both the numerator and the denominator. Equation (3.2) shows how such features
are calculated.

Flog_ratio = log10
Counttt + f[0.001]

Countst + f[0.001]
(3.2)

3.2.2.2 ST-TT Distance

City Block Distance (CBD) is also known as Manhattan distance. It measures the
distance between two points in a Euclidean space. On the assumption that the
closer two points are the more similar they are to each other. Smaller CBD values,
therefore, indicate better translation quality. In this study, STs and TTs are treated
as two Euclidean points in a space, and their distance is measured by CBD. This
concept is borrowed to quantify the distance between an ST and a TT in terms of a
specific feature pair or group. For example, the ST and TT token-type CBD refers to
the ST and TT distance between the two vectors of two elements (counts of types
and token in both directions). CBD can be computed as

d(ij) =

n∑
i=1

|xik − xjk|,

where xik and xjk are both k dimension vectors (i.e. the size of coordinates in
them is k). Take the Semantic roles in both ST and TT as an example, as they are
divided into four groups, i.e. A0, A1, A2, ARGM, the CBD of semantic role labels
between ST and TT then should be two 1× 4 vectors. Therefore, if the normalised
frequencies of the four SR labels are [7, 26, 4, 11] and the corresponding counts of
SR labels in TT is [10, 33, 5, 26], the ST and TT SR CBD should be the absolute
differences of 4 pairs of coordinates, as is shown below.

DSR = |7 − 10|+ |26 − 33|+ |4 − 5|+ |11 − 26|
= (3 + 7 + 1 + 15)
= 26

This CBD value 26, calculated from the summation of the differences in SR label
frequencies, can be part of the quality-indicative features.

3.2.2.3 Pseudo-reference Agreement Scores

Pseudo-references are substandard reference translations generated by other MT
systems. As the name suggests, they are not classic ‘gold standards’ and can be
varying in quality themselves, not necessarily as good as or better than the target
translation under evaluation. The main theory of this approach is that through regres-
sion learning the trained metric (a learned function) is able to map a feature vector
(signifying target translation’s similarity to pseudo references) to a quality score of
whatever scheme. In this sense, imperfect translations are also informative, despite
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that we do not know the actual distance and the quality of the pseudo reference
(s). The concept of pseudo-reference was proposed to capture the adequacy of
translations and address the issues of combining evidence from heuristic distances
and calibrating the quality of pseudo reference system (Albrecht and Hwa, 2007b). I
will test this working assumption with our data in Chapter 5

In MTQE, pseudo-references are used as references to compare with target MT
translations using the well-known metrics, such as BLEU, HTER, METEOR, TER
(Snover et al., 2006). Researchers tried to integrate scores from the aforementioned
metrics to their feature set for QE. While the model of pseudo-references treats the
metric as a distance measure without human references, features are adapted from
the common standard distance metrics, such as BLEU, ROUGE (Lin, 2004), ME-
TEOR, Head Word Chain (HWC) (Liu and Gildea, 2005). To a certain extent,　these
studies have shown that metrics developed using regression learning based on a set
of pseudo-references rival standard reference-based metrics in terms of correlations
with human judgements. Pseudo-references are found to be informative comparison
points. Metrics trained this way often have a higher correlation with human judge-
ments than standard metrics based on multiple human references. Most importantly,
better target translations can even be predicted by the worse pseudo references
(Albrecht and Hwa, 2007a,b; Scarton and Specia, 2014a; Langlois, 2015).

To follow this approach, I use three MT systems (Google Translate14, Bing
Translator15 and Yandex Translate 16) to generate translations as references and
then calculate the ‘similarity’ between pseudo-references and translations as the
pseudo-reference agreement scores. To this end, a set of new features are proposed,
which include:

• TFIDF Cosine Similarity
Each target translation and the pseudo references are treated as a bag of
words and n-grams (1-3 in this study), and they are converted to a matrix of
sparse TF-IDF features, which are calculated in the form:

tf-idft,d = (1 + log tft,d) · log N

dft
.

Cosine similarity, which is defined as in Equation 3.3, is then obtained to
represent the distance between the target translation and the paired reference
translation. It is worth pointing out that I choose different similarity and distance
metrics in order to increase the diversity of features representations of STs and
TTs. The inclusion of other new metrics is mostly out of the same motivation.
Measuring the orientation of two n-dimensional vectors, the cosine similarity
computes document similarity (Xu and Wunsch, 2005). It calculates the
dot product of two numeric vectors, normalised by the product of the vector

14https://translate.google.co.uk/
15https://www.bing.com/translator
16http://https://translate.yandex.com/
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lengths. Intuitively, the higher its cosine similarity score is, the more likely two
translations match each other literally. Thus, their quality should be close. I use
cosine similarity for comparing the two vectors for both the target translation
and the reference. It is calculated as

cos(xxx,yyy) = xxx ·yyy
||xxx|| · ||yyy||

=

∑n
i=1 xi · yi√∑n

i=1 xi
2 ·
√∑n

i=1 yi
2
,

(3.3)

where xi and yi denote elements of vector x and y respectively. The re-
sulting similarity is bounded between 0 meaning irrelevant relationship and 1
suggesting exactly the same. In our case, the elements of vectors are word
frequencies of the sentences or documents. For each translation, I calcu-
late a cosine similarity score based on translation of each system and I also
compute a geometric mean of all three similarities. Therefore, I obtain 4 MT
pseudo-translation similarity scores for each translation.

• Geometric Mean of MT Cosine Similarity
To minimise the over-influence of any specific pseudo-reference similarity in
measuring the quality of the target translation, I compute the geometric mean
of the cosine similarity between the input and three pseudo system outputs.

In mathematics, the geometric mean is one of the three classical Pythagorean
means, indicating the central tendency of a collection of observations. The
other two are the arithmetic mean (i.e. the sum of a set of numbers divided
by the number of the numbers in the set) and the harmonic mean (i.e. the
reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the the reciprocals of the collection of
numbers). A geometric mean is defined as the nth root of the product of n
numbers (Mohanty and Kumar, 2015, pp.33):

GM =

(
N∏
i=1

xi

)
= n√

x1x2 . . . xn.

• Levenshtein Distance
The Levenshtein distance is a numerical representation of the minimum cost
of insertions, deletions or substitutions that transform one string into another.
It compares sequences, such as phone string, dialect pronunciation, text simi-
larity, gene sequence (Heeringa, 2004). In respect of target translations and
pseudo-references, the running texts or sentences can be viewed as a whole
sequence of characters or letters and compared. Pseudo-references and
translations that have smaller Levenshtein values are likely to be overlapping
in content.
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Fundamental to the idea of the Levenshtein distance is the notion of string
changing operations, a collection of deletions, substitutions and insertions that
determine the extent to which two strings differ from each other. Levenshtein
distance can be normalised in various ways (Marzal and Vidal, 1993; Weigel
and Fein, 1994; Li and Liu, 2007). Among various approaches to normalisation,
I select the normalisation based on the shortest and longest alignment length
(Heeringa, 2004) because of its simplicity and easy implementation, in addition
to its taking into account the alignment nature of translation as a regularisation
means. Thus, I have three metrics based on Levenshtein distances, i.e. the
original Levenshtein, the normalised one based on the short alignment and
the normalised one based on the longest alignment, for measuring the string
similarity between the pseudo-references and the target translation.

• Sorensen Distance
The Sorensen distance, also known as Dice’s coefficient, is a metric originally
designed for the comparison of biological specimens, and it yields a real
numeric value between 0 and 1. This metric can be employed to describe the
lexical similarity between two sequences of strings (Thomas and Short, 1996,
pp.217). The formula for Sorensen distance is then given as:

QS =
2 | X ∩ Y |

| X | + | Y |
,

where | X | and | Y | denote the number of substrings (e.g. bigrams) in the two
sequences, and | X ∩ Y | represents the number of matching bigrams.

• Jaccard Distance
The Jaccard distance is complementary to the well-known Jaccard similarity
coefficient for measuring the relative size of the overlap of two finite sets A

and B (Kosub, 2016). It is defined as:

dj(A,B) = 1 − J(A,B) = | A ∪ B | − | A ∩ B |

| A ∪ B |
,

where | X ∪ Y | is the size of union and | X ∩ Y | is the intersection of two
sets. Therefore, the metric is equivalent to subtract the Jaccard coefficient
from 1. This metric is, among many others, one of the classical text similarity
measures to compare words, sentences, paragraphs and documents from a
string-based perspective (Gomaa and Fahmy, 2013).

• TFIDF Weighted Word Representation Similarity

In this work, I implement word embedding based sentence similarity calculation
by computing cosine distance of the mean of the concatenated vectors of words
in a sentence or a document in the target translation and its corresponding
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mean of the concatenated vectors of words in the sentence or document of
the pseudo-references. While it is viable to compute the cosine distance of the
averaged vectors that are concatenated after removing the stopping words in
a sentence or a document, I propose to use the mean of the TF-IDF weighted
vectors for both target translations and pseudo-references in order to give
more weight to those more meaningful words in a sentence or document.

• Similarity-based MT Evaluation Metrics

Though pseudo-references are not human translations, features adapted
from the above-mentioned distance-based metrics can be input to the selected
learning algorithm and combined mathematically with other features to quantify
the target translation’s quality. I choose the following MTQE metrics because
they are established standards representative of different focuses while MT
translations are evaluated. Another reason is that they are already included in
the MTEval toolkit17, which saves us from the trouble of reimplementing them
from scratch.

– BLEU

– RIBES

– NIST

– WER

Take BLEU as an example. To measure the distance between the target trans-
lation and pseudo-translation, I obtain the sentence-level BLEU score and
corpus-level BLEU score. The only difference between the two scores is that
corpus-level BLEU score involves comparing the target translation with more
than one pseudo-reference, while sentence-level BLEU score means compar-
ing one target translation with only one pseudo-reference. In either case, the
whole documents of target translations, when evaluated as a whole, are treated
as individual sentences. This helps avoid the problem of incomplete target
translations (students sometimes produce shorter, misaligned translations),
which makes it impractical to compare them with pseudo-reference pairwise at
the sentence-level (i.e. one translation sentence v.s. one pseudo-reference
sentence) and the corpus level (i.e. one translation sentence v.s. multiple
pseudo-reference sentences). I compute the BLEU score for each target
translation against each pseudo-reference (sentence-level BLEU) and against
them all (corpus-level BLEU).

Note that RIBES has not been introduced in Section 2.2. It is short for rank-
based intuitive bilingual evaluation score. The metric is designed to tackle

17https://github.com/odashi/mteval
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the problem that word order is not significantly penalised in conventional
metrics, an element particularly important for translation quality within distant
language pairs, such as English-Chinese and English-Japanese (Isozaki et al.,
2010). RIBES is based on rank correlation coefficients that compare the
word ranks in the reference and the target translation. Normalised Kendall τ
(Kendall, 1938) and Spearman ρ are used to compute the word rank correlation,
penalised by the square root of precision (the number of corresponding words
in proportion to the number of words in the target translation). Spearman
correlation coefficient ρ and Kendall τ are defined as in Equation 3.4 and
Equation 3.5.

ρ = 1 −
6
∑

d2
i

n(n2 − 1) (3.4)

where n is the number of smaples and d is the pairwise distances of the ranks
of the variables xi and yi.

τ =
S√

n(n− 1)/2 − T
√
n(n− 1)/2 −U

(3.5a)

T =
∑
t

t(t− 1)/2 (3.5b)

U =
∑
u

u(u− 1)/2 (3.5c)

where S is the difference between the number of concordant pairs and the
number of discordant pairs, t is the number of observations of variable x that
are tied and u is the number of observations of variable y that are tied. These
rank correlation metrics are then normalised to be within the range [0, 1] as
follows.

τ̂ =
(τ+ 1)

2

ρ̂ =
(ρ+ 1)

2

However, the metrics will overestimate incomplete translations if those few
words contained in the translation appear in the order as they are in the
reference. Therefore, the common metrics precision, recall and F-measure
are used to address the overestimation issue. Formally, they are given as

P =
c

|h|
,

R =
c

r
,
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and

Fβ =
(1 + β2)PR

(β2P + R)
.

Among them, c is the number of corresponding words and |h| is the number of
words in the candidate translation, |r| is the number of words in the reference
translation and β (default: 0.1) is a parameter. The precision is found to
correlate well with adequacy such that I have two new metrics:

ρ̂Pα

τ̂Pα,

with α (default: 0.25) being a parameter in the range [0, 1].

RIBES can be useful to measure translation quality for distant language pairs
by giving more prominence to the word ordering in the translations. However,
the parametrisation of certain variables such as α in the calculation is less
persuasive.

3.2.2.4 MT Back-translation Similarity

Back-translation is ‘a special case of the mapping of an equivalent set of sentences
in one language onto a set in another’ to check translation quality (Brislin, 1995,
pp. 32). In back-translation, a second bilingual or translator, who has not seen
the ST, translates the TT back into the SL. The purpose of such a process is to
obtain a literal version of TT in order to evaluate its semantic equivalence to the
ST. This method enables a monolingual of the SL to compare the two SL texts (the
original ST and its back-translated version) and make an indirect judgement about
the quality of the translation.

Therefore, the working sequence of back-translation would be ‘ST-TT-ST (back-
translated)-assessment’. To implement back-translation for hundreds and even
thousands of (sentences or documents of) human translations, we have to rely
on bilingual experts or professional translators to translate the TTs and evaluate
their back-translations. This is definitely unaffordable and impractical for translation
evaluation in large volumes. Therefore, I come up with an alternative solution: Using
three state-of-the-art commercial MT systems (Google Translate, Bing Translator
and Yandex Translate) to translate the human translations back to the SL, and to
compare the machine back-translated ST with the original ST I compute the similarity
scores between them.

For the set of features with respect to back translations, I compute the same set
of features as for pseudo-references.
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3.2.2.5 Alignment Features

In this section, I present my features of the word and phrase alignments.

• Word Alignment Features

As far as we know, there are three common approaches that are used to
find mappings between individual token links in bilingual sentences, namely
the heuristic approach (word alignment based on co-occurrence) (Melamed,
1995; Moore, 2005), the stochastic approach (generative modelling) (Brown
et al., 1993) and the discriminative approach ( supervised or unsupervised
learning based) (Liu et al., 2005; Moore et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009). Most cur-
rent work on word alignment is generative-modelling, which has been prevalent
in SMT. Generative models try to ‘build a stochastic model’ that can ‘translate
arbitrary sentences from one language to another’, modelling the translation
process as a search for the most probabilistic candidate (Tiedemann, 2011,
pp.60). Such stochastic models in the framework of SMT often use a latent
alignment variable to determine the correspondence of the source words and
the target words from parallel sentences using expectation maximisation (EM)
(Dempster et al., 1977; Liu et al., 2009). EM algorithm is an efficient iterative
procedure to compute the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of model pa-
rameters for which the observed data are the most likely. MLE is a method that
determines values for the parameters of a model such that they maximise the
likelihood that the process described by the model could actually be observed
(Pfanzagl, 1994, pp. 207). The EM iteration consists of two processes: expec-
tation and maximisation. In the expectation, the probability of the missing data
is estimated based on the observation of historical data and the current model
parameters, using conditional expectation. In maximisation, the likelihood
function is maximised under the assumption that the missing data are known.
Figure 3.3 illustrates word alignments between a source English sentence and
its parallel Chinese sentence.

As the figure of alignment shows, an equivalent translation often assumes a
large proportion of aligned words (7/11) between the ST and TT. This implies
that translation quality is to some extent related to how well two sentences are
aligned18. In other words, the more aligned words we can find between two
sentences, the more likely they are translations of each other, given that both
sentences read grammatically and naturally.

Recent years have seen attempts using word alignment information for MTQE
(Ueffing et al., 2003; Bach et al., 2011; Popović et al., 2011; Popovic, 2012;
Camargo de Souza et al., 2013; Specia et al., 2015; Abdelsalam et al., 2016;
Yuan et al., 2016). As Abdelsalam et al. (2016) noted, the majority of these

18It is indeed the case with literal translations which use very light paraphrasing.
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Figure 3.3 An Example of Word Alignment

research focuses on exploiting alignment related information for word-level QE.
Among the few studies (Camargo de Souza et al., 2013; Abdelsalam et al.,
2016; Yuan et al., 2016) actually try to tackle QE at the sentence-level or above,
some features are too complex to be interpretable to humans. For instance,
Bach et al. (2011) use the source and target alignment context and even
combine the alignment context with POS tags, and Camargo de Souza et al.
(2013) implement features, such as proportion of alignments connecting words
with the same POS tag and proportion of words in ST and TT that share the
same POS tag. I argue that on the one hand, such features increase feature
complexity, and on the other hand, they are against the intuition that linguistic
attributes, such as POS, may not remain the same during the translation for two
drastically different language pairs. I continue my way of obtaining alignment
precision and recall in Yuan et al. (2016), which computes the proportion of
aligned words in source sentences or documents (precision) and the proportion
of aligned words in target sentences or documents (recall). They are similar to
two of many alignment features19 used by Camargo de Souza et al. (2013).
However, my word alignment features differ by considering the sentence or
document length information of ST and TT, and they are normalised. I also
propose that the summation of the logarithmized probabilities (IBM scores) of
all aligned words in the documents (sentences) could be a potential quality
indicator.

Therefore, we have three-word alignment features:

– normalised proportion of aligned words by ST length ( word alignment
precision)

19They use proportion of aligned words and proportion of aligned n-grams. The latter is similar to
the proposed feature of phrase alignments.
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– normalised proportion of aligned words by TT length (word alignment
recall)

– summation of the logarithmic probability scores of aligned words

• Phrase Alignment Features
In SMT, bilingual phrasal units in a relaxed definition are useful translational
knowledge, which is an essential part of statistical systems. Such a knowledge
resource is built from parallel corpora with alignment algorithms in the form of
‘phrase table’ listing word or collocation translations, translation examples at
various granularities, or generalisation of transferring rules and/or patterns for
translation (Wu, 2010). In SMT, interest in phrase alignment is more about the
methods of alignment (Koehn et al., 2003; Deng and Byrne, 2005; Zhang and
Vogel, 2005; DeNero and Klein, 2008; Neubig et al., 2011; Hewavitharana and
Vogel, 2016) to improve system performance and the application of phrase-
based models in other NLP scenarios (Imamura, 2002; MacCartney et al.,
2008) as well as in MT. However, little research has been done to explore the
application of phrase alignment in QE. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
first attempt to apply information regarding phrase alignments to HTQE. I am
particularly interested to know how bilingual phrasal units mined from large
corpora can be used as a resource for HTQE.

It is often observed that human translators translate groups of words as a
whole and words are rarely treated as the working translation units individually.
Translation variation from a large corpus and distribution of frequencies, as
illustrated in Table 3.6, will lead to varying probabilities of the aligned phrases.
For example, we query ‘It is generally accepted that’ on an online parallel
corpora20 and manually analyse the returned concordance lines so that we
can identify the frequencies for each corresponding translation segment in Chi-
nese. Though these candidate translations may not be exhaustive, students’
translations, if not among this list, are likely to be inappropriate translations.

Therefore, I propose that looking for the consistency of phrasal alignments in
trainee translations in relation to professional translations would be a viable
indicator of their quality. Under this circumstance, measuring the quality of
a translation pair has turned into the query of successful alignments in a
database, in which phrase (including word) alignments are learned directly
from a large training corpus. In the translation pairs, phrases, including words,
are looked up sequentially in the bilingual lexicon that is learned directly from a
bilingual corpus through an alignment process. The context and neighbouring
words to a sequence or phrase have been taken into consideration by the
alignment algorithm. Variations of handling ambiguity in the translations
are reflected in the aligned words or phrases themselves. Therefore, more

20Generated from http://www.linguee.com
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Source Translation Gloss Frequency

It is generally accepted that

一般认为 generally believe 4
普遍接受的看法 generally accepted opinion 4
一般公认 general public acknowledgement 2
人们普遍认为 people generally believe 4
一般意见认为 general ideas believe 2
一般看法是 general opinion is 4
各国普遍赞同 states generally agree 1
众所公认的是 what public agree is 1
社会普遍接受 societies generally accept 1

Table 3.6 Professional Translations for the Same Source Text Phrase

percentage of phrasal alignments found in a student’s translation can be
interpreted as a higher degree of semantic adequacy and stylistic fluency.
Similar to word alignment features, I design three phrase alignments features
for STs and TTs. They are:

– normalised proportion of aligned phrases by ST length (phrase alignment
precision)

– normalised proportion of aligned phrases by TT length (phrase alignment
recall)

– summation of the logarithmic probability scores of aligned phrases

3.2.2.6 Bilingual Word Representations

Difficulties arise, however, when we try to recognise and quantify semantic simi-
larities across languages. Recognising bilingual semantic similarity is critical for
the identification of the equivalence of STs and TTs. After all, translation success
places much importance on the adequacy of TTs in relation to the STs. To quantify
this semantic adequacy or similarity between texts in two or more languages, we
need a method to tackle the non-occurrences of word pairs in training parallel texts
and help determine the similarity of bilingual texts.

Word representations (also known as embeddings) provide a viable solution,
capable of capturing not only semantic contexts across different languages but also
syntactic information (Zou et al., 2013). This special property makes it very useful
for quality evaluation. The concept of word embedding was originally put forward
by Bengio et al. (2003) as the distributed representation for words, simultaneously
representing each word and the probability function for word sequences on the
assumption that similar words have similar nearby representations. To illustrate, I
plot the first 500 words for better presentation by projecting into a 2D space their
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Countries

Administrative
Regions

Entertainments

Government

Time
Measurements

Connective

Education

Figure 3.4 Top 500 words in Chinese Wikipedia (till May 2017)

word embeddings trained from Chinese Wikipedia21 with Gensim (Řehůřek and
Sojka, 2010), using the t-SNE dimensionality reduction technique (Maaten and
Hinton, 2008) that uses random walks on neighbourhood graphs to allow the implicit
structures of all the data to influence the way in which a subset of data is displayed.

In Figure 3.4, I show that several clusters of words of similar semantics or
syntactic functions can be identified, as highlighted out in the red shapes. For
example, the cluster of countries at the right bottom consists of country names,
including France (‘法国’), Russia (‘俄罗斯’), Britain (‘英国’), United States (‘美国’)
and India (‘印度’). Right below it is another cluster I did not highlight but is made
up of Chinese country name (‘中华人民共和国’, ‘中国’) and big cities such as

21https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/20171103/zhwiki-20171103-pages-articles-
multistream.xml.bz2
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Beijing(‘北京’), Shanghai(‘上海’), Hong Kong (‘香港’) and China mainland (‘大陆’).
These names of countries and places are mapped close to each other because
they are both close in meaning and similar in syntactic roles, i.e. they are all nouns
that may be subjects or objects of a topic. In the middle of the plot is a cluster
of Chinese connective words, e.g. 还 (‘still’) 仍 (‘still’), 便 (‘then’), 却 (‘but’), 虽然
(‘although’), 由于 (‘since’), 然而 (‘yet’), 但是 (‘but’), 并且 (‘moreover’), 甚至 (‘and
even’), 因此 (‘therefore’). They are clustered together because they play more or
less the same syntactic role in a sentence. Among these 500 words, I also identified
several other clusters of words about education, government bodies, measurement
words, entertainments, time units and administrative regions.

Monolingual neural language models represent word meanings via word em-
beddings built from predictions of word neighbours using the distributed Skip-gram
and Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) models proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013a).
These models learn word representations that are predictions of the neighbours of
a word. Cross-lingual embedding enables the projection of examples available in
one language into a shared cross-lingual embedding space and the capability of
performing predictions in other languages. To this end, cross-lingual embedding
models use a translation matrix (TM) trained on a seed bilingual dictionary to con-
vert monolingual word embeddings into the shared space (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
Similar studies aim to improve the process of TM production, e.g. via Canonical
Correspondence Analysis (Faruqui and Dyer, 2014), Global Correction (Dinu and
Baroni, 2014), or TM orthogonalisation (Artetxe et al., 2016) (Sharoff, 2018). Ruder
(2017) gave a nice overview of cross-lingual models and categorised them into four
different approaches:

• Monolingual mapping. Monolingual word embeddings are trained on large
monolingual corpora first. Then a linear mapping in different languages is
applied to enable unknown words from SL are mapped to TL.

• Pseudo-cross-lingual. By mixing contexts of different languages, a pseudo-
cross-lingual corpus is created to train word embeddings.

• Cross-lingual training. Word embeddings are trained on a parallel corpus,
and the cross-lingual constraint between embeddings of two languages are
optimised so that embeddings of similar words are close to each other in the
shared vector space.

• Joint optimisation. Models are trained on parallel or monolingual data, and
a combination of monolingual and cross-lingual losses are jointly optimised.

Unsupervised distributed representations of words capture important syntactic
and semantic information about languages, and this technique has been successful
in improving MT performance (Zou et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014; Gouws et al.,
2015). Results in these studies show that bilingual translation scores generated
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from bilingual embedding models when used as features in SMT systems can
achieve significant improvement in terms of BLEU scores. Recently, there are also
work in which monolingual or bilingual embeddings are used for MTQE (Shah et al.,
2015; Abdelsalam et al., 2016; Paetzold and Specia, 2016; Scarton et al., 2016).
Word embeddings are used to represent the texts (sentences or documents) either
for direct training with an algorithm (Paetzold and Specia, 2016; Scarton et al., 2016)
or computing the similarity between STs and TTs that is consequently used as a
feature (Shah et al., 2015; Abdelsalam et al., 2016; Scarton et al., 2016).

I take the second approach. As I am estimating quality for human translations
at both sentence and document level, I train word representations directly through
a dictionary-based bilingual word embedding mapping (Artetxe et al., 2017). In
this approach, a small dictionary of the bilingual lexicon is used as the input of a
self-learning system that learns a better mapping and dictionary iteratively until a
certain convergence criterion is met. With sentence representations, I compute
cosine similarity between STs and TTs with the averaged vectors of the weighted
summation of the vectors of all non Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) words in them.

3.2.2.7 Bilingual Terminology

Two situations often arise in the process of translation and interpreting, i.e. ‘the
terminology requirement of any translation (terminology in translation)’ and ‘the
translator’s (or interpreter’s) terminology needs (terminology for translation)’ (Cabré,
2010, pp.358). In this sense, terminology plays an important role in the process
of translation and interpreting. This is because it helps translators organise their
domain knowledge and provides the means (usually terms in various lexical units) to
express subject knowledge adequately. In the meantime, lots of bilingual terms come
from translations. Translation scholars and practitioners have realised the reciprocal
relationship between terminology and translation, maintaining that terminology
correctness is associated with the quality of the translation (and interpretation)
(Brunette, 2000; Xu and Sharoff, 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Karoubi, 2016).

The acknowledgement of the contribution of terminology to translation quality is
also echoed by the translation industry. The ‘up-to-date knowledge of the subject
material and its terminology in both languages’ is written in the ATA Code of Profes-
sional Conduct and Business Practices (2009) (ATA, 2010). Accurately reproducing
the content of the original and using appropriate terminology has become the official
assessment criteria of some in-use translation-error-based evaluation schemes. For
instance, the MeLLANGE project (Secară, 2005) defines six terminology errors22,
and the Multidimensional Quality Metrics lists terminology as one of the eight major
dimensions, which is subdivided into three children issue types (term inconsistency,

22The main terminological errors are incorrect terminology, false cognate, term translated by non-
term, inconsistent with glossary, inconsistent within TT, inappropriate collocation, and user-defined
errors.
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ZH Glossary
心电呼吸系统 ECG Respiratory system
心脏呼吸系统 Heart Respiratory system
心脏病和血液病 Heart disease and blood disease
心血管疾病 Cardiovascular diseases
心脏病和循环系统疾病 Heart disease and circulatory system diseases

Table 3.7 Examples of Incorrect Terminology Error

termbase23, and terminology domain24) (Lommel et al., 2014a). SAE J2450 also
includes the wrong term as one of the default errors (SAE, 2001). These error
types and practice code demonstrate that adherence to the specified terminology
is considered a central concern in translation for the delivery of quality-assured
translations. In my data, I have identified that incorrect terminology has been a
common problem for translations unfavourably scored by human annotators. Table
3.7 lists some samples of infelicitous Chinese (ZH) translations for the English term
‘cardio-respiratory system’ (心肺系统) highlighted by the annotators.

From a user’s expectation perspective, appropriate terminological use is also
viewed as one of the important quality parameters. For the purpose of marketing,
companies will localise the manuals that accompany their products. Even though
they strive to release all language versions of their products at the same time,
localisation cannot be done at the expense of quality to endanger the customer
satisfaction. Their dissatisfaction will lead to more potential losses in revenue.
Therefore, speed and quality are what localisation services users are looking for
(Warburton, 2013). They would expect that all the terms are translated correctly and
consistently, and translators will not invent terms randomly wherever SL terms cannot
find an equivalent in the TL without scientific analysis and sufficient documentation.

It is clear that finding an equivalent for terms in a translation impacts the overall
quality of the translation. When assessing a translation, evaluators should also
consider how well a translator achieves in successfully rendering those terms in
an ST. However, this element of translation has not drawn enough attention from
researchers in MTQE, and in human translation quality assessment, the complete
evaluation of the translation of terminology is carried out by human assessors
and evaluators manually and subjectively, with or without references. Manual
compilation of bilingual term lists for each translation evaluation task is an expensive
and laborious effort, hence the rarity of an up-to-date, specialised and relatively
comprehensive term database for the TQE purpose.

I propose to automate as much as possible the process of recognition and
evaluation of terminological equivalence in STs and TTs. Thus, features related to
bilingual terms as quality indicators are explored. I propose a supervised learning
method with minimal requirement for linguistic processing (Details will be provided

23a term is translated with a term nonconforming to the specification.
24a term is translated as a term from a different domain.
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ID Definition Feature

F181△ log ratio of shallow features 7
F184△ shallow features CBD 3
F185-204△ log ratio of ST-TT cohesion and coherence features 20
F205-206△ ST-TT cohesion and coherence features CBD 2
F207-243△ log ratio of dependency features 37
F244 △ dependency feature CBD 1
F245-250 △ log ratio of constituency features 6
F251 △ ST-TT constituency CBD 1
F252-263△ log ratio of PoS tags 12
F264 △ PoS tag CBD 1
F268△ log ratio of semantic labels 4
F269△ Semantic role labels CBD 1
F270-275△ alignment features 2*3
F276-312△ MT Back-translation features 37
F313-349△ Pseudo-reference features 37
F350-351 △ terminology precision and recall 2
F354 △ log ratio of ST-TT language model features 3

Table 3.8 Bilingual Features

in Chapter 4) to automatically recognise terms from the bilingual running texts. Two
features will be combined with other features for HTQE.

• normalised ratio of automatically identified terms to the length of TTs

• normalised ratio of automatically identified terms to the length of STs

Bilingual features are listed in Table 3.8.

3.2.3 Language Modelling Features

As far as language modelling features are concerned, they consist of TT lexical
language model (LM) perplexity score and TT POS LM perplexity score. These
features will be explained in the following.

3.2.3.1 LM Perplexity Score

Language models are statistical models of word sequence. They play an essential
role in many NLP applications, such as MT, speech recognition, handwriting recog-
nition, language tagging and parsing (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, pp.4). A statistical
language model is a probabilistic distribution over sequences of words. Given a
model of length i, it is in a sense exhaustive of vocabulary of the target language,
and it can assign to a sequence of words a joint probability

P(W) = P(w1,w2, . . . ,wi),
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where P(W) can be computed using the chain rule as

P(w1 w2 . . .wn) = P(w1)P(w2|w1)P(w3|w1,w2) . . .P(wn|w1,w2 . . .wn−1)

=

n∏
i=1

P(wi|w1 w2 . . .wi−1).

We can then estimate the joint probability of an entire sequence of words by multi-
plying together a number of conditional probabilities. Given an n-gram model, we
can approximate its history by just the last few words. With a bigram model, we can
rewrite P(W) as

P(W) = P(wn|wn−1) ≈
n∏

i=1

P(wi|wi−1).

In a similar vein, Given a trigram model, P(W) is calculated in the form of

P(W) = P(wn|wn−1,wn−2) ≈
n∏

i=1

P(wi|wi−2,wi−1).

To compute the specific n-gram probabilities, MLE is employed to get the MLE
estimate paramters of a n-gram model. For word x and y in any corpus C with words
w, the probability of bigram xy can be computed and normalised by the sum of the
all the bigrams sharing the first word x:

P(y|x) =
C(xy)∑
w C(xw)

,

which is then further simplified as

P(y|x) =
C(xy)

C(x)
.

In building a language model, data sparsity is a major obstacle as word sequences
may not occur in the training data. Backoff-smoothing (Katz, 1987) is often adopted
to tackle the issue. In this study, I use the shift-beta smoothing on IRSTLM (Federico
et al., 2008). LM is a technique that estimates the conditional probability of a word
given its history in the n-gram. Thus, an n-gram model is the common strategy to
model the probability distribution of sequences. It is assumed that the identity of the
i ′th word in the sequence depends only on the identity of the previous n-1 words
(Collins, 2013).

LM perplexity score is a canonical measure of goodness of a statistical lan-
guage model (Azzopardi et al., 2003). It is defined as the inverse probability of the
distribution W, normalised by the number of words:

PP(W) = P(w1w2 · · · wN)
1
N ,
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where P(·) is LM probability of the test set (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, pp.14). Thus
if we are computing the perplexity of W with a trigram language model, we have

PP(W) = n

√√√√ N∏
i=1

1
P(wi|wi−2,wi−1)

.

The language modelling and ML community has been using low perplexity
representations to indicate the likelihood of a sequence of words. It is very useful
to model a prior distribution over sequences of words and tell which are probable
or unlikely in a language. In order to automatically rank the translation produced
in terms of fluency, a statistical language model of the target language is often
built and then applied to judge the probability and perplexity of the target text. The
higher ranking output with low perplexity score is deemed to be the more fluent and
therefore a better translation.

3.2.3.2 Log Probabilities

In most cases, language model probabilities are represented and computed in log
format in that it can efficiently handle the problem of numerical underflow. Since
probabilities are less than or equal to 1, the more probabilities we multiply together,
e.g. in the case of a very long sentence, the smaller the final product becomes. Using
log probability allows us to get numbers that are not too small and do computation
and storage in an efficient manner (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). I compute the log
probabilities for each sentence and each document, using the 3-gram language
model trained with the selected English and Chinese Monolingual corpus (described
in Chapter 5).

3.2.3.3 Out-of-Vocabulary Words

Unknown words, or out of vocabulary (OOV) words, are words that we do not see
in a language model. Given a large size of training data, if words in a translation
are not commonly seen in the language model, it is very likely that either these
words are too domain-specific or they are simply wrongly used or made up. Thus,
high percentage or normalised counts of OOV words to some extent indicate a
deterioration of translation quality, or viewed positively they indicate the lexical
variation and creativity of translators.

N-grams models have received intensive research since its invention. Sequence
n-gram model is one of the typical extensions to traditional n-gram model. A
sequence can be a sequence of words, word classes, POS tags or whatever symbols
bear lexicogrammatical information. In this study, a translation lexical LM probability,
i.e. the probability of the sequence of words themselves and the probability of
sequences of POS tags are measured against the pre-trained language models of
word n-grams and POS n-grams. I set the n to be 3 as it is a common choice with
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ID Definition # Feature

F356 ST & TT 3-gram LM perplexity score 2
F358 ST & TT number of Out-of-Vocabulary (OOVs) 2
F 360 ST & TT PoS 3-gram LM log probability score 2

Table 3.9 Language Modelling Features

large training corpora (millions of words) in practical NLP applications (Rosenfeld,
2000).

Language modelling features selected are listed below in Table 3.9

3.3 Summary

The purpose of the current chapter is to design a framework of the feature set for
the representation of human translation data for later ML tasks.

Following the survey of features used for MTQE in Chapter 2, the author proposes
to reduce the constraints on translations to linguistic ones only and treat translation
as a linguistic transfer activity in which all external constraints are embodied in the
final products themselves. Thus, selecting linguistic and shallow features that are
comparatively easy to implement and including them in the framework is a viable
solution.

The proposed feature set consists of monolingual, bilingual and language mod-
elling features, with heavily extended new features targeting specifically HTQE to
overcome the observed fallacies of current MTQE. Except for those shallow features,
I have adapted and designed an extended collection of features (marked with trian-
gle in Tables 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9) for HTQE. In the next chapter, I present the solution
to bilingual terminology extraction for HTQE.





Chapter 4

Cross-lingual Terminology
Extraction for HTQE

4.1 Introduction

Automated Terminology Recognition (ATR) aims to identify terminological units in
domain-specific corpora. Such information is useful for several tasks, such as
dictionary compilation, ontology building, information retrieval, text summarisation
(Conrado et al., 2013). Research in ATR for the TQE purpose is still at an earlier
stage (Oliver, 2017), partially because it deals with bilingual terminology extraction,
which is believed to be more complicated than monolingual term extraction (Gaussier,
2001) .

For efficient term extraction, many specific methods have been proposed. Kang
et al. (2005) have identified that linguistic, statistical and hybrid systems are three
predominant approaches to ATR. Linguistic systems make use of POS tags, lexicons,
syntax or other domain- and language-specific linguistic structures. However, the
rule-based linguistic approach (Ananiadou, 1994; Bourigault et al., 1996; Heid, 1998;
Wermter and Hahn, 2005; Fahmi et al., 2007) is heavily language-dependent with
low portability and extensibility to a different language. Another critical drawback
of linguistic systems is their incapability of identifying boundaries of complex and
nested phrases, i.e. the Nested Noun Phrases challenge (Li et al., 2012b). Most rule-
based systems execute pattern clauses in order. The process may introduce a chunk
boundary that prevents a latter pattern from executing. Take the phrase ‘Provisions
of shading devices’ for example. In the case of ontology learning, the nested phrase
‘shading device’ is preferred over the longer phrase. However, the dilemma occurs
when it comes to the noun phrase ‘the authorities having jurisdiction’.

Purely statistical systems are commonly achieved by utilizing frequency, sig-
nificance and degree of association, and heuristics measures to determine the
termhood of words and the unithood. These methods concentrate on real terms
at the top N ranks of total candidates in an attempt to facilitate subsequent human
experts validation and filtering (Kageura and Umino, 1996; Zhang et al., 2008). The
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major advantage of the statistic approach is language-independence. However,
studies have shown that statistics, such as frequency, Mutual Information and its
variants, have incongruous performance on different datasets and behave signifi-
cantly different to favour either high-frequency events (i.e. ‘noisy’) or the rare events
causing a high number of terms identified (i.e. ‘silence’). Quantity and quality of
the dataset also have been identified as the important factors influencing statistical
approaches (Li et al., 2012a).

The predominant hybrid approach exploits the advantages of both rule-based
and statistical methods. Statistical steps are applied to the narrowed-down list of
candidate terms identified by various domain-specific linguistic heuristics so as to
further improve the accuracy. Nevertheless, by nature, the combination of linguistic
filters and statistical ranking would lead to degenerated precision with the increase
of recall, as reported in (Pazienza et al., 2005).

Terminology extraction in translation involves cross-domain and cross-language
datasets. However, compiling linguistic rules to extract terms from both languages
is laborious and costly, and the datasets in different languages often cause the
incongruous performance of statistics. Therefore, it would not be viable to take
the hybrid approach for an economy purpose, i.e. manual preparation of linguistic
filters to be used with statistical extractors is costly. Thus, I follow the machine
learning approach and present a supervised learning approach for term extraction
based on language-independent features. I present a quality-oriented approach
focusing on terminology for translational data. The whole pipeline is illustrated in
Figure 4.1. A range of representative and language-independent algorithms are
exploited to compute term representations to train classifiers that classify n-grams
into terms and non-terms. The approach I take differs from other ML approaches
based on linguistic features and context information (Erdmann et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a; Hakami and Bollegala, 2017). Instead, I adopt a feature
set based on language-independent statistical measures that can be computed
directly from the corpus containing target terms. Only minimal linguistic processing
such as tokenisation and lemmatisation is used for data and feature extraction.
Another contribution of this research is that I carried out experiments to provide
comparative results, based on a standard benchmark of publicly available corpora
across four domains and two languages (Chinese and English). Besides, unlike
most of the previous research that focuses on Indo-European languages, such as
English, Spanish, Swedish and Russian, which are closely related, I work on a
distant language pair, namely English and Chinese.

4.2 Related Work in Bilingual Term Extraction

Taking a ‘similarity context vector approach’ (Déjean and Gaussier, 2002), which as-
sociates the words with the context vectors of the nearest lexical units in the bilingual
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Figure 4.1 Terminology-focused Translation Quality Evaluation Pipeline

lexicon, Daille and Morin (2005) propose tackling fertility1, non-compositionality2

and variation3. They use both linguistic and statistical methods to identify the source
and target terms from monolingual corpora and then link multi-word terms (MWTs)
in the source language to single words and multi-word terms (MWTs) in the target
language. The authors claim their approach has the capacity of handling French-
English terms variations. The method has demonstrated satisfactory performance of
identifying translations (within the top 20 candidates) for multi-word terms. However,
lower accuracy (i.e. candidate terms are far out) in identifying one-to-one (i.e. single
word term for single word term translation) and one-to-many (i.e. single word term
and multi-word term for single word term translation) is observable. It is also ques-
tionable to what extent this variation-oriented approach applies to other languages
which are less morphosyntacticly variational, such as Chinese and Japanese.

Based on the same idea of context similarity (Rapp, 1995; Fung and Yee, 1998),
Saralegi et al. (2008) use Earth Movers Distance (EMD). In the case of document
similarity, the EMD is employed to compute the minimum cost of the weighted graph
as the similarity value between two documents. Documents are represented as the
word distributions and weighted on their individual TF ∗ IDF values. On such a basis,
a weighted graph is constructed to find the flow between words in document A and
B with the minimal cost. The resulted work normalised by the total flow denotes the
EMD (Wan and Peng, 2005) to compute the similarity between corpora. A bilingual
dictionary is used to translate the source context vectors for computing the context
vector similarity. In the end, the authors find combining cognates in the ranking

1Terms are not always translated by terms of the same length.
2When terms are translated, target sequences of terms are not typically composed of translations

of their parts.
3Terms could appear in texts under different forms reflecting either syntactic, morphological or

semantic variations (Daille, 2003).
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process more suitable for texts of science domain where cognates are prevalent.
The authors also admit that the relatively small sizes of their test corpora cause a
significant decrease in the recall, as very few words pass the frequency threshold
necessary to obtain a good precision in the phase of computing context vector
similarity.

Erdmann et al. (2009) propose the extraction of bilingual terminology from large
multilingual Wikipedia to complement bilingual dictionaries for languages and text
domains where no parallel corpora exist. They develop a method that analyses
redirect page and anchor text information to extend the number of term-translation
pairs while maintaining high accuracy, by training a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classifier on a portion of randomly extracted and manually annotated term-translation
pairs. The trained SVM classifier further increases the recall of finding translation
term pairs. However, the precision still warrants improvement in comparison to other
methods (e.g. online dictionary BEOLINGUS4 method, Interlanguage link method).

Lu and Tsou (2009) deal with bilingual term extraction in a comparable corpus of
patents. The authors present a framework consisting of 4 main steps: monolingual
extraction of single-world terms (SWTs) and multi-word terms (MWTs), parallel
sentence identification, bilingual candidate term extraction and bilingual term classifi-
cation. The proposed framework provides an alternative to mining the bilingual terms
from sentence-level parallel corpora, but the extraction of monolingual candidate
terms is limited to noun phrases (< 5 words) from comparable monolingual corpora.
Thus, other terms, e.g. verb and adjective terms, are often ignored.

Vintar (2010) describes a hybrid term extractor using morphosyntactic patterns
and statistical ranking to select domain-specific expressions for each language pair.
Term translations between two languages are identified using the bag-of-words
approach. The proposed method does not require parallel corpora and hence
applies to comparable monolingual corpora, provided a domain-specific lexicon or a
bilingual lexicon is ready. Despite all the advantages of handling term variations and
multiple translations, high precision and its applicability to automatic term recognition
(ATR) from non-parallel corpora, the system still depends on the manual compilation
of monolingual pattern rules. As a consequence, it suffers from recall problem5 of
candidate terms from monolingual domain-specific corpora.

TTC TermSuite (Rocheteau and Daille, 2011) is a 4-step graphical utility based
on UIMA framework (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) to perform bilingual term extrac-
tion from comparable corpora. The tool consists of 4 procedural steps (i.e. text
preprocessing, linguistic analysis, monolingual term extraction and bilingual term
alignment) and supports analysing large volumes of unstructured data. The tool
provides a processing chain for cross-language term extraction from comparable
corpora, but it requires domain experts to compile pattern rules during the linguistic

4http://dict.tu-chemnitz.de/
5Because manually compiled syntactic patterns usually do not have complete coverage of candi-

date terms and often introduces noise as well.
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analysis phase to configure both the source language and target language before
term extraction and alignment. Even worse is that the precision of extraction and
alignment generally decreases with the increase of recall, as is often the case with
hybrid term extraction method (Zhang et al., 2016).

Gaizauskas et al. (2015) developed a multi-component (data collection, domain
classification, monolingual text extraction and bilingual term alignment) system that
automatically gather domain-specific bilingual term pairs from web data. Their
workflows consist of four steps in sequence: collecting parallel and/or comparable
corpora; classifying the collected web resources into pre-defined categories of
domains via vector representation; extracting terms from monolingual documents
in different domains through linguistic and frequency filtering; aligning the terms in
parallel or comparable document pairs using context-independent mapping. Four
human assessment tasks and associated protocols are also designed to evaluate
the term extraction pipeline. Results show that 94% of the aligned terms were correct
translation equivalents, and there is not much variance between the accuracies
of terms with varying lengths. Despite the favourable findings from the evaluation
process, one of the most significant concerns is that the method mainly works
with data in European languages, and no clear evidence the pipelines will work on
remote language pairs.

In order to build a bilingual medical lexicon for the multi-lingual and multi-national
treatment, Xu et al. (2015) attempt to extract a bilingual lexicon from English and
Chinese discharge summaries with a small seed lexicon. Label propagation (LP)
method is adopted to extract SWT translation pairs, and MWTs are dealt with
using term alignment 6. In comparison to a baseline based on simple context
similarity, the proposed method shows superior performance with improved accuracy.
However, the translation generation by the combination method presupposes that
the compositionality is ubiquitous among the bilingual term pairs. This phenomenon,
however, does not always hold true (Daille and Morin, 2005).

Hakami and Bollegala (2017) train a binary classifier to determine whether two
biomedical terms written in two languages are translations. Several feature space
concatenation methods (e.g. linear concatenation, pair-wise concatenation) are
proposed to overcome the lack of common features between language pairs. Several
aspects of the performance of the proposed methods can be further improved.
Specifically, the ambiguity of term translations and identification of synonymous
terms need to be further addressed.

Though the aforementioned studies have attempted to deal with the task of
identifying bilingual terms from different resources, these systems and pipelines do
not readily serve the purpose of finding term pairs from the translated texts to be
evaluated. Besides, these term extraction methods often involve the compilation of

6Translation candidates of each component word of a Chinese MWT are first obtained and then
used to generate combinations for the whole MWT, upon which some plausible candidates are
selected.
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linguistic rules and rely on external tools or resources, and some of the methods
have a narrower scope as a result of focusing on specific types of terms (e.g. MWT or
NPs). As our aim to evaluate how well terms are translated7 in students’ translations
on different topics from various domains, we can neither manually design generic
linguistic patterns for all translations nor tolerate low recall for the sake of precision.
Therefore, a method of automatically identifying terms from both STs and TTs to
quantify their correspondence relation is needed.

For this purpose, I come up with an ML technique that uses language-independent
features to train a classifier which classifies n-grams into terms and non-terms in
both STs and TTs and finds their correspondence relation. In the following, I
describe the proposed method.

4.3 Terminology Classification

The following is a brief description of the features I use to train the term classifiers.

4.3.1 Common Statistics as Features

This study is based on the assumption that domain-specific terms have morpho-
logical feature, distribution feature, context feature, domain-specific feature and so
forth, which distinguish them from common words. I assume that a selection of
such representative features can help build a feature space that supports further
classification. The motivation of feature selection is to find one or more features that
can provide an efficient representation of the candidates from a given corpus, with a
particular focus on independence from languages and domains. Moreover, I hope
that the representations are effective to facilitate extracting both SWTs and MWTs.

From a pragmatic point of view, the features used in this research are computed
by JATE 2.0 (Zhang et al., 2016), a recently released open-source ATR tool. JATE
2.0 implements 10 representative statistical ATR algorithms that are scalable to
large corpora, including global distribution weighting schemes, e.g. TF-IDF, heuristic
based domain-specificity measures, e.g. C-Value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1996),
significance of association, e.g. χ2 (Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004), contrastive mea-
sures for domain-specificity, e.g. Weirdness (Ahmad et al., 1999), graph based
measures, e.g. RAKE (Rose et al., 2010) and ensemble based measures unifying
both unithood and termhood measures, e.g. GlossEx (Park et al., 2002). These
features and their corresponding algorithms are listed in Table 4.1.

TTF, namely Term Total Frequency, is the total frequency of a candidate in the
target corpus. This algorithm is first documented in Justeson and Katz (1995),
where frequency information is taken into account for retrieving ‘words or phrases

7To see if all terms are translated correctly, or if good translations have more terms translated and
poor translations have fewer.
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Feature Algorithm Reference
TTF Total Term Freqeuncy (Justeson and Katz, 1995)
ATTF Average Total Term frequency –
TTF-IDF TTF with Inverse doccument Freq. –
RIDF Residual IDF (Church and Gale, 1999)
C-Value C-Value (Frantzi and Ananiadou, 1996)
RAKE Rapid Keyword Extraction (Rose et al., 2010)
χ2 Chi-square (Matsuo and Ishizuka, 2004)
Weirdness Weirdness (Ahmad et al., 1999)
GlossEx Glossary Extraction (Park et al., 2002)
TermEx Term Extraction (Sclano and Velardi, 2007)

Table 4.1 Features Used for Term Extraction

that are both highly indicative of document content and highly distinctive within a
text collection’.

Thus, in a relatively small size document, n-grams occur two or more times are
likely to be term units. Accordingly, the frequency of candidate terms in the running
text places an important constraint on the terms it contains.

ATTF takes the average of TTF and divides it by the number of documents in
which the candidate term occurs.

TTF-IDF is adapted from the classical TF-IDF. It replaces the local distribution
measure with the global distribution across the whole corpus and attempts to assign
higher values to words that appear more frequently in a few documents across the
whole corpus. This measure generally works well to filter common words (Ramos
et al., 2003).

However, like most of the frequency-based measures, it also suffers from some
inherent conventional drawbacks (Xia and Chai, 2011). Specifically, terms appearing
intensively on a few documents may not represent the specificity of terms in the
domain, when considering a corpus containing several subsets of documents about
different subtopics. Moreover, incorrect weighting is more likely to yield many
uninformative words such as function words, auxiliary words and conjunctions. This
side effect can be addressed by removing stopwords. Thus, TTF-IDF often serves
as a baseline of termhood metrics or is adopted as one of the several features in
ATR.

RIDF, known as residual IDF, was first proposed to identify keywords in a collec-
tion of documents and then adapted in ATR as a termhood metric. This measure
captures the deviation of the actual IDF score of a candidate from its expected IDF
score on a Poisson distribution, of which real term (or keywords) is assumed to be
higher than non-term (or ordinary words).

C-value is a typical hybrid ATR approach that combines linguistic and statistical
information, and more importantly, it can provide an ensemble representation of
unithood and termhood. Such a measure considers the impact of frequency and
length of a candidate term, capable of enhancing the conventional statistics of
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frequency. Thus, it is sensitive to nested terms such as the candidate term ‘T cell’
nested in longer terms ‘peripheral blood T cell’, ‘naive T cell’ and ‘T cell activation’.

Although it is initially proposed to extract MWTs, C-value demonstrates the
flexibility to handle shorter MWTs and even SWTs

RAKE, short for Rapid Automatic Keyword Extraction, is a type of graph-based
ranking model based on word co-occurrences. RAKE uses stop words/phrases and
punctuations/delimiters to isolate keywords from a document. The co-occurrence of
words in MWTs is leveraged as a meaningful clue to determine the importance of a
candidate term. This metric avoids the common drawback of the purely frequency
based statistics, i.e. bias towards SWTs. RAKE metrics can evaluate the exclusivity,
essentiality and generality of extracted candidate terms. The measurement is based
on three metrics, including word frequency, word degree (the occurrence of a word
in more extended candidate MWTs) and the ratio of word degree to frequency.

χ2 measure is commonly used for bigram statistics. The observed frequency of
co-occurrence is represented in a matrix, by which a null hypothesis can be tested
whether bigram tokens co-occur by chance. JATE 2.0 adapts the measure to work
with both SWTs and MWTs. If a term has no co-occurrence information, a zero
score is assigned.

Accordingly, a larger χ2 means that the word is more important in the document.
χ2 is known to be biased towards low-frequency words. Other factors such as
frequency are usually combined to counteract its deficiency.

Weirdness, or specificity, is a type of contrastive ranking technique, which
is particularly interesting for identifying low-frequency terms. The technique was
introduced by Ahmad et al. (1999) and based on the hypothesis that the distribution
of a term within one domain differs from the distribution of the same word (s) in other
domains or general language use. It often compares the frequencies of candidates
in a domain-specific corpus with those in a reference corpus.

For MWTs, a geometric average of the weirdness of each component word is
computed (Knoth et al., 2009). British National Corpus (BNC)8 is adopted as the
general purpose reference corpus in JATE 2.0. The corpus is used in other two
contrastive ranking related algorithms, i.e. GlossEx and TermEx.

GlossEx was put forward to rank all glossary items of varying lengths. This is
another hybrid approach which measures the goodness of a term by combining
term specificity (i.e. termhood) and term association (i.e. unithood). The former
quantifies how much an item is related to a specific domain, and the latter describes
the association degree of words in the term.

The algorithm is a combination of two components with different weights, includ-
ing term-specificity (TD) and term cohesion (TC). Essentially, the TD is a contrastive
approach that computes termhood by comparing the relative probability of a term
against a reference corpus. TC is a generalised Dice Coefficient that measures the
degree of co-occurrence of words in MWTs. Like all other co-occurrence measures,

8http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
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this metric is biased towards SWTs. Thus, the weight to TC (i.e. β value) is set to
0.1 for SWTs in JATE 2.0 to address the issue.

TermEx is very similar to GlossEx with extra extension of entropy-related Domain
Consensus (DC) metric. DC gives more weight to a term that has even probability
distribution across the documents of the domain corpus. Another two components
are the Domain Pertinence (DP) and Lexical Cohesion (LC), which are essentially
the same as Weirdness and TC in GlossEx respectively. The final algorithm is a
linear combination of the three metrics with adjustable weights (default to 1/3 in
JATE 2.0).

4.3.2 Training Monolingual Term Classifier

4.3.2.1 Corpus

6 corpora are selected in my experiment, covering four different domains and two
different languages (of varying sizes). The GENIA corpus (Kim et al., 2003) is a
collection of biomedical documents, and it is the most popular dataset used in ATR.
ACL RD-TEC (Version 1.0) (Q. Zadeh and Handschuh, 2014) is a dataset created
recently for evaluating the extraction and classification of terms from literature in
Computational Linguistics. The first version is used in my experiment, containing
over 10,900 scientific publications and 82,000 manually annotated terms.

TTC, short for Terminology Extraction, Translation Tools and Comparable Cor-
pora, a recent European project covering eight languages, contributes various
linguistic resources for bilingual term acquisition and translation (Blancafort et al.,
2010). Two English-Chinese (EN-ZH) comparable corpora, totalling four datasets for
two specialised domains in Wind Energy (TTC-W) and Mobile technology (TTC-M),
are used in my experiment as test sets.

I present the detailed information of all 6 corpora in Table 4.2.

Corpus # of documents Size(tokens) Reference Term List
GENIA 1,999 420,000 35,800
ACL RD-TEC 10,900 36,729,513 22,013
TTC-W (EN) 172 750,855 188
TTC-M (EN) 37 308,263 143
TTC-W (ZH) 178 4,263,336 204
TTC-M (ZH) 92 2,435,232 150

Table 4.2 Corpora Used for Training Term Classifier

4.3.2.2 Dataset Pre-processing

Four English corpora are first tokenised by JATE 2.0 OpenNLP English tokeniser
and sentence splitter. Two Chinese TTC corpora are pre-segmented by white space.
Therefore, the Solr white space tokeniser that comes with JATE is directly applied.
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Next, I focus on the n-gram candidate terms with a maximum length of 5 (1 ⩽ n ⩽ 5)
in the experiment. I then further filter these n-gram candidates by removing stop
words9 and setting minimum term frequency (⩾ 2) and character length range for
English (2 ⩽ l ⩽ 50). ASCII folding and English lemmatisation are also performed
for English corpora. Ten aforementioned ATR algorithms are then run separately
to score all the candidates, the output of which will be used as features to the
subsequent process of dataset generation.

In the final step, training data and testing data are processed by n-gram string
matching with ten features outputted separately by the ten algorithms. The n-gram
datasets are further matched with specific Reference Term List (RTL) from each
dataset. Any matched n-gram will be labelled as true positive and those having
no matches will be viewed as non-terms. By this way, I eventually have 4,240 true
terms from GENIA and 9,057 from ACL RD-TEC respectively. To examine the effect
of different sizes of training and testing data, GENIA and ACL RD-TEC datasets are
used as training data in the experiment, and they are also used to validate classifiers
trained on each other. See Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 for the details of the n-gram
datasets generated in the experiment.

N-gram Datasets # of terms # of non-terms
GENIA 4,240 45,350
ACL RD-TEC 9,057 858,544
TTC-W (EN) 120 30,925
TTC-M (EN) 149 20,505
TTC-W (ZH) 125 132,407
TTC-M (ZH) 168 105,599

Table 4.3 Terms and Non-terms in Ngram Datasets

N-gram Dataset Size Training Testing
GENIA 49,590 Y Y
ACL RD-TEC 867,601 Y Y
TTC-W (EN) 31,045 N Y
TTC-M (EN) 20,654 N Y
TTC-W (ZH) 132,532 N Y
TTC-M (ZH) 105,764 N Y

Table 4.4 N-gram datasets generated in experiment

It is also commonly seen in the field of ATR that terminology datasets are highly
imbalanced, e.g. fewer positive and much more negative instances. Negative n-gram
candidates, i.e. non-terms, have a highly unbalanced distribution in the dataset as
shown in Table 4.3. To mitigate this effect in the subsequent training stage, I apply
the undersampling method (Lemaître et al., 2017) to the majority of non-terms for
the training set.

9English n-grams are filtered by SMART stopword list, available via https://goo.gl/DXwrgy; Chinese
n-grams are pre-filtered by both English stopwords and the 125 Chinese stop words compiled by
Kevin Bouge, available via https://goo.gl/a0gRzd.
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4.3.2.3 Setup

The Random Forest (RF) learning algorithm in Scikit-Learn (alias sklearn) (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011) is chosen to train a classifier. RF does not expect linear
features and can handle very well high dimensional spaces and a large number of
training examples (Breiman, 2001). In the training stage, all training sets are split
proportionally (75% for training and 25% for testing). For model selection, stratified
ten-fold cross-validation is used and repeated grid-search is employed for param-
eter tuning. Also, each individual feature is scaled to the range [−1, 1] with the
MaxAbsScaler API10.

4.3.2.4 Evaluation Methods

The performance of classifiers trained on two training datasets (‘GENIA’ and ‘ACL
RE-TEC’) is evaluated on the held-out datasets and other 5 separate testing
datasets.

Although the task is treated as a binary classification problem, I only focus on
the evaluation results corresponding to ‘term’ class, using the standard Precision
(P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F1) to measure the model performance.

Table 4.5 presents the previous state-of-the-art methods on four English corpora.
First, TTC TermSuite v2.211 (Rocheteau and Daille, 2011) is used in the experiment
as the primary baseline for four English datasets. At the time of writing, it does
not support Chinese processing. POS-based C-Value implementation in JATE 2.0
(Zhang et al., 2016) is also chosen as a baseline for ACL RD-TEC and GENIA
corpus. Zhou and Su’s system (2004) was the best performant system in the shared
task of BioNLP/NLPBA 2004 which uses GENIA as a dataset. These studies only
report results with their Top N12 ranked subset performance. On the same testing
datasets, I compare classifiers trained with the training datasets of ACL RD-TEC
and GENIA respectively.

4.3.2.5 Term Classification Models

The performance of the trained classifiers on 6 datasets is presented in Table 4.6.
The classifiers with the best F1 scores are considered as the best models in the
experiment. With regards to the overall recall, baseline results of four English
corpora overall are relatively lower than the classifiers trained, except that the recall
of Zhou and Su (2004) on GENIA is about 25% higher than that of the model trained
with ACL RD-TEC dataset.

10http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.MaxAbsScaler.html
#sklearn.preprocessing.MaxAbsScaler

11http://termsuite.github.io/
12TermSuite and the similar studies in ATR, especially those linguistic and statistical ones, tend

to report the performance of their methods by evaluating the top-ranked results. For example, the
precision of the first 10, 20, 100 system recommendations, etc.
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Precision Recall

Baselines Dataset Top 50 Top 100 Top 500 Top 1000 Top 2000 Top 10000 Overall Overall

TermSuite v2.2

ACL RD-TEC 0.12 0.09 0.15 0.11 - 0.06 - 0.15

GENIA 0.48 0.46 0.43 0.44 - 0.46 - 0.1

TTC-W(EN) 0.4 0.29 0.12 0.08 - 0.01 - 0.44

TTC-M(EN) 0.32 0.24 0.12 0.07 - 0.01 - 0.62

JATE 2.0
CValue (PoS)

ACL RD-TEC 0.46 0.41 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.28 - 0.74

GENIA 0.94 0.91 0.86 0.82 0.77 - - 0.1

Zhou & Su (2004) GENIA - - - - - - 0.76 0.69

Table 4.5 Baselines on Four English Corpora

GENIA ACL RD-TEC

Testing Dataset Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

GENIA/ACL(held-out) 0.80 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.88 0.86
TTC-W(EN) 0.79 0.7 0.75 0.84 0.51 0.64
TTC-M(EN) 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.83 0.68 0.75
TTC-W(ZH) 0.58 0.69 0.63 0.67 0.53 0.60
TTC-M(ZH) 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.69 0.51 0.59
ACL RD-TEC(1.0)/GENIA 0.51 0.99 0.67 0.82 0.26 0.40

Table 4.6 Model Performance on 6 Testing Datasets
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Dataset Domain Passages # of sentence Length

XENO Xenotransplantation 50 14 234 ∼ 473
SUIBE Patent 42 11 297 ∼ 376

Table 4.7 Statistics for Two Trainee Translation Datasets

The precisions of the models trained on the ACL RD-TEC training data, when
tested on two TTC English and Chinese testing set, are higher than those trained on
the GENIA training data by a margin of 4%-12%, while their recalls on four testing
datasets are much lower than those of GENIA-based models by a difference of
6%-19%.

As expected, the Top N precisions of statistic-based baselines (TermSuite v2.2
and JATE 2.0 CValue) decrease gradually with the increase of recall. The overall
precisions of the models trained with either GENIA or ACL RD-TEC dataset are
much higher than all the Top N subset precisions obtained by TermSuite baselines.
In addition, the best precision (84%) of ACL RD-TEC based optimal model on GENIA
testing set is much higher than all the top N precisions of JATE 2.0 CValue baseline
for ACL RD-TEC corpus by a margin of 38%, 43%, 48%, 49%, 48% and 56%
respectively. However, the best precision (80%) of GENIA based model on GENIA
testing set is lower than all subsets of Top 1500 precisions of JATE 2.0 Cvalue
baselines (by 14%, 11%, 6% and 2% respectively), despite the fact that this result is
still slightly higher than the previous best system (Zhou and Su, 2004) by 4% and
much higher than all Top N precisions of TermSuite baseline.

4.4 Experiment

In order to find out to what extent translating terminology contributes to human
translation quality. I implement terminology recognition on two human translation
datasets and investigate how the number of terms and their translations correlates
with human annotated quality scores.

4.4.1 Translational Data

In the following, I describe the data used. The first dataset consists of 50 trainee
translators’ translations of a short passage about xenotransplantation (280 words).
The second dataset is a course summative work from Shanghai University of
International Business and Economics (SUIBE). There are 42 translations for a
rotatory closure design patent in the dataset. I choose these two datasets because
they are all trainee translations and contain very domain-specific words that are
potentially challenging for trainees. Hereinafter, they are referred as the XENO data
and SUIBE data. The basic statistics of both datasets are available in Table 4.7.
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As the XENO dataset is part of the QE dataset, it has been annotated on four
dimensions ranging from content transfer (UT), terminology (TS), idiomatic writing
(IW) and target language conventions (TM). More detailed information about the
annotation is provided in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

As regards the SUIBE data, I use the original scores assigned by the course
instructor who also took into consideration students’ in-class performance and the
formality elements of the translation task. This suggests that the scores are not
entirely based on the translations themselves. All the scores are on a percentile
scale, and no further processing was done.

4.4.2 Term Count Normalisation

The normalisation process aims to relate the term counts in the TTs to the terms in
the STs so that TTs can be measured and compared across different translations. I
assume that a higher relative number of terms counts indicates a more successful
translation regarding term adequacy, which in turn contributes to the overall transla-
tion quality text-wide. The purpose of this normalisation process thus is to obtain a
form of term count that is comparable within translations of different lengths from
STs containing a different number of source terms. In the following experiment, I
compute the normalised term count for each translation at the document level. The
normalised term count in TTs is calculated using Eq. 3.1.

4.4.3 Evaluation

To investigate whether the automatically identified terminology is related to the
quality of the trainees’ translations, I compute and report the Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) (the primary criterion), Spearman rank correlation coefficient (ρ) and
Kendall’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (τ).

4.4.4 Results and Findings

I report the confusion matrix of terms identified monolingually from the English STs
and their Chinese TTs by the classifiers trained on GENIA data (GENIA) and ACL
RD-TEC data (ACL) in Table 4.8. Note that these results are reported at the corpus
level.

A significant difference of performance is found between the ACL-based classifier
and the GENIA-based classifier on both English ST data (z = −1.92, p<.05), while
the difference between the classifiers on translational data is insignificant (z = −1.29,
p>.05).

There are 7 real terms in the original ST of XENO data and 22 in the SUIBE data.
Because the proposed method works at the corpus level, lots of unwanted n-grams
are introduced as noises during the n-gram generation process, which causes a low
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ST TT
precision recall F1 precision recall F1

GENIA XENO 0.04 0.5 0.07 0.17 0.91 0.29
SUIBE 0.08 0.18 0.22 0.20 0.91 0.33

ACL XENO 0.14 0.52 0.22 0.27 0.91 0.42
SUIBE 0.18 0.68 0.28 0.33 0.91 0.48

Table 4.8 Monolingual Terminology Identification on Two Datasets

precision for the classifiers. However, the recalls for both classifiers are high enough
to retrieve the majority of the terms in the translations.

On the XENO data, as shown in Table 4.8, in terms of precision, both classifiers
perform somewhat consistently on the English source text but display an apparent
variation on the Chinese translations instead. I manually analysed their predictions
on the termhood of n-grams. Both classifiers have successfully identified ‘xenotrans-
plant’, ‘xenotransplantation’,‘transplant surgeon’ as terms, but they failed to identify
two terms ‘recipient’ (受体) and the institute ‘America’s Food and Drug Administra-
tion’. A possible explanation is that they are ignored because they are singletons
making it difficult for the statistics-based features to capture the subtlety. Also, the
n-gram length threshold is set to be 5, which neglects phrases longer than 5 words,
such as ‘America’s Food and Drug Administration’. For the Chinese translations, all
the representative terms, such as器官移植医生 (‘transplant surgeon’) and异种
器官 移植 手术 or 异种 器官 移植 (‘xenotransplantation’), have been successfully
identified.

Meanwhile, ACL-based classifiers manifested a significant improvement of recall.
On average, over half of the true terms (22) from the ST could be recognised by
the trained classifiers. This is in contrast to the excellent recall on the translation
side, as shown in Table 4.8. Term equivalents in the translations for those ST terms
that were misclassified can be identified by the trained classifiers (together with a
significant proportion of false positives). As I directly apply the classification model
trained from different domains, I suspect the domain-shift issue still impacts the
classification.

In the end, I use the results from the ACL-based classifier to compute the
normalised term count as a quality indicator. All the positive terms identified from the
translations by this model are used as ‘true terms’ that are successfully translated.
We must admit that this is rather a naive approach. The assumption behind the
approach is that quality translations should roughly contain a proportionally larger
finite set of terms. Using the list of ‘true terms’ identified as reference terms, we can
obtain the number of terms contained in each translation through query n-grams in
the translations. These numbers are then normalised with the length of the ST and
TT respectively as terminology translation precision (normalised by TT length) and
recall (normalised by ST length). In the following, we are to see how these numbers
correlate with the quality scores.
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Dataset Terms Human Annotation Correlation
Pearson Spearman Kendall Tau

XENO µ = 3.68, SD = 3.45 UT
(µ = 24.31,SD = 4.73) r = 0.43, p < 0.01 ρ = 0.48, p < 0.0001 τ = 0.37, p < 0.0001

TS
(µ = 16.67, SD = 3.06) r = 0.46, p < 0.01 ρ = 0.52,p < 0.0001 τ = 0.39, p < 0.0001

IW
(µ = 17.12, SD = 2.63) r = 0.32, p = 0.02 ρ = 0.35, p = 0.01 τ = 0.26, p = 0.01

TM
(µ = 9.79, SD = 1.35) r = 0.36, p = 0.01 ρ = 0.39, p < 0.01 τ = 0.31, p < 0.01

Total
(µ = 71.57, SD = 12.41) r = 0.66, p < 0.0001 ρ = 0.72, p < 0.0001 τ = 0.55, p < 0.0001

SUIBE µ = 10.52, SD = 10.19 Total
(µ = 87.07, SD = 5.86) r = 0.53, p < 0.001 ρ = 0.60, p < 0.001 τ = 0.44, p < 0.0001

Table 4.9 Correlation between Term occurrences and Translation Quality

# ST TT

1

Transplant surgeons work mira-
cles.They take organs from one
body and integrate them into an-
other , granting the lucky recipient
a longer , better life .

器官 移植 外科 医生 带来 了 奇迹
。他们将器官从一个身体中取
出 并将 它们 植入 他 者 体内 ，让
那些有幸得到它们的人活 得更
长，更好。

2

America’s food and drug adminis-
tration has already published draft
guidelines for xenotransplantation.
The ethics of xenotransplantation
are relatively unworrying .

美国 的 食品 药物 管理 机构 已经
出版 了 异种 器官 移植 草案 准则
。这 种 手术 在 伦理 道德 领域 相
对而言，不那么令人担忧了。

3

So far attempts to make artificial or-
gans have been disappointing : Na-
ture is hard to mimic. hence the
renewed interest in trying to use or-
gans from animals .

到 目前 为止 ， 试图 人工 制造 器
官 的 可能性 已经 被 否定 了 ，毕
竟自然是很难去模仿的，因此
，人们正将更多的目光集中在
动物器官上。

Table 4.10 Adequately Translated Terms:Term Variation

According to the values of three correlation metrics in Table 4.9, for the XENO
dataset, the number of terms identified in both datasets show a positive linear
relationship between weak and moderate (p < 0.01) with the four subscores. In
contrast, the occurrence of terms with the total score (weighted summation of all
subscores) goes up beyond moderate (p < 0.0001). For the SUIBE data, as it
has only one total score for all translations, we could also find a moderate linear
relationship between the rightly translated terms in the translations (p < 0.001).
Despite the fact that two datasets are evaluated by different annotators under
different criteria, correlation scores, either Pearson r, Spearman ρ or Kendall’s
τ all suggest that the number of normalised translated terms does contribute to
translation quality on the whole.

However, it is surprising that only a moderate correlation exists (≈ 0.5) between
the second subscore (Terminology) and the term occurrence in the translations.
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I checked those translations with zero hit of terms but over-strong human quality
scores. I found the translation of terminology, semantic adequacy and language
fluency indeed present in those translations, see Table 4.10. Typical terms in the
specific domain, such as 异种 器官 移植 (‘xenotransplantation’), 器官 移植 外
科 医生 (‘transplant surgeons’) and 美国 食物 药物 管理局 (‘America ’s food and
drug administration’), are adequately translated. One thing in common with these
translations is that in the translation terms are rendered with a slight variation. For
example, in one sample, both器官移植外科医生 (‘transplant surgeons’) and器
官移植手术师 (‘transplant surgery technician’) are used for the same source term
‘transplant surgeon’. Both translations are acceptable expressions in Chinese for
annotators concerning adequacy and fluency. This term inconsistency or variation
may have to do with the reason why such translations are evaluated reasonably
high even with few or no term counts by the trained term classifiers. This shows the
importance of proper handling of term variation in assessing translation quality.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, I explored ways of identifying terms from monolingual texts and
integrate them into investigating the contribution of terminology to translation quality.

The researcher first reviewed approaches to term recognition. Bilingual term
extraction extends further on the basis of monolingual term extraction, making use
of various methods and resources, such as parallel and comparable corpora. Then
the researcher moves on to propose a supervised learning method to train term
classifiers from monolingual data in one domain and extrapolate the models for
different languages (English-Chinese) and domains, e.g. from medical to technology.
The method has demonstrated reasonably good accuracy on the cross-domain and
cross-language data.

To find out how automatically extracted terms impact the translation quality, I then
carry out correlation analyses on two small collections of domain-specific translations
(xenotransplantation and patent) that are manually evaluated per different criteria.
It is found that the number of term frequencies identified automatically has the
above-weak linear correlation with the four subscores for the xenotransplantation
data. When it comes to the overall final score for both datasets, such correlations
increase to be moderate. This study indicates that term occurrence in translation
identified this way could be a potential indicator for HTQE.





Chapter 5

Data, Annotation and Translation
Error Analysis

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I move on to introduce the datasets I use for the QE task, and how
quality-indicating features are extracted from them with regard to techniques, tools
and resources. In the meantime, I will discuss the method and scheme used for the
annotation as well, paying particular attention to translation error analysis of a small
proportion of annotated HT and MT data.

In brief, this chapter serves four purposes: a) describe the datasets used in the
experiments; b) introduce whenever possible the techniques, tools and resources
involved to prepare the training and testing data; c) carry out a descriptive analysis
of the engineered features with respect to translation quality; d) compare translation
errors in HTs and MTs.

For researchers in HTQE, one of the ways is to understand the relationship
between many variables, including but not limited to linguistic systems, domain
and register variation, translators’ decision making and task specifications, and the
implications these variables may have on the quality of translation products and
our perception of translation quality itself. Much research has examined quality
evaluation from theoretical perspectives (House, 2014), estimating (machine) trans-
lation quality with reference-based metrics (e.g. BLEU, NIST, RIBES) and training
predictive models with linguistic (e.g. POS tags, dependency relations) and non-
linguistic features (shallow features and system decoding features). Research in
MTQE has discussed the effectiveness of a set of features (Avramidis and Popovic,
2013b; Luong et al., 2013; Shah et al., 2013) during the feature selection process
for estimating pseudo human scores (e.g. HTER). However, research on pairwise
associations of quality indicators with human quality scores (labels) has been limited
(Yuan et al., 2016).

I argue that the importance of individual quality indicators should not be under-
mined, particularly for the reason of interpretable results in HTQE, while the model
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accuracy is prioritised. Therefore, the main contribution of this chapter lies in two
aspects:

• statistical analysis of the distribution of translation errors that helps uncover
the fundamental relationship between translation quality and translation types
(e.g. machine translation and human translation), text types and text domains.

• pairwise association analysis of individual quality features with different types
of manually annotated quality scores (7 in this study) based on a large feature
set (360 at the document level).

5.2 Data

The translational data used for the training and testing in this study come from the
published Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners (Wen and Wang, 2008). The
corpus consists of two components, namely the written translations and interpreta-
tion transcripts by trainee translators, who are all third-year or fourth-year English
majors. The written translation part is composed of 2385 translated documents for
6 STs in different domains. In this study, 457 of them are selected as training and
testing data for QE at the document level. Among these 457 translations, every
50 documents are taken from the first group (each source text has three batches
of translations by trainee translators from different universities) of translations to 6
STs, using stratified sampling. The other 157 texts are taken from the second and
third group ( ST1_2 and ST1_3 ) translations to the first ST as an additional data.
In this sense, all translations to the first ST are included. Table 5.1 below lists the
basic statistics of the written translations annotated. Note that these statistics are
based on the tokenised English source text and the segmented Chinese. In the
seventh column of this table, the first number indicates the number of documents
selected and included in the dataset, and the differences in ST12 and ST13 are due
to discarding some empty documents. Examples of the STs and trainee translations
are provided in the Appendix A.

5.3 Annotation

In this section, I describe the tools and resources used to process the STs and
TTs and the quality annotation scheme I adopt to assign scores to TTs. In addition,
details of the feature extraction method are also discussed.

5.3.1 Tools and Resources

As discussed in Section 3.2, most monolingual features I selected or designed are
dependent on linguistic analysis of the STs and TTs at the lexical, semantic and
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ST Domain Topic
Statistics

ST TT

# Sent. # Words Category # Doc. Avg. # sent. Avg. # Words

ST1 Science fiction Insects 11 261
ST1_01 50/137 10.93 282.10
ST1_02 56/56 9.89 244.88
ST1_03 101/102 11.00 260.08

ST2 Scoial life Marriage 15 259
ST2_01 50/153 14.65 251.10
ST2_02 115 14.98 258.23
ST2_03 141 14.99 259.14

ST3 Sports Walking 13 289
ST3_01 50/254 12.95 296.43
ST3_02 93 13.00 290.43
ST3_03 198 12.34 267.41

ST4 Short story Perseverance 15 313
ST4_01 50/122 14.83 342.57
ST4_02 154 14.98 345.53
ST4_03 112 14.87 324.90

ST5 Literature Essayist 5 229
ST5_01 50/103 5.00 220.31
ST5_02 117 4.99 216.09
ST5_03 109 4.93 209.98

ST6 Science xenotransplantation 13 266
ST6_01 50/136 12.85 307.71
ST6_02 142 12.99 303.08
ST6_03 141 12.72 291.30

Table 5.1 Basic Statistics of Source and Translation Data

discourse level. In the following, I briefly summarise the tools and resources I have
relied on to extract the corresponding features.

• POS Tagging and Parsing
First, all English STs and Chinese translations are tokenised or segmented.
For the English STs, I use the scripts coming with Moses decoder1. The
Chinese TTs are segmented with Jieba2. The tokenised or segmented STs
and TTs are further analysed with Stanford Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003;
Levy and Manning, 2003) for POS tags, constituencies and dependencies.

• Semantic Role Labelling
The distribution of semantic role labels in both STs and TTs help disclose the
underlying relationship between the main verbs and other participants in the
clause. It is a rather abstract way of semantic representation. Comparing
them in ST and TT lends insight to the quality itself. As mentioned earlier
in Section 3.2, English and Chinese language often demonstrate systemic
variation in choosing SR labels. I chose PathLSTM (Roth and Lapata, 2016)
for English STs, and the Language Technology Platform API (Che et al., 2010)
for Chinese TTs.

• Machine Translation Systems
To compute the pseudo references and back translation similarity features, I
use three commercial machine translation systems, namely Google Translate

1https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts/tokenizer
2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Window Size Dynamic Window Sub-sampling Low-Frequency Word Iteration Negative Sampling
5 Yes 1e-5 10 5 5

Table 5.2 Hyper-parameters for training Chinese embeddings

Corpus Size Tokens
(Million)

Vocabulary
(Million) Description

Chinese Wikipedia ≈ 1.3G ≈ 230 ≈ 2.2 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/

Table 5.3 Detailed Information of the Chinese Wikipedia Corpus

3, Bing Translator 4 and Yandex 5 who offer the API access. I use these MT
systems to translate the STs into TTs, and TTs back into pseudo STs.

• Word Representation
Word vectors such as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) have proven to capture
fine-grained semantic and syntactic information (Mikolov et al., 2013c). In this
study, I use the pretrained monolingual embeddings and bilingual embeddings
for computing document coherence (adjacent sentence cosine distance, refer
to section 3.2.1.5 for more detailed explanation). For English, I use the 200
dimension Glove vector6. For Chinese, I trained vectors of the same dimension
size on Chinese Wikipedia (Table 5.3) using the skip-gram model with negative
sampling implemented in Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010). Table 5.2 details
the basic settings. For computing the STs and TTs similarity directly from
word representations, bilingual embedding with a dictionary-based mapping
technique (Artetxe et al., 2017) is employed to normalise monolingual source
and target embeddings with only some manually prepared English-Chinese
lexicon. On its basis, sentences in STs and TTs are represented as the
average of word embeddings for words in them.

• Parallel and Comparable Corpora
In order to train word and phrase alignment models and the bilingual term
extraction model, I use a collection of parallel and comparable corpora. As
regards the parallel corpora, I use the English Chinese parallel UM corpus of
mixed domains (Tian et al., 2014), as listed in Table 5.4. It is a multi-domain
and balanced parallel corpus covering several topics and text genres, including
education, law, microblogs, news, science, spoken, subtitles and thesis.

Details of comparable corpora have been provided in Section 4.3.2.2 for
crosslingual terminology extraction.

• Alignment Software
For word and phrase alignment in this study, I use the tool Pialign (Neubig
et al., 2011).

3https://translate.google.com/, accessed on December 22, 2017
4https://www.bing.com/translator, accessed on December 22, 2017
5https://translate.yandex.com/, accessed on December 22, 2017
6http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/wordvecs/glove.6B.zip
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Domains Languages Tokens Avg. Len. Vocabulary Sent.

News English 8,646,174 19.21 274,546 45,000Chinese 15,277,414 33.95 47,902

Spoken English 1,836,670 8.35 107,923 220,000Chinese 3,033,052 13.79 9,011

Laws English 5,926,316 26.94 66,330 220,000Chinese 8,783,941 39.93 14,723

Thesis English 5,962,590 19.88 378,679 300,000Chinese 10,514,430 35.05 149,110

Education English 8,401,095 18.67 293,595 450,000Chinese 13,749,570 30.56 38,663

Science English 598,050 2.22 115,968 270,000Chinese 1,527,849 5.66 8,927

Subtitles English 2,299,742 7.67 101,423 300,000Chinese 3,818,490 12.73 13,854

Microblog English 72,144 14.43 12,083 5,000Chinese 125,415 25.08 3,525

Total English 33,742,781 13.29 832,518 2,215,000Chinese 56,830,161 22.51 209,729

Table 5.4 Statistics of UM Parallel Corpora

Bayesian-based phrase alignment as proposed in Neubig et al. (2011) is
an unsupervised model for joint phrase alignment and extraction using non-
parametric Bayesian methods and inversion transduction grammars (ITGs)
(Wu, 1997).

As noted by DeNero and Klein (2008), phrase alignments generated through
the flat model are not optimal, as there are only minimal phrases memorised by
the model and it has to be combined with heuristic phrase extraction to combine
exhaustively adjacent phrases permitted by the word alignment (Och et al.,
1999). A hierarchical ITG model relies on the Pitman-Yor process (Pitman and
Yor, 1997) to directly use probabilities of the model as a replacement for the
phrase table generated by heuristic techniques, e.g. intersection, grow-diag in
Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003).

I build a list of good quality phrase alignment pairs from a bilingual corpus
of professional translations to measure the degree of adequacy and fluency
of trainee translations. I extracted phrases up to a maximum length of 4.
The reason I did not go up to more extended sequences of phrases is that
longer alignments (>4 words) are very rare in students’ translations. I include
one word as phrases for the consideration of one-to-many and many-to-one
alignment (i.e. many phrases are translations of one source word, and many
one words are translations of source phrases), and the avoidance of an
addition process of word alignment. Having used Pialign to train on the UM
Parallel Corpora, I eventually have 9.63 million pairs of phrasal alignments
(including word alignments) without exclusion and ≈ 5.72 after filtering per
direct translation probability (DTP) and inverse translation probability (ITP)
(DTP and ITP >= 0.01) (See Table 5.5).
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Length Counts Alignment Types Counts
1-word 648,611 one-to-one 374,840
2-word 1,835,261 one-to-many 273,771
3-word 1,889,009 many-to-one 362,849
4-word 1,344,276 many-to-many 4,705,697
Total 5,717,157 Total 5,717,157

Table 5.5 Length and Type Distribution of Alignments

Alignment Top1000(%) Bottom1000(%)

word alignments 96.3 26.9
phrase alignments (2-more words) 98.7 97.2

Table 5.6 Alignment Accuracy (threshold DTP >= 0.2)

I compared the top 1000 and bottom 1000 entries for single word alignments
and phrasal alignments (2 to more words). The researcher manually checks the
two lists of selected aligned words and phrases to see if they are translations
of each other, and for phrase alignments, I also consider ‘near translations’,
i.e. those partial alignments with additional or fewer words. For instance,交通
罪行的 (‘traffic offence about’) for traffic offences in Table 5.7 is an acceptable
phrase alignment. I compute the accuracy of alignment for both words and
phrases this way to compare the quality of alignments.

Longer phrase alignments from the training corpus are generally more accurate
than shorter ones. To be more specific, the accuracy of phrase alignments
remains stable even though their direct translation probabilities decrease. In
order to evaluate the validity of entries in the extracted list of phrase alignments,
I set the DTP threshold for all alignments to be 0.2 and then sort them per their
DTP values and discard all non-English-Chinese pairs, i.e. Null alignments,
punctuations, symbols, strings alignments and English-English alignments.
That is to say, the evaluation is based on alignment pairs consisting of words
only. See Table 5.6 for details.

I conjecture that the reason for many false matches in one-word alignments is
word segmentation and word association in the near context. For instance, I
found both无用功 and拖垮 matched by ‘unproductive’. 无用功 (‘unproductive
work’) should be matched by two English words instead of one ‘unproductive’,
and 拖垮 (‘drag down’) should be the cause of ‘unproductive work’ but it is
mismatched as an alignment because it occurs within the near context, and
also due to the high probabilistic nature of the alignment algorithm.

Nevertheless, as Table 5.6 shows, these phrase alignments, particularly those
longer than one word, when selected as bilingual correspondences with rea-
sonably good accuracy, can be readily usable.
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Length English Chinese DTP Gloss

1-word offences
所犯 0.33 committed by

犯罪行为 0.29 crimes
而犯 0.44 commit
系由该 1.00 This is committed by
犯罪 0.22 commit a crime

2-word traffic offences 违犯交通法规 0.91 violation of traffic regulations
交通罪行的 1.00 traffic offence (about)
交通罪行 1.00 traffic offence

3-word international drug trafficking 国际贩毒 0.39 international drug trafficking
国际毒品贩运 0.86 international drug trafficking
国际药物贩运 1.00 international medicine trafficking

Table 5.7 Illustration of Alignments

In preparing the dictionary of bilingual phrase alignments for query their occur-
rences in trainees’ translations, four-word alignments are eventually discarded
because of their extremely low frequencies in the target translations. Table 5.7
illustrates the alignments.

Note that while DTP may be a useful signal of alignment certainty, we cannot
take it for granted that lower probabilities nullify the legitimate translation
equivalents. Many pairs of very low probabilities are valid translations to each
other. For instance, 报价和目录 (gloss:Quote and directory) and ‘quotation
and catalogues’ are aligned at a probability of 0.08, but they are clearly valid
alignments. This fact again explains why in Table 5.6 there is no significant
difference for longer phrase alignments ranked by DTPs (top and bottom). Also,
this shows that we need to keep good coverage of phrase alignments. For this
study, I set the threshold of direct translation probability at 0.02. This cutting-off
value eventually allows us to have 3.5 millions pairs of the word and phrase
alignments, a much slimmer list of phrase table, as illustrated in Table 5.8.
In the Table, the third and fourth columns are direct (conditional) translation
probabilities (DTP, i.e. translation probability from English to Chinese) and
inverse translation probabilities (ITP, i.e. translation probability from Chinese
to English).

With this acquired probabilistic dictionary of word and phrase alignments, each
1- word, 2-word and 3-word lexical unit in the TT is then queried against each
trainee translation to find the matches between the corresponding units. These
matches are then normalised as quality features.
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Source Segments Target Semgents DTP ITP

tax credits

税额减免 0.37 0.25
税款抵减 0.52 0.34
税收减免 0.08 0.05
的税收优惠 0.90 0.05
税收优惠 0.05 0.05
税额抵免 1.00 0.05
税收抵免 0.59 0.17

and tax credits 或减免 0.50 0.50
和税减免 1.00 0.50

as tax credits 诸如税收扣减 1.00 1.00

continuous tax credits 持续性税收扣除 1.00 1.00

for tax credits 享受税额减免 1.00 1.00

investment tax credits 投资税额减免 1.00 1.00

in tax credits 税收抵免 0.02 1.00

production tax credits 生产税额减免 0.33 1.00

Table 5.8 An Excerpt of Alignments

5.3.2 Quality Annotation

Quality scores annotated by human raters are the learning goal of the proposed
approach. In MTQE, translation quality are evaluated in terms of adequacy and
fluency (Callison-Burch et al., 2006), post-editing effort, e.g. HTER, post-editing
time (Bojar et al., 2014, 2015, 2016a).

I chose the American Translators Association (ATA) Certification Programme
Rubric for Grading (hereinafter ATA rubric for short) (ATA, 2011) as the annotation
guideline. The rubric was used in the ATA translation qualification certification test,
allowing for a more systematic and holistic grading (Angelelli and Jacobson, 2009b).
More importantly, it assesses a few subcomponents of translation quality which suits
our need for fine-grained quality estimation. Each subcomponent corresponds to
a different aspect of translation quality. In the following, I briefly describe the ATA
rubric as our annotation guideline.

ATA rubric intends to evaluate test takers’ performance holistically in four sub-
components:

• usefulness indicates to what extent the translation is usable and the meaning
of the source text has been conveyed.

• terminology is more about the lexical appropriateness of the translation in
terms of terminology, register and style.

• idiomatic writing emphasises the smoothness of the translation in the target
language.
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• target mechanics requires to follow target language norms.

Each component is further categorised into five levels to represent the quality in
that dimension:

• standard
The target text would require little if any editing.

• strong
The target text requires only minimal work to be published or used.

• acceptable
The target text could be used with some post-editing work.

• deficient
The target text requires extensive editing work to be published or used.

• minimal
The target text has to be retranslated.

The ideal performance for each dimension is defined in the ‘standard’ row against
which the annotators mark the translation accordingly. For instance, the standard
criterion for ‘usefulness/transfer’ is specified as:

The translated text is fully usable for the purpose specified in the Trans-
lation Instructions. The meaning and sense of the source text have been
fully and appropriately transferred to the translated text.

In contrast, the worst performance for each dimension is labelled as ‘minimal’,
which implies it would be more economical to have the text retranslated. A‘minimal’
level of ‘ bf usefulness/transfer’ would suggest:

Translated text transfers meaning in a manner inconsistent with the
Translation instructions. Translation contains frequent and/or serious
transfer errors that obscure or change meaning.

More detailed explanations of the grading components and different levels are
provided in Appendix B. I assign different weights to each component. More specifi-
cally, I assign more weights to components related to adequacy (e.g. usefulness,
terminology) over components related to fluency (e.g. idiomatic writing, target
mechanics), as adequacy generally has to do with completeness and meaning
transfer of the translation while fluency is largely associated with the target language
conventions. Thus, we have four component scores which are further collapsed into
adequacy and fluency, two classic indexes for quality evaluation, i.e. the first two
scores attribute to adequacy and the other two for fluency. For adequacy and fluency,
I use the definition and evaluation scale created by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) (Church and Hovy, 1993; White, 1994). Adequacy measures how
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much source information is preserved in the translation, related to the correctness of
the translation. Adequacy is often calculated on a Likert-like scale corresponding to
the five ATA categories as shown in Table 5.9. In contrast, fluency can be defined as
how fluent the translation is regarding target language quality. Fluency is calculated
on the same rank scale as adequacy in Table 5.10.

Score ATA Categories Definition
1 minimal None of the meaning is preserved
2 deficient Little of the meaning is preserved
3 acceptable Much of the meaning is preserved
4 strong Most of the meaning is preserved
5 standard All the meaning is preserved

Table 5.9 Adequacy Evaluation Scale

Score ATA Categories Definition
1 minimal Incomprehensible target language
2 deficient Disfluent target language
3 acceptable Non-native kind of target language
4 strong Good quality target language
5 standard Flawless target language

Table 5.10 Fluency Evaluation Scale

In this sense, for each translation we have seven scores for each translation,
namely, usefulness (UT), terminology (TS), idiomatic writing (IW), target mechanics
(TM), adequacy (AD), fluency (FL) and total (TO) amounting to 100 points. In other
words, 35 points for UT 25 points for TS, 25 points for IW and 15 points for TM, 60
points for AD, 40 points for FL, and 100 points for TO. I propose a range finder to
help the annotators score the translations with flexibility, as shown in Table 5.11.

Grades Usefulnes Terminology Idiomatic Writing Target Mechanics Adequacy Fluency Total

Standard 29-35 21-25 21-25 13-15 50-60 34-40 84-100
Strong 22-28 16-20 16-20 10-12 38-49 26-33 64 -83
Acceptable 15-21 11-15 11-15 7-9 26-37 18-25 44-63
Deficient 8-14 6-10 6-10 4-6 14-25 10-17 24-43
Minimal 1-7 1-5 1-5 1-3 1-13 1-9 1-23

Table 5.11 Range Finders for Different Grades of Translation

All selected translations (457 documents and 3569 sentences) are then anno-
tated by two annotators per the guideline for later training and testing the models
to predict the quality of trainee (learner) translations. Annotators are encouraged
to score fluency separately from adequacy in their capacity. The inter-annotator
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agreements (Krippendorff’s Alpha) for the first four components are reported below
in Table 5.12

Annotator A Annotator B

µ α
Usefulness 23.02 23.15 0.89

Document-level Terminology 16.99 17.28 0.85
Idiomatic writing 17.85 17.92 0.74
Target meachnics 9.79 9.75 0.96

Usefulness 22.06 22.26 0.96
Sentence-level Terminology 16.6 16.63 0.96

Idiomatic writing 19.03 19.23 0.74
Target meachnics 10.67 10.86 0.89

Table 5.12 Inter-annotator Agreement on English-Chinese HTs

Finally, for every translation document or sentence, the arithmetic means of
scores by two annotators are obtained as the final score for each component.

5.3.3 Error Annotation

As my approach to HTQE and the reference-free MTQE are essentially the same in
that both methods are supervised learning on the basis of annotated data (manually
or automatically) with different features, In this sense, it is necessary to look into the
difference of MT translations and human translations. As far as quality is concerned,
analysis of the generated translations is beneficial for identifying the main problems
and making researchers’ work more focused. To compare trainee translation quality
with MT I briefly discuss frameworks of translations errors used for analysing MTs
and HTs, and I propose an adapted error typology to annotate the data.

5.3.3.1 MT Error Typology

Font-Llitjós et al. (2005) propose a framework for identifying and correcting rules
semi-automatically in order to improve translation coverage and quality, in which
they define a preliminary MT error typology. There are 5 main classes: missing
word, extra word, wrong word order, incorrect word, and wrong agreement. Under
the wrong word order subclass, there are subclasses of errors including local versus
long distance, word versus phrase, and word change. Incorrect word errors are
further divided into sense, form, selection restriction, and idiom errors. Missing
constraint and extra constraint are representative of the wrong agreement. These
errors are used by bilingual speakers to identify problematic MT translations during
the correction process to instantiate the error information that triggers a particular
correction in the system.
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Vilar et al. (2006) propose a taxonomy of error types, such as unknown word,
incorrect word form and long-range word order. The classification scheme is an
extension of the framework presented in Font-Llitjós et al. (2005). Bojar (2011) then
uses the same error scheme for error analysis of English-Czech MTs. This scheme
consists of a hierarchy structure of errors, as shown in the Figure 5.1. There are five
main classes on the first level: missing words, word order, incorrect words, unknown
words, and punctuation errors.

Figure 5.1 Vilar et al (2006) error categories

The first type of errors is produced when some word in the translation is missing,
by which the meaning and grammar of the translated sentence have been affected.
The word order category concerns the movement of individual and sequences of
words to form a right translation. The subcategories within incorrect words refer
to translation errors produced by the system with respect to meaning, form (e.g.
tense, POS), style (e.g. repetition in a near context), and idioms (e.g. translating
an idiom as regular text). Unknown words are unknown and unseen word forms,
and punctuation errors are for punctuations breaking the corresponding punctuation
rules between language pairs.

Popovic et al. (2006) and Popović and Ney (2007) carry out analysis of reordering
and inflectional errors due to syntactic differences between two languages, and
propose a method to decompose errors over different POS classes. They use
the morpho-syntactic information in combination with the automatic evaluation
measures WER and Position Independent Word Error (PER). Syntactic errors have
been measured by the relative difference between WER and PER for nouns, verbs
and adjectives for the ST-TT pair. Inflectional errors are presented as the relative
difference between full form PER and base form PER for different word classes.
Their method is further refined and compared with human annotators in (Popović
and Burchardt, 2011). For instance, an inflection error is defined as whenever the
full form is a reference PER or hypothesis PER, but the base form is correct.
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Type Subtype

morphology verbal
nominal

missing word function word
content word

word sense error

word order error short range
long range

punctuation
spelling

superfluous word function word
content word

capitalization

untranslated word
medical term
proper name
other

pragmatic
diacritics
other

Table 5.13 Kirchhoff et al. (2012) error
categories

Label Description

ER

missing words
extra words
wrong word
word order

Ling
orthography
semantics
syntax

GF grammatical words
functional words

Form morphological categories

POS+ part of speech
punctuation

FA

fluency
adequacy
both
neither

Reo cause of reordering
Index position of error
other other categories

Table 5.14 Stymne and Ahrenberg
(2012) error categories

Farrús et al. (2010) present a coarse error scheme of five main classes, i.e.
orthographic, morphological, lexical, semantic and syntactic, for comparing MT
systems. They report that certain errors, e.g. lexical and semantic, are perceptually
more important than other errors for human evaluators. Comelles et al. (2012) use a
similar scheme as a basis of linguistic features to develop automated MT evaluation
metrics.

Federico et al. (2014) use another similar typology which contains

• morphological errors

• lexical choice

• additions

• omissions

• casing and punctuation

• reordering errors

• too many errors

for annotating MTs from English into Arabic, Chinese and Russian. Annotators
mark MT errors and assign an overall quality score with the evaluation guidelines
and the annotation tool (Girardi et al., 2014). On its basis, mixed-effects modelling
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Figure 5.2 Costa et al. (2015) error categories

(Baayen et al., 2008) is then employed to investigate the impact of particular error
types and their interaction on the overall quality score.

Using a set of error (sub)types as in Table 5.13, Kirchhoff et al. (2012) apply
conjoint analysis (Green and Srinivasan, 1978), a method to determine what com-
bination of attributes is most influential on respondent choice or decision making,
to the annotated MT outputs and examine user preferences of different error types.
They have found word order and word sense errors, followed by morphological
errors, are most influential. Their findings resemble Federico et al.’s which maintains
missing words also have the largest correlation with translation quality.

Stymne and Ahrenberg (2012) investigate the inter-annotator agreement of
translation error classification, using a hierarchical error typology (See Table 5.14).
Two annotators assign error classes in two rounds, with or without some general
guidelines. They have found the inter-annotator agreements for the detailed error
items and the simple typology in the round with guidelines increased significantly,
when compared to those without guidelines in the second round.

Costa et al. (2015) propose an extensive error taxonomy of translation errors
(See Figure 5.2) targeting morphologically richer Romance languages, comparing
four systems translating from English to European Portuguese. Their study has
shown lexical (e.g. untranslated) and grammar errors (e.g. misordering) impact most
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the ranking of MTs at the sentence level, followed by semantic errors (confusion of
senses and wrong choice).

5.3.3.2 HT Error Typoplogy

Manual examination of translation errors has been common for HT evaluation.
LISA QA metric7 from the Localization Industry Standard Association categorises
translation errors and their severities into minor, major, and critical. Language
(e.g. mistranslation, accuracy), formatting (e.g. layout, graphics) and functionality
testing are the main categories. SAE J2450 QA model8 contains 7 types of errors
in the minor and serious grades. ATA standardised error marking ATA (2017) uses
a set of 21 error categories9 in their certification examinations. ATA errors are
roughly in three groups dealing with the form (e.g. illegibility), meaning transfer
(e.g. literalness) and language mechanics (e.g. spelling). Instead of the verbal
categories of seriousness, ATA error framework adopts a numerical scale (1-16)
indicating different degrees of negative impacts, which are guided by a flowchart for
error grading10.

Solano-Flores et al. (2009) identified ten test translation error dimensions: style,
format, conventions, grammar and syntax, semantics, register, information (e.g.
changes in the way numbers are written), construct (e.g. omission, insertion of
technical terms), curriculum (e.g. testing content is not covered in the curriculum),
and origin (e.g. source flaws carried over to the target). Each dimension comprises
several translation error types. For instance, the style dimension includes incorrect
use of accents, incorrect use of uppercase letters, incorrect use of lowercase letters,
subject-verb inconsistency, spelling mistakes, incorrect punctuations. These error
dimensions can be grouped into three broad categories: language, content, and
item design.

Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) (Lommel et al., 2014b) is a unified
paradigm for HT and MT quality assessment, which is designed as a superset of the
core ‘issue types’ identified in previous measures and tools (e.g. LISA QA Model,
SAE 2450). MQM categorises translation issues into five main classes (Lommel
et al., 2013):

• Fluency which is related to the language itself of the translation, regardless of
its status as a translation.

• Accuracy which is related to how well the content of the target text is con-
veyed.

7http://producthelp.sdl.com/SDL_TMS_2011/en/Creating_and_Maintaining_Organizations/
Managing_QA_Models/LISA_QA_Model.htm

8http://producthelp.sdl.com/SDL_TMS_2011/en/Creating_and_Maintaining_Organizations/
Managing_QA_Models/SAE_J2450_QA_Model.htm

9https://atanet.org/certification/Framework_2017.pdf
10https://atanet.org/certification/aboutexams_flowchart.pdf
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• Verity which concerns whether the translation meets the real world require-
ment.

• Design which is concerned with the formatting and style of the translation.

• Internationalization which is concerned with the internationalisation of the
content.

The complete catalogue of issue types contains more than 108 translation errors.
A core list of issue types is downsized to 3 main classes: accuracy, verity, and
fluency, and 18 subcategories. The MQM is then harmonised with TAUS Dynamic
Quality Framework (DQF) to be the DQF-MQM error typology11 that offers a template
to allow users to categorise and count translation errors segment-by-segment in HT
and MT texts. The typology comprises 8 major types and 33 subtypes of translation
errors.

5.3.3.3 An Adapted Error Typoplogy

I seek not to estimate translation quality by translation errors. Instead, I indent
to understand how translation quality variation is embodied in the distribution of
translation errors. In other words, the patterns characteristic of error distribution for
both MT and HT are more interesting to us. I adapted the DQF-MQM to annotate the
translations since some sub-issue types do not fully apply to our dataset. The reason
I select this error framework as the basis for the annotation is that it is explicitly
designed for describing both MT and HT quality12. Though I use the ATA rubric to
annotate translation quality in my study, I do not apply its error typology to the error
annotation as it is designed for HT certification. Error types which are not adopted
in the annotation include over-translation, improper exact TM match, grammatical
register, inconsistency, link/cross-reference, character encoding, inconsistent with
termbase, inconsistent use of terminology, all errors under style, design and locale
convention, and cultural-specific reference. For trainees’ written translations, error
types in design, such as markup, local formatting, and errors in locale convention,
such as address format, date format, are no longer applicable. In the meantime,
I use the main class of terminology to replace all subtypes of errors for the sake
of creating less confusion for the annotators. The final list of error types used for
annotating the data is included below:

• mistranslation that the target content does not accurately represent the
source content.

• omission that content present in the source is missing from the translation.

• awkward that a text is written with an awkward style.
11https://www.taus.net/quality-dashboard-lp#dqf-mqm_error_typology
12http://info.taus.net/dqf-mqm-error-typology-templ

https://www.taus.net/quality-dashboard-lp#dqf-mqm_error_typology
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• punctuation that punctuation is misused for the target language.

• undertranslation that the target text is less specific than the source text.

• unidiomatic that the content is semantically correct but not as natural as
native target texts.

• grammar that the target text manifests grammatical and/or syntactic fallacies.

• addition that the target text includes content not present in the source.

• spelling that the target text has deficient written forms, e.g. spelling error,
made-up words.

• terminology that a domain-specific word is translated into an inappropriate
term or a non-term.

• untranslated that content that should have been translated has been left
untranslated.

This list is a somewhat slimmer version of error types. However, it gives the
annotators flexibility and causes less confusion, given that sometimes translation
errors are not mutually exclusive (Vilar et al., 2006). That is, one type of error
often leads to another potential error to occur in the near context. For example,
a mistranslation may cause the phrasal and/or clausal disorder. I take a flexible
approach to the error annotation by providing only the definitions above and allowing
the annotators to decide what best fits in the error typology, though It may be
criticised for the lack of scientific rigidity caused by this flexibility. However, taking
a more positive view, I argue that equipped with sufficient translation training and
bilingual competence, annotators do not necessarily undermine the annotation if
we accept that full inter-annotator (rater) and intra-annotator (rater) agreement are
implausible, and the varying subjectivity between and within annotators could in
some sense reflect the natural responses to translations.

In contrast to the afore-mentioned ATA error framework, the error categories
in our list have broader coverage, despite that they are largely overlapped. More
specifically, addition, terminology, grammar, punctuation and spelling are all included
in the adapted list and the ATA error framework. However, grammar and punctuation
in the adapted list have broader meanings. For instance, grammar in our list is
equivalent to grammar, syntax, word forms and usage in the ATA framework, judging
by their definitions. In terms of application, a narrowed-down list of errors is clearly
more friendly to annotators.

To compare the error distribution in MTs and HTs, I translate the six STs us-
ing 7 commercial MT systems (Bing Translator13, Google Translate14, Jinshan15,

13https://www.bing.com/translator/
14https://translate.google.com/
15http://fy.iciba.com/
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PROMPT16, SDL17, Systran18, Baidu19 ), and at the same time I randomly select
7 HTs of each source text to form a comparable corpus of MTs and HTs. I score
the collection of MTs per the same scoring criteria for HT annotation. Table 5.15
details the inter-annotator reliability for the 42 MT translations of the 6 STs. All the
MTs and HTs in this section are annotated in accordance with the adapted error
typology presented above ( µ stands for mean score andα is the inter-annotator
agreement. ).

Annotator A Annotator B

µ α
Usefulness 12.61 11.9 0.97

Document-level Terminology 8.9 8.5 0.97
Idiomatic writing 8.5 8.6 0.94
Target meachnics 4.3 4.3 0.89

Table 5.15 Inter-annotator Agreement on English-Chinese MTs

5.4 Exploratory Data Analysis

On the basis of the above-mentioned annotation, I carry out exploratory statistical
analyses on the data I have collected. In the following section, I report the results
from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Abdi and Williams, 2010) of the error
distribution in the MT and HT data, and from a correlation analysis of features I
extracted in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 with quality scores.

I am looking for the dominant patterns of error distribution across two translation
types, and the interaction of those patterns with other non-quantitative variables,
such as source text types and topics (See Table 5.1). Therefore, we select the PCA
method. It is a powerful analytical method to reduce the data dimension and project
them onto the principal components that explain the most variance of the whole
data structure.

Figure 5.3 depicts the different types of errors and their frequencies in HTs
and MTs. The x−axis of these bar charts are the raw frequencies of error types
in individual translations, and y−axis represents the counts of different error fre-
quencies in them. As is shown in the figure, translation errors are more common
among mistranslation, omission, awkward and unidiomatic. It is also noteworthy
that certain error types, such as grammar and untranslated are uniquely present
in MT translations. These patterns conform to our knowledge since mistranslation,
omission and awkward are indeed typical of either human or machine, and machine

16http://www.online-translator.com/
17https://www.freetranslation.com/
18http://www.systransoft.com/lp/free-online-translation/
19http://translate.baidu.com/
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translations are known to be problematic in grammar and dropping content that
should have been translated. Refer to the following examples for better illustration.

Example: MT-Grammar Error
from the top of the mountain , sloping for several acres across folds and valleys
were rivers of daffodils in radiant bloom .
从山顶开始，倾斜几英亩 [awkward]的褶皱 [mistranslation]和山谷是水仙
花盛开的水仙花 [grammar]
gloss: from top of mountain starting , slope several acres folds and valleys are
daffodils in blossom daffodils.

Example: HT-Grammar Error
people already kill pigs both for food and for sport ; killing them to save a human
life seems , if anything , easier to justify. however , the science of xenotransplanta-
tion is much less straightforward .
人们 为了 食物 和 运动 的 目的 而 杀 了 很多 猪 。 但是 若 任何 事 都 可以

轻易 地 使之 合理化[mistranslation] ， 人们 杀猪 而 为 自身 的 生存 也 是 合
理 合理 的[grammar] 。 况且 ， 异种 器官 移植 的 科学 也 变得 简单 ， 易懂
了[mistranslation]
gloss: people for food and sports purpose to kill many pigs . but if anything can
be easy to be justified , people kill pigs for their existence too is reasonable . and,
xenotransplantation science of too became easier , more understandable

Example: MT-Omission
bees , wasps , ants and termites have intricate societies in which different mem-
bers are specialized for foraging , defense and reproduction .
蜜蜂 、 黄蜂 、 蚂蚁和 白蚁 有 复杂 的 社会 [omission]不同 成员 觅食 是 专用
于、国防和复制 [mistranslation]。
gloss: bees , wasps , ants and termites have complex societies different members
looking for food is specialized for , defence and copy .

Example: HT-Omission
in Europe and America , herds of pigs are being specially bred and genetically
engineered for organ donation .
在 欧洲 和 美国 为 器官 捐赠 饲养 出 了[mistranslation] 成群 的 受过 特殊 饲养
的猪[omission]。
gloss: in Europe and America for organ donation have kept herds of been specially
bred pigs .

The above four examples (2 HTs and 2 MTs) contain 2 instances of omission
and 2 instances of grammar errors. In the first example, 水仙花 盛开 的 水仙花
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(‘daffodils in blossom daffodils’) is ungrammatical due to the MT system does not
know to associate the ‘slope’ with ‘daffodils’ and give it a more idiomatic translation
绵延 (‘stretches’), in addition to倾斜几英亩 (‘slope several acres’) that reads very
awkward due to the failure to translate the metaphoric ‘rivers of daffodils’. In the
fourth example,饲养出了 (‘have kept’) mistranslated the present progressive tense
‘being specially bred’, in addition to the受过特殊饲养的猪 (‘specially bred pigs’)
that has omitted the modifier ‘genetically engineered’. Other two examples contain
the similar errors of mistranslation and omission.

Figure 5.3 Translation Errors in HTs and MTs

5.4.1 PCA Analysis

As is mentioned earlier, I want to find out what are the major types of errors
characteristic of either machine translations or human translations. For this purpose,
I carried out PCA analysis with FactoMineR (Lê et al., 2008), using the counts
of all error types as individual elements, the text types of target translation as
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supplementary categorical variables20 and the quality scores of each translation
as supplementary quantitative variables. Considering the relatively small size of
error types, I extract three principal components using the default rotation method21,
Table 5.16 presents the factor loadings of each error types on various dimensions
(components), with high positive or negative loadings indicating the correlation
between the corresponding error type and the component identified. On its basis, I
name the first underlying dimension ‘language misuse’, and the second underlying
dimension ‘content inadequacy’, and the third ‘lexical mistakes’. I also plot out
the top 8 errors to the first two dimensions (two principal components) as shown in
Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Top 8 Error Types in the First Two Dimension

Figure 5.4 basically conforms to the analysis at the beginning of this section:
mistranslation, grammar and awkward are very differentiating features. In the first
dimension, mistranslation, punctuation, grammar are positively prominent than
other variables, and it is the same case with undertranslation and awkward in the
second dimension. I conjecture that undertranslation and awkward are more about
the translation strategy and competence (i.e. being unable to translate with ideal
specificity and express the source content in a natural way), and mistranslation,
punctuation and grammar are about the lexical, semantic and syntactic accuracy of
the language in translations.

20A supplementary variable is a variable which will not be taken into account during the construction
of the factorial axes, i.e. the calculation of distances between the individuals.

21i.e. varimax, an orthogonal method to scale the respective eigenvalues by the squared roots so
as to obtain the eigenvectors as loadings.
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Dimension 1 Contribution Cos2 Dimension 2 Contribution Cos2 Dimension 3 Contribution Cos2

mistranslation 0.638 20.462 0.407 0.315 5.692 0.099 -0.437 14.889 0.191
omission 0.519 13.519 0.269 0.219 2.759 0.048 0.381 11.346 0.145
awkward 0.066 0.216 0.004 0.599 20.622 0.359 0.150 1.763 0.023
punctuation 0.596 17.842 0.355 0.073 0.307 0.005 -0.050 0.194 0.002
undertranslation 0.176 1.559 0.031 0.766 33.700 0.587 0.066 0.342 0.004
unidiomatic 0.529 14.081 0.280 -0.222 2.836 0.049 0.333 8.645 0.111
grammar 0.491 12.115 0.241 -0.550 17.362 0.302 -0.001 0.000 0.000
addition 0.436 9.561 0.190 -0.010 0.006 0.000 -0.393 12.066 0.155
spelling -0.442 9.811 0.195 0.269 4.147 0.072 -0.397 12.290 0.157
terminology -0.111 0.617 0.012 0.366 7.700 0.134 0.574 25.715 0.329

Table 5.16 Factor Loadings of Errors Types on Different Dimensions
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of Translations in the First Two Dimensions

To find out which dimension is more characteristic of HT or MT, I plot out the
most contributive translations (cos2 > 0.5)22. Figure 5.5 indicates the interaction
between the underlying components, individual translations and their types (domain,
human or machine translation).

22The squared cosine shows how vital a dimension is to an individual observation. In our case,
how likely a dimension characterizes a translation.
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As is manifested in the figure, the first dimension, i.e. language misuse, char-
acterizes most MTs, as top contributive translations to this dimension comprise
mainly MTs (dark and light red dots). In contrast, HTs (black and grey dots) centre
towards the second dimension, i.e. content inadequacy. These findings suggest that
deficiency of HTs in quality may have to do with translators’ inability of delivering
the ST content in a sufficient manner. For MTs, these findings imply that language
problems, such as grammaticality, naturalness, are typical. These findings are
echoed by Vilar et al. (2006), who also maintain that language issues, such as
wrong lexical choice, incorrect form, extra words, style and idiom, are the primary
sources of Chinese-English errors.

Another finding from the graph is that translations of the source text of ‘lily’
(short story on perseverance) highly positively correlate with the first dimension,
and in the similar vein, translations of the source text of ‘insect’ (science fiction)
highly positively correlate with the second dimension, while translations of other
topics/domains are more or less centring around the intersection of two dimensions
with negative correlations. This finding suggests that heterogeneity of translation
tasks may play a part in causing human translators and MT systems to produce
errors of specific types. It also reminds us that during the feature engineering
process specifications of the translation tasks should be taken into consideration, if
possible. For instance, for science fiction, more terminology issues may be involved,
but for casual texts on social life, such as essays, grammar and unidiomatic issues
may be more prominent.

Now I move on to look into the interaction between the engineered features (
discussed in Chapter 3) and quality scores (in Section 5.3.2), namely UT, TS, IW,
TM, AD, FL and TO.

5.4.2 Weighting of Features to Translation Quality

In the WMT12 quality estimation shared task, the numbers of features range from
dozens to several hundred. Some work has been devoted to the selection and
integration of features to build predictive models (Luong et al., 2013; Shah et al.,
2013; Stanojević and Sima’an, 2014). For HTQE, only a handful of similar work on
feature engineering and selection is identified (Yuan et al., 2016), and there is a
lack of in-depth analyses on the contribution of individual features to quality scores
alongside the modelling process. Thus, I run a correlation analysis of the feature
set described in Chapter 3. I use this criterion to rank the importance of individual
features to the different components of translation quality discussed previously.

5.4.2.1 Number of Features

As listed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, I proposed a total number of 360 features for
the document-level QE and 341 features for the sentence-level. The difference in
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the number of the feature sets is due to that some features, such as the whole set of
inter-sentential coherence and number of sentences in the document, do not apply
at the sentence level. Unique document-level features are recorded in Appendix D.

5.4.2.2 Correlation Threshold

The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the strength of linear association
between two variables (Sedgwick et al., 2012), in our case of HTQE, the association
between any feature and each quality score (subcategorical or total).

As a rule of thumb, a conservative linear relationship exists if |rxy ⩾ 2√
n
| (Krehbiel,

2004). Thus, for absolute r and the level of association, r below 0.20 indicates
almost no linear relationship, if the sampled population is not very big (< 25). I select
features which have a r > 0.30 with each type of quality scores. In the following, I
report the number of features which have an over-weak association with translation
quality.

5.4.2.3 Correlation with Quality Scores

In the following, I report how a collection of features correlate with each type of
quality components in term of the Pearson correlation coefficient. Features with
r ⩾ 0.30 are viewed as more contributive to each quality category in comparison to
other features. Table 5.17 presents the specific number of different feature types
selected for the 7 quality scores specified above. Note that for presentation and the
convenience of analysis, I regroup the selected features into 11 subgroups. Most of
these groups are self-explanatory. The group of bilingual distance features includes
all log ratios of paired monolingual features and CBD measures. For a complete list
of specific features selected for each type of quality components, refer to Appendix
C.

It can be observed that features under the subcategories of alignment, log ratios
and bilingual distance, constituency, dependency relations, pseudo-reference and
back translation, semantic roles and shallow features are proportionally more salient
for almost all quality types, given the overall number of features in those subcategory
groups are limited (See section 3.2).

It is also found that cohesion and coherence features seem to be important for
both ‘content’ and ‘style’ as more of such features are selected for terminology,
adequacy and fluency that focus on both ‘style’ and ‘content’, while fewer such
features are selected for target mechanics concerning language conventions.

Pseudo-reference and back-translation features are more associated with content
adequacy than with language fluency as shown by the smaller number of them for
terminology, idiomatic writing, target mechanics and fluency. This phenomenon
could be possibly explained by the fact that these features are mainly MT metric
scores to compare the lexical similarity and similarity measures based on continuous
vectors measuring the semantic and syntactic relatedness.
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Features class UT TS IW TM AD FL TO
alignment 4 4 4 3 4 4 4
bilingual distance 51 51 45 39 52 39 52
cohesion and coherence 3 6 4 1 4 6 3
constituency 6 6 5 3 6 4 6
dependency relations 19 17 14 7 20 13 17
language modelling 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
POS Tags 7 6 4 2 6 5 5
Pseudo-reference and
Back-translation

27 30 14 2 28 12 27

semantic role labels 4 3 4 1 3 3 3
shallow 5 7 5 4 6 5 6

Total 127 131 100 63 130 92 124

Table 5.17 Selected Features for Different Quality Scores (|r| ⩾ 0.3)

Cohesion and coherence features capture the intra-sentential or inter-sentential
linkage of segments (e.g. words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs). As a whole,
these features should manifest to what extent how well the issues of formality,
readability and naturalness are handled in the target translations. In a general case,
well-connected and coherent sentences of translations read smooth and natural. In
comparison, as regards the issue of semantic equivalence that is adequacy-related,
features of bilingual distance and semantic roles show a higher affinity to usefulness
and adequacy, two quality aspects indicating content completeness and accuracy,
than to other quality scores as evidenced by the more substantial number of features
under these categories.

It is also interesting to note that constituencies and dependency relations do
not seem to favour either content or language partially. Instead, they demonstrate
rather even distribution under the UT, TS, IW, AD, FL and TO scores. A possible
explanation for this is that constituency features and dependency relations can
capture correspondence between longer units of STs and TTs that carries semantic
and syntactic information at the local level and incrementally across the document
as a whole.

For illustration, I group and report features whose absolute correlations are
above 0.5 following the framework proposed in Section 3.2. Features that correlate
strongly with usefulness, terminology, idiomatic writing, adequacy, fluency and total
are presented in Tables 5.12 to 5.17. As target mechanics only correlates strongly
with one feature, i.e. target source object log ratio, it is not included.

Table 5.12 lists all the selected features in different categories that have demon-
strated strong correlation with usefulness. It can be seen that length and complexity
related shallow features (type, tokens and type-token ratio), word alignment and main
content words and phrases (e.g. noun, noun phrase, verb phrase) have a strong pos-
itive correlation with usefulness, and bilingual distance features, mainly composed
of log ratios comparing the frequencies, lengths, and statistics of corresponding
features in STs and TTs, show strong negative correlation. Their correlation may
be explained by the fact such words, phrases, and metrics are good indicators of
semantic equivalence. For instance, nouns, verbs, noun phrases and verb phrases
all show relatively high correlations with the target score. Also, it is argued that
individual differences in syntactic processing are governed in part by the amount
of working memory capacity available for language comprehension process (King
and Just, 1991). While translating, human translators are often challenged with
sentences of different syntactic complexity, and a viable solution for them is to pro-
cess the sentences into smaller chunks of semantic units to alleviate the constraint
on their working memory. From a cognitive perspective, phrases are often well
structured and could reduce the human brain’s parsing efforts. Thus, major phrase
types, such as noun, verb, adjective, adverbial and prepositional phrases, often
make up the main components of a sentence and carry the largest semantic load
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Feature class Features r P value

alignment word alignment normalised by target
length

0.60

word alignment normalised by source
length

0.53

bilingual distance

target source noun phrase log ratio -0.52
target source empty words log ratio -0.53
target source content words log ratio -0.53
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.54
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.55
target language model log probability -0.56
target source nominal modifier log ra-
tio

-0.56

target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.57

target source verb phrase log ratio -0.57
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.59
source target type token ratio -0.59
source target token log ratio -0.60
source target type log ratio -0.60
target source punctuation dependency
log ratio

-0.60

target source conjunct log ratio -0.60
source target LM probability log ratio -0.62
target source object log ratio -0.62 <0.0001

constituency target verb phrase 0.55
target noun phrase 0.54

dependency
target object 0.51
target punctuation dependency 0.50
target nominal modifier 0.50

POS Tags
target nouns 0.56
target verbs 0.52
target punctuation 0.51

semantic roles target semantic roles (others) 0.54
target semantic roles (A1) 0.51

shallow

target type token ratio 0.62
target tokens 0.57
target types 0.55
target content words 0.54

Table 5.12 Contributive Features to Usefulness (|r| ⩾ 0.5)
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Feature class Features r P value
alignment word alignment normalised by target

length
0.58

word alignment normalised by source
length

0.51

bilingual distance

target source adverbial phrase log ra-
tio

-0.51

target source case log ratio -0.51
target source linkings log ratio -0.52
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source empty word log ratio -0.55
target source adjective modifier log ra-
tio

-0.55

source target discourse CBD -0.55
target source maker log ratio -0.56
target source content words log ratio -0.57
target source A1 log ratio -0.57
target source A0 log ratio -0.58
target source punctuation dependency
log ratio

-0.60

target source nominal modifier log ra-
tio

-0.60

target source noun phrase log ratio -0.60 <0.0001
target source conjunct log ratio -0.62
target source nominal subject modifier
log ratio

-0.62

target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.62

source target types log ratio -0.64
source target type toke ratio log ratio -0.64
source target tokens log ratio -0.64
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.65
target source object log ratio -0.66
source target LM probability log ratio -0.67

constituency target noun phrase 0.52
target verb phrase 0.50

language model target language model log probability -0.54
POS tags target nouns 0.51
Pseudo-
reference and
back translation

Yandex back translation NIST score 0.53

shallow
target type token ratio 0.61
target tokens 0.53
target types 0.51

Table 5.13 Contributive Features to Terminilogy (|r| ⩾ 0.5)
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Feature class Features r P value

bilingual distance

target source noun phrase log ratio -0.50

<0.0001

target source punctuation dependency
log ratio

-0.51

target source conjunct log ratio -0.52
source target types log ratio -0.53
source target token log ratio -0.54
source target type token log ratio -0.54
target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.55

target source verb phrase log ratio -0.56
target source object log ratio -0.57
source target LM probability log ratio -0.60

Table 5.14 Contributive Features to Idiomatic Writing (|r| ⩾ 0.5)

when transferred from the ST into the TT. Their distribution in an ST indicates the
complexity and meaningfulness of the ST sentence, and their presence in the TT
implies the degree of correspondence in both meaning and form, which are essential
for the success of translation act.

Tables 5.12 to 5.17 show the strong correlative features with other quality aspects.
We can observe that

• The majority of most contributive variables (features) come from the target
side, and bilingual distance features. This finding implies that QE may be more
dependent on the characteristics of target texts, and features that elaborate
the ST and TT correspondence relation. However, the possibility that it might
have been an artefact of the much smaller number of STs cannot be ruled out.

• Most features, regardless of POS, constituency and dependency relations, are
content-related, e.g. noun, verb phrase, nominal modifier.

• bilingual distance features in the form of CBDs and log ratios of corresponding
features show signs of strong negative correlation with the relevant quality
aspect.

• some features contribute consistently to particular quality aspects. For all
subcategorical scores, shallow features (e.g. target type-token ratio, target
tokens, target types), dependency relations, constituencies (e.g. target noun,
target verb) and alignment (e.g. one word alignment and two word alignment)
have shown comparatively higher correlations with content-oriented translation
quality: usefulness, terminology, adequacy and total. This consistency can
be explained by the fact that these features are able to capture the length,
complexity, syntax and semantics of both source texts and target texts.

• Among the features in each feature class, TT-side features demonstrate a
higher correlation with quality scores than ST-side features. For example,
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Feature class Features r P value

alignment word alignment normalised by target
length

0.62

word alignment normalised by source
length

0.54

bilingual distance

target source linkings log ratio -0.52
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source adjectival modifier log
ratio

-0.53

target source marker log ratio -0.53
target source empty words log ratio -0.55
target source content words log ratio -0.56
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.57
target source nominal modifier log ra-
tio

-0.60

target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.61

target source nominal subject log ratio -0.62
target source punctuation dependency
log ratio

-0.62

target source verb phase log ratio -0.62
source target TTR log ratio -0.63 <0.0001
target source conjunct log ratio -0.63
sourc target tokens log ratio -0.63
source target types log ratio -0.63
target source object log ratio -0.65
source target LM probability log ratio -0.66

constituency
target noun phrase 0.55
target verb phrase 0.55
target adverbial phrase 0.51

dependency
target nominal modifier 0.52
target object 0.52
target source case log ratio -0.51

language model target LM probability log ratio -0.57

POS tags
target nouns 0.56
target verbs 0.52
target punctuation 0.51

Pseudo refer-
ence and Back
translation

Yandex corpus level NIST score 0.52

semantic roles target SRL others 0.54
target SRL A1 0.51

shallow

target type toke ratio 0.64
target tokens 0.57
target types 0.55
target content 0.54

Table 5.15 Contributive Features to Adequacy (|r| ⩾ 0.5)
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Feature class Features r P value

bilingual distance

target source punctuation dependency
log ratio

-0.50

<0.0001

target source nominal modifier log ra-
tio

-0.50

target source nominal subject log ratio -0.51
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.52
target source conjunct log ratio -0.52
source target types log ratio -0.53
source target tokens log ratio -0.54
target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.54

source target TTR log ratio -0.54
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.56
target source object log ratio -0.57
source target LM probability log ratio -0.58

Table 5.16 Contributive Features to Fluency (|r| ⩾ 0.5)

when it comes to the correlation with Usefulness, the selected TT-side features
of constituencies, POS tags and semantic roles have the highest correlation
coefficients, which suggests that the ST-side features do not have such high
correlations. This phenomenon is applicable to all component scores and
related to the process of human annotation where annotators tend to pay more
attention to the quality of translations themselves. In other words, human
raters may score translations without reliance on the STs. This hypothesis
is confirmed by the interview with both annotators, who recall that in the
beginning they read and compare the ST and TT back and forth, and gradually
they start grading without using the ST once they think they are familiar with
the ST content. They also admit that they assume the quality of ST is perfect
and did not attempt to evaluate the STs with the same criterion. However,
this explanation may warrant a more comprehensive investigation, such as a
large-scale survey.

• Sentence-level correlation analysis shows a significant drop in Pearson cor-
relation coefficient. I also carried out a sentence-level correlation analysis
of the features with quality scores at the sentence level. However, we found
no features showing correlation higher than the threshold |r| >= 0.3. When
it is set to be 0.2, there are only very few features weakly correlated with
terminology, target mechanics, adequacy and total. It means that a majority
of features have very weak correlation with the set of quality scores at the
sentence level. I assume this may be caused by the data sparsity within the
sentence-level translational data.
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Feature class Features r Pvalue

alignment word alignment normalised by target
length

0.58

word alignment normalised by source
length

0.51

bilingual distance

target source linkings log ratio -0.51
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source adjectival modifier log
ratio

-0.53

target source maker log ratio -0.53
target source empty word log ratio -0.54
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.55
target source content log ratio -0.56
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.56
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.57
target source nominal modifier log ra-
tio

-0.59

target source punctuation log ratio -0.60
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.60
target source adverbial modifier log ra-
tio

-0.61 <0.0001

target source conjunct log ratio -0.62
source target TTR log ratio -0.62
source target type log ratio -0.62
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.62
source target tokens log ratio -0.62
target source object log ratio -0.65
source target LM probability log ratio -0.66

constituency target noun phrase 0.52
target verb phrase 0.52

language model target LM probability -0.54
POS tags target noun 0.52
semantic roles target SRL others 0.51

shallow

target type token ratio 0.60
target tokens 0.53
target types 0.52
target content 0.51

Table 5.17 Contributive Features to Total Score (|r| ⩾ 0.5)
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5.5 Summary

This chapter serves as an overarching introduction to our dataset, annotation
scheme and data description. It is the first time that principal component anal-
ysis has been employed to study the distribution patterns of translation errors across
MTs and HTs, together with their interaction with text types and topics. The pattern
of HT errors (content inadequacy) implies that HT quality issues arise mainly due
to either translators’ decision-making (e.g. undertranslation is more a result of
translation strategy) or their incapability of switching between two languages (e.g.
awkward translations). In contrast, MT errors are more about language misuse.
Natural language makes an obstacle to existing MT systems. Human translators,
when translating into their native language, have fewer problems with it. This fact
further suggests that the subtle difference between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ for human
translations may be harder to determine. Translations of certain ST types may
be more prominent on the underlying dimensions of errors identified via the PCA
analysis. Such hidden dimensions are characteristic of either human translation or
machine translation.

The contribution of the designed features to quality scores is also carefully
examined via Pearson correlation. A rather comprehensive pairwise correlation
analysis of all quality indicators with a total of 7 quality scores has been carried out.
The most remarkable finding from the correlation analysis is that some categories
of features contribute consistently more salient to all quality scores.

In next chapters, I will apply the whole set of engineered features to estimating
human translation scores at the document and sentence level.



Chapter 6

Feature-based Document Level
HTQE

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I focus on assessing human translations at the document level.
HTQE task is more challenging than MTQE as quality standards of individuals

vary (Koponen et al., 2012; Turchi et al., 2013) and specifications of translation
jobs change with domains, source text difficulty and target text quality. Apart from
variation, judging the quality of human translations into one’s native language is
more difficult than for MTs. Automatically evaluating HTs through machine learning
methods has been only recently proposed (Yuan et al., 2016).

The main contributions of this exploration are fourfold:

• I implement the reference-free quality estimation for human translation data at
the document level. Different from MTQE, this is a task in the new domain.

• A broad set of features have been designed to capture the cross-sentence
relations and contextual information which are less explored by the current
MTQE research.

• This investigation is the largest scale fine-grained document-level HTQE to my
knowledge. The learning goals of the proposed method are a collection of com-
ponent quality scores on an extensive collection of translated documents by
trainee translators. Fine-grained quality of individual documents is measured
by direct assessment, which is believed to be highly reliable and cost-efficient
(Graham et al., 2017b). Different from the effort scores (Callison-Burch et al.,
2012), HTER scores and post-editing time (Bojar et al., 2013), the chosen
scheme of quality annotations can provide detailed quality feedback closer to
human evaluators, particularly for trainee translation evaluation.
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• I investigate the plausibility of applying the proposed feature set to document-
level MTQE by examining the performance of HTQE models on a collection of
42 human annotated MT-translated documents.

6.2 Related Work

The goal of this work is to predict the quality of human-translated documents at
different granularities. That is to say, I estimate a hierarchy of quality scores from a
weighted sum to subscores and subsubscores as defined in Chapter 5.3.2.

A considerable amount of work focus on quality prediction or confidence estima-
tion at the word- and/or sentence-level, as part of a more extensive working pipeline,
to filter MT translations for immediate use or post-editing. It was not until recently
that TQE at the document level has become the focus of two DiscoMT workshop
(Webber et al., 2013, 2015) and one of the main tracks of quality estimation shared
tasks (Bojar et al., 2015, 2016a). Closely related to my goal are only a handful of
work by Soricut and Echihabi (2010), Scarton and Specia (2014a), Scarton et al.
(2015a, 2016), and Graham et al. (2017b). In Section 2.3.3, I gave a detailed
introduction to the features used in some work involving document level MTQE.
There are limitations to the current document-level MTQE. The main constraint
on them is the scale of the research itself. More specifically, these work are gen-
erally at a limited scale. For example, Wong and Kit’s work (2012) is based on
the MetricsMATR 2008 development set (Przybocki et al., 2009a), which consists
of only 5 documents. Recent document-level quality estimation subtask in ACL
2016 First conference on Machine Translation (WMT 2016) (Bojar et al., 2016a)
has used only 146 translated documents, as opposed to the previous practice of
using the paragraph as a substitute to whole texts (Bojar et al., 2014, 2015). The
generalizability of metrics and models trained with such small sizes or pseudo data
is likely to be undermined.

Besides, quality labels (scores) used in such shared tasks may be another issue.
Instead of using direct human assessments, the organisers use METEOR scores
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) computed against references as quality measures for
the document-level development data. As METEOR is a unigram-based method of
comparing lexical similarity, we have good reasons to believe this quality measure
differs drastically from human judgement on the documents when textual cohesion
and coherence are ignored.

In the next section, I will present the experiments using the engineered features
proposed in Chapter 3 to build fine-grained predictive systems.
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of Quality Scores (human annotations)

6.3 Experiment Setting

This section briefly describes the dataset, the machine learning algorithm and
evaluation method I have chosen to build the quality prediction models.

6.3.1 Data

For the document-level quality estimation, I use the dataset described in Section
5.2. I split the data into two parts, 80% (365 documents) for training and 20% (92
documents) for testing.

As described in Section 5.2, the translated documents in the dataset are manually
annotated with more than one quality score. A total score is composed of adequacy
and fluency, two general criteria (Koehn and Monz, 2006), which are further split into
four component scores assigned to each translated document per the ATA rubric.
Thus, in this study, I try to predict 7 quality scores, i.e. UT, TS, IW, TM and the three
derived scores TO, AD, FL.

Figure 6.1 indicates that quality labels for Terminology and Fluency scores
have multiple peaks, in addition to the outliers of extremely low scores. Scores for
Usefulness are rather left skewed, in contrast to scores for Idiomatic Writing. Such
an imbalanced distribution and skewness may pose difficulties for the QE tasks.
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6.3.2 Learning Algorithm:XGBoost

In this study building automatic quality estimation tasks has been cast as a re-
gression learning task, in which translated documents are represented as a set of
features that I have described in detail in Section 3.2 (illustrated by array 6.3.2),


D1

D2

· · ·
Dm−1

Dm


=

features︷ ︸︸ ︷

f1 · · · fn−1 fn

0.2345 · · · 0.2345 0.2345
0.2345 · · · 0.2345 0.2345

· · ·
0.2345 · · · 0.2345 0.2345
0.2345 · · · 0.2345 0.2345


·

quality labels︷ ︸︸ ︷

S1 S2 · · · Si

30 20 · · · 85
30 20 · · · 85

· · ·
30 20 · · · 85
30 20 · · · 85


where Dm denotes translated documents, fn denotes each feature, and si denotes
the number of quality scores to estimate. A chosen algorithm will then combine
those features mathematically to form models capable of producing (a) final score(s)
(si) for the input feature vectors.

For this study, I choose eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) that implements
the tree boosting learning method, which focuses on computational speed and
model performance. XGBoost is a scalable end-to-end tree boosting system that
has been used widely by data scientists to achieve the state-of-the-art results
on Kaggle1 competitions, e.g. AMS 2013-2014 Solar Energy Prediction Contest2

(Chen and Guestrin, 2016). I choose this algorithm over others because it offers a
combination of advanced features, which include models, e.g. regularised gradient
boosting (Hastie et al., 2009), system parallelisation and sparse aware algorithms.
The success of XGBoost is attributed to its innovative algorithmic optimisations. In
particular, the novel gradient boosting tree learning algorithm helps train the model
in an additive manner to handle data sparsity and solves the optimising difficulty. In
the following, I use this algorithm to train the baseline and the QE models. For the
experiments in this chapter, I implement regression on the scikit-learn interface of
the XGBoost package.

However, the issue of sample size and dimensionality is problematic for the
dataset used in this study. As described earlier, there are a total of 360 features for
document representation and 341 for sentence representation. A large number of
features pose a problem for short texts, e.g. incomplete translations and sentence
translations, especially when there are only a small amount of training data. The
relationship between the size of training data and the dimensionality has been
studied extensively (Hughes, 1968; Kanal and Chandrasekaran, 1971; Fukunaga
and Hayes, 1989). A general agreement is that the imbalance between the number
of samples and the number of features, e.g. too many features for too few samples,

1https://www.kaggle.com/competitions
2https://www.kaggle.com/c/ams-2014-solar-energy-prediction-contest/

https://www.kaggle.com/c/ams-2014-solar-energy-prediction-contest/
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too many samples with too few features, is difficult for the induction, and there should
be an optimum size of features. In case the number of features is larger than the
‘optimal’ size, feature selection (Yang and Pedersen, 1997; Miller, 2002) to choose
a subset of features or sample selection (Mucciardi and Gose, 1971; Writh and
Catlett, 1988) to choose appropriate training samples is advised. Also, the problem
of data size and feature attributes is often handled by using cross-validation (Kohavi,
1995) that gives an insight on how a model generalises on an independent dataset.
Alternatively, one can choose algorithms that are designed for high dimensionality.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and ensemble methods
such as Random Forest (Ho, 1995) and XGBoost can have good performance for a
larger number of features. In the domain of machine learning, as long as we make
sure that the model works well through cross-validation, there is probably no need
to worry about the number of features before pre-processing. I choose XGBoost
partly for this reason.

In this study, I plan to predict the seven quality scores aforementioned, which are
the continuous percentile scores. Therefore, I treat the task as a regression learning
task.

6.3.3 Baseline

As HTQE is a rather new task, I use the proposed QuEst document-level basic
features to build the baseline model. I implement the 17 top ranked features in the
QuEst system as baseline features for a consecutive of quality estimation shared
tasks (Callison-Burch et al., 2012; Bojar et al., 2016b, 2017). A brief introduction to
the features has been given by Felice and Specia (2012). These features include:

• number of tokens in the source document

• number of tokens in the target document

• language model probability of source document

• language model probability of target document

• average source token length

• number of occurrences of the target word within the target hypothesis (aver-
aged for all words in the hypothesis - type/token ratio)

• average number of translations per source word in the document (as given by
IBM 1 table thresholded so that prob(t|s) > 0.2)

• average number of translations per source word in the document (as given
by IBM 1 table thresholded so that prob(t|s) > 0.01) weighted by the inverse
frequency of each word in the source corpus
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• percentage of unigrams in quartile 1 of the frequency (lower frequency words)
in a corpus of the source language (SMT training corpus)

• percentage of unigrams in quartile 4 of the frequency (higher frequency words)
in a corpus of the source document

• percentage of bigrams in quartile 1 of the frequency of source words in a
corpus of the source language

• percentage of bigrams in quartile 4 of the frequency of source words in a
corpus of the source language

• percentage of trigrams in quartile 1 of the frequency of source words in a
corpus of the source language

• percentage of trigrams in quartile 4 of the frequency of source words in a
corpus of the source language

• percentage of unigrams in the source sentence seen in a corpus (SMT training
corpus)

• number of punctuation marks in the source sentence

• number of punctuation marks in the target sentence

QuEst baseline proves to be very strong as the systems built with these features
rank higher than many other participating systems in the past quality estimation
shared tasks (Samad Zadeh Kaljahi et al., 2013). For comparison, I extract the
same feature set from the data and build a baseline model (hereinafter referred as
QuEst) with these features.

6.3.4 Models

TopNcorr
Other than the QuEst basic features baseline, on the basis of the most important
features selected by the correlation criterion ( r ⩾ 0.3) in Section 5.4.2, I train a
model ( TopNCorr) with these correlative features.
Full
Alongside the above two models, I also train a model (hereinafter referred as ‘Full’)
with all the proposed features (totalling 360) for the document-level HTQE in Chapter
3.
Kbest
In this study feature selection with univariate linear regression test is performed to
select fewer features for model building. This feature selection method is done by
computing the correlation between each regressor and the predicted target, and then
convert the correlation to an F-score. In association with the grid search (Bergstra
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and Bengio, 2012) that exhaustively generates candidate parameter values, this
method is utilised to obtain the optimal number of features selected for each quality
type. To this end, I empirically set the range of the optimal number of features to
be (20, 200) so that the maximum number of selected features does not exceed
two-thirds of the total number of features. I eventually selected 73, 21, 20, 33, 31, 24,
23 features for UT, TS, IW, TM, AD, FL, TO respectively. Next, the selected top-k
best features are fit in a model with fewer features. I name the trained model as
Kbest.

For all of these four models, I apply a grid search with XGBboost in order to tune
the hyper-parameters, setting a fixed learning rate of 0.05 and the number of trees
1000. The learning rate is a technique to slow down the learning in the gradient
boosting model by applying a shrinkage factor set less than 1.0 so as to make fewer
corrections for each tree added to the model. It is usually set in a range of 0.1-0.3
or less than 0.1. Most gradient boosting based methods are configured by default
with a relatively small number of trees (e.g. hundreds or thousands). In this study, I
set a fixed learning rate of 0.05 and the number of trees 1000, while tuning for other
hyper-parameters of a specified range3 via grid search.

6.3.5 Evaluation

Other than the MSE metric for model selection, the models are also presented with
the correlation with human judgement and confidence intervals. MSE assesses the
quality of predictor in the form of

MSE =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(Yi − Ŷi)
2,

where (Yi − Ŷi)
2 denotes the squares of errors between the true sample value and

the predicted value, n represents the total number of samples.
However, for the cross-model comparison purpose, I prefer correlation as it does

not need a conversion to be comparable for different response variables, e.g. UT
and TS are on different scales. In this study, three most commonly used correlation
coefficients are used, namely Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman correlation
and Kendall’s Tau. Pearson r is used as the primary criterion for comparison.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Hyper-parameters

I list the hyper-parameters tuned for each model (including the baseline) through
grid search in Table 6.1. These hyper-parameters are used for training the optimal

3For example, I specify the size of decision three as 3-6.
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bf Model Hyperparameters UT TS IW TM AD FL TO

QuEst

colsample_bytree 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.6
max_depth 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
min_child_weight 6 5 3 3 6 3 3
subsample 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.7

Full

colsample_bytree 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6
max_depth 6 5 5 5 6 6 4
min_child_weight 3 5 6 4 4 4 4
subsample 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.5

TopNCorr

colsample_bytree 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6
max_depth 5 6 6 6 5 6 3
min_child_weight 6 4 6 3 5 6 6
subsample 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.5

Kbest

colsample_bytree 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5
max_depth 4 5 6 5 6 5 6
min_child_weight 4 3 6 6 4 4 3
subsample 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.8

Table 6.1 Model Hyperparameters

models in comparison, which are then applied to predict the component quality
scores aforementioned on the testing data (92 documents). Details of parameters
for these models are given in Table 6.1. To cut off the running time, I carried out grid
search for optimal parameters within a specified range only for the XGBoost model.
I set a fixed learning rate η = 0.01 and tune the Booster parameters instead:

• min_child_weight which defines the minimum sum of weights of all obser-
vations in a child to control over-fitting. Higher values prevent the model from
learning relations specific to the training samples and may lead to under-fitting.
In this study, I set a range of [5, 8] for grid search.

• max_depth which defines the maximum depth of a tree, typically ranging
between 3 and 10. Higher values will increase the model complexity, leading
to overfitting. In this study, I set a range of [5, 8] for grid search.

• colsample_bytree which denotes the subsample fraction of columns to be
randomly selected for each tree, ranging between (0, 1]. In this study, I set this
range to be [0.5, 0.8] for grid search.

• subsample which indicates the subsampling ratio of the training instance,
usually ranging between 0.5 and 1. Too low values may lead to underfitting. In
this study, I set the range to be [0.5, 0.8] for grid search.

6.4.2 Best Features

As mentioned earlier, I carried out k-best feature selection in association with the
grid search, and I found the optimal number features for each type of quality scores
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respectively. These features are given per their importance to the Kbest model in
the form of F statistics. Basically, an ANOVA statistical test is taken to measure
the individual effect of each of many regressors (for regression) and returns the
F-value between the label and feature that indicates the significance of the feature
to the model. A simple criterion is that the higher the value of F statistics, the more
contributive the feature is to the model. The selected features for each type of quality
score in the model are given in Tables 6.2 to 6.8.

Feature class Features F-statistic

alignment

Word alignment normalized by target length 194.89
word alignment normalized by source length 128.84
two word alignment normalized by target
length

121.28

two word alignment normalized by source
length

78.73

source target LM log probability log ratio 203.8
target source object dependency log ratio 198.38
source target types log ratio 187.02
source target tokens log ratio 186.57
target source conjunct log ratio 181.22
source target type toke ratio log ratio 181.02
target source verb phrase log ratio 170.74
target source adverbial modifier log ratio 170.61
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

170.08

target source nominal subject log ratio 157.9
target source nominal modifier log ratio 140.56

bilingual dis-
tance

target source SRL A0 log ratio 140.45

target source content words log ratio 131.54
target source SRL A1 log ratio 129.82
target source noun phrase log ratio 125.38
target source empty words log ratio 116.94
target source root log ratio 105
target source linkings log ratio 99.62
target source adverbial phrase log ratio 98.42
target source adjectival modifier log ratio 94.98
target source case log ratio 86.26
target source markers log ratio 84.7
target source SRL other log ratio 82.13
source target CBD 78.19

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

target source logical connectives log ratio 69.51
target source prepositional phrase log ratio 63.09
target source demonstrative log ratio 61.57

Cohesion and
Coherence

target logical connectives 69.11

Constituency

target verb phrase 133.79
target noun phrase 127.34
target adverbial phrase 114.24
target prepositional phrase 64.71
target adjectival phrase 63.11
target adverbial modifier 110.5
target nominal modifier 105.8
target punctuation dependency 102.08
target object dependency 98.81

Dependency target adjectival modifier 88.48
target nominal subjects 87.99
target case 87.16
target root 85.69
target phrasal verb particle 78.69
target compound 75.67
target conjunct 65.88
Target marker 64.68

language model target LM log probability 122.72

POS tags

target nouns 148.1
target adverbs 109.11
target verbs 105.82
target punctuation marks 103.66
target adjectives 75.91
Yandex pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

90.48

Google back translation Levenshtein 2 76.96
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 75.72
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 75.53
Google pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

66.84

pseudo-
reference and
Back translation

Yandex pseudo-reference RIBES score 65.12

Google pseudo-reference Sorensen 64.97
Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 64.41
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen 62.12

semantic roles
target SRL others 133.38
target SRL A1 101.9
Target SRL A0 66.26

shallow

target TTR 178.4
target tokens 140.02
target content words 138.92
target types 129.98
source average sentence length 66.83
target empty words 61.12

Table 6.2 Features for Usefulness in Kbest

Feature class Features F-statistic
alignment word alignment normalized by target length 171.78

bilingual distance

source target LM log probability log ratio 251.86
target source verb phrase log ratio 237.82
target source object log ratio 222.71
target source adverbial modifier log ratio 218.01
source target tokens log ratio 213.84
source target TTR log ratio 213.56
source target types log ratio 208.21
target source nominal subject log ratio 187.39
target source conjunct log ratio 182.34
target source noun phrase log ratio 179.88
target source nominal modifier log ratio 166.6
target type token ratio 166.11
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

159.09

target source SRL A0 log ratio 149.9
target source content word log ratio 142.62
source target shallow features CBD 140.29
target source SRL A1 log ratio 130.67
target source marker log ratio 119.11
target source empty words log ratio 117.81
target source adjectival modifier log ratio 117.04

Table 6.3 Features for Terminology in Kbest
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Feature class Features F-statistic
alignment word alignment normalized by target length 70.64

source target LM log probability log ratio 143.24
target source object log ratio 125.24
target source adverbial modifier log ratio 120.86
target source verb phrase log ratio 115.99
source target TTR log ratio 99.62
source target tokens log ratio 97.26
target source conjunct log ratio 95.57

bilingual dis-
tance

source target types log ratio 92.91

target source noun phrase log ratio 85.01
target source demonstrative log ratio 84.26
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

83.49

target source nominal subject log ratio 82.57
target source nominal modifier log ratio 79.03
target source markers log ratio 73.98
target source SRL A0 log ratio 70.31
target source content log ratio 69.66
target source adverbial phrase log ratio 66.36
target source logical connective log ratio 65.87

shallow target type token ratio 77.89

Table 6.4 Features for Idiomatic Writing in Kbest

Feature class Features F-statistic
word alignment normalized by target length 63.54

alignment word alignment normalized by source length 48.07
two word alignment normalized by target
length

39.49

target source object log ratio 90.05
target source noun phrase log ratio 87.15
target source verb phrase log ratio 83.2

bilingual dis-
tance

source target LM log probability log ratio 80.3

source target TTR log ratio 77.82
source target tokens log ratio 76.2

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

target source adverbial modifier log ratio 75.43
source target types log ratio 73.08
target source nominal subject log ratio 72.41
target source SRL A0 log ratio 71.52
target source nominal modifier log ratio 68
target source conjunct log ratio 66.66
target source content log ratio 66.55
target source adjectival modifier log ratio 54.19
target source adverbial phrase log ratio 51.99
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

50.39

target source empty word log ratio 49.07
target source root log ratio 47.79
source target shallow features CBD 44.13
target source marker log ratio 43.91
target source demonstrative connective log
ratio

41.33

target source SRL A1 log ratio 40.56
target source average sentence length log
ratio

38.88

source target discourse CBD 37.93
cohesion and
coherence

source adjacent sentence overlapping 46.96

constituency target adverbial phrase 42.53
POS tags target adverbials 38.43

source average sentence length 53.97
shallow target TTR 47.68

target content words 38.62

Table 6.5 Features for Target Mechanics in Kbest

Feature class Features F-statistic

alignment
word alignment normalized by target length 206.79
word alignment normalized by source length 136.33
two word alignment normalized by target
length

128.7

source target LM log probability log ratio 245.77
target source object log ratio 230.57
source target tokens log ratio 217.99

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

source target types log ratio 216.19
target source verb phrase log ratio 213.77

bilingual dis-
tance

source target TTR log ratio 213.55

target source adverbial modifier log ratio 206.89
target source conjunct log ratio 201.48
target source nominal subject log ratio 185.8
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

183.63

target source nominal modifier log ratio 164.73
target source SRL A0 log ratio 158.31
target source noun phrase log ratio 157.31
target source content log ratio 148.86
target source SRL A1 log ratio 142.88
target source empty word log ratio 128.41
target source root log ratio 117.31

constituency
target verb phrase 133.25
target noun phrase 131.74
target adverbial phrase 119.17

dependency target nominal modifier 115.72
language model target LM log probability 128.9
POS tags target nouns 144.78
semantic roles target SRL others 130.68

shallow

target TTR 192.59
target tokens 141.89
target content words 135.29
target types 129.41

Table 6.6 Features for Adequacy in Kbest

Feature class Features F-statistic
alignment word alignment normalized by target length 73.95
constituency target adverbial phrase 58.84

source target LM log probability log ratio 128.45
target source object log ratio 122.22
target source verb phrase log ratio 112.94
target source adverbial modifier log ratio 112.19
source target TTR log ratio 99.7
source target tokens log ratio 97.4

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

target source noun phrase log ratio 93.58
source target types log ratio 93.11
target source conjunct log ratio 91.87
target source nominal subject log ratio 85.85

bilingual dis-
tance

target source nominal modifier log ratio 81.56

target source SRL A0 log ratio 76.94
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

76.31

target source content log ratio 74.5
target source demonstrative log ratio 72.03
target source marker log ratio 67.19
target source adverbial phrase log ratio 66.11
target source adjectival modifier log ratio 61.72
target source shallow features CBD 59.86
target source root log ratio 58
target source empty words log ratio 56.3

shallow target type token ratio 71.49

Table 6.7 Features for Fleuncy in Kbest

Feature class Features F-statistic

alignment
word alignment normalized by target length 164.7
word alignment normalized by source length 112.99
two word alignment normalized by target
length

108.43

source target LM log probability log ratio 223.19
target source object log ratio 210.03

bilingual dis-
tance

target source verb phrase log ratio 194.08

target source adverbial modifier log ratio 189.38
source target tokens log ratio 186.93
source target TTR log ratio 185.81
source target types log ratio 183.08
target source conjunct log ratio 173.74
target source nominal subject log ratio 160.72
target source punctuation dependency log
ratio

153.41

target source noun phrase log ratio 147.63
Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features F-statistic

target source nominal modifier log ratio 145.52
target source SRL A0 log ratio 138.92
target source content words log ratio 131.77
target source SRL A1 log ratio 115.04
target source empty words log ratio 108.84

POS tags target noun 111.02

shallow
target TTR 155.21
target tokens 111.19
target content words 107.01

Table 6.8 Features for Total Scores in Kbest

These selected features are grouped by the categories adopted in Section
5.4.2.3. As we can see, alignment features, shallow features and bilingual distance
features consisting of paired monolingual feature log ratios and distance measures
such as CBD are most common features for all quality aspects in the Kbest models.
It is worth mentioning that alignment and bilingual distance features are selected
for all quality types. Their selection as best quality predictive features can be
explained by the fact that these two groups of features can capture the relationship
of correspondence between the STs and TTs. Notably, specific features under each
group (excluding bilingual distance) comprise overwhelmingly target side features.
The latter finding is consistent with what I have found through the paired correlation
analysis in Chapter 5. These two findings conform to our intuition that translation
is a reproduction of the STs in the target language, and there exists a mapping of
the major elements which are embodied lexically, semantically and syntactically. To
measure the translation quality in some sense is to measure the degree of mapping.
It generally holds true if we leave aside the element of creativity. On a different
note, when different translations are compared, the distribution of representations in
the TTs is more important to differentiate them regarding quality, since source-side
representations remain stable for translations of the same TT.

Other findings include:

• for UT, It is observed that most subcategories of features are selected, and
these features, including pseudo-reference and back translations, semantic
roles and shallow features, are useful to capture the completeness of meaning
transfer in different manners. Most notably, this group has the largest number
of features selected, indicating the characteristic of its overall evaluation of
completeness.

• for TS, the selected features suggest that bilingual distance and alignment
features are useful to represent the lexical equivalence between STs and TTs.
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• for IW, LM log probability log ratio of both ST and TT stands out among other
features because it proves effective to measure language quality. Log ratios of
their feature pairs include semantics of content words and phrases (e.g. noun
phrase), cohesion and coherence devices, indexes of language complexity
(e.g. TTR), which are essential to construct a meaningful and fluent utterance.

• for TM, other than those log ratios capturing correspondence, local or long-
distance dependency relations such as constituency and cohesion and co-
herence devices, in addition to shallow features of length and complexity,
are selected because they are concerned with language use. In particular,
both the adverbial POS tags and constituencies are selected. I postulate that
the use of adverbials in the translations helps capture the peculiarity of lan-
guage use, which demonstrates the translator’s target language competence
(Pérez-Paredes and Sánchez-Tornel, 2014).

• Overall, selected features for different quality scores, including the four sub-
component scores and the three derivative scores, share a lot of overlapping.
This phenomenon suggests that features in my framework can capture multiple
aspects of quality.
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6.4.3 Model Performance

Model # Features Quality MSE r ρ τ

UT 23.95 0.58 0.39 0.27
TS 6.13 0.7 0.3 0.21
IW 5.69 0.7 0.3 0.21
TM 2.36 0.54 0.21 0.15
AD 50.08 0.63 0.38 0.27
FL 13.58 0.67 0.27 0.19

QuEst 17

TO 101.87 0.67 0.33 0.24
UT 21.59 0.61 0.42 0.3
TS 5.64 0.72 0.37 0.26
IW 5.16 0.73 0.39 0.28
TM 1.83 0.64 0.38 0.28
AD 44.08 0.68 0.45 0.32
FL 11.42 0.73 0.43 0.32

Full 328

TO 87.28 0.72 0.44 0.32
127 UT 21.99 0.62 0.4 0.28
131 TS 5.84 0.72 0.37 0.26
100 IW 4.73 0.76 0.44 0.32
63 TM 1.74 0.66 0.39 0.28
130 AD 47.32 0.66 0.39 0.28
92 FL 11.41 0.73 0.37 0.27

TopNcorr

124 TO 95.72 0.7 0.36 0.26
73 UT 21.18 0.62 0.42 0.30
21 TS 5.22 0.74 0.41 0.29
20 IW 5.07 0.73 0.39 0.29
33 TM 1.79 0.65 0.39 0.29
31 AD 40.96 0.7 0.48 0.35
24 FL 11.32 0.73 0.39 0.28

Kbest

23 TO 85.68 0.72 0.45 0.33

Table 6.9 Feature-based Document-level Quality Estimation Models

As shown in Table 6.9, Full model has shown significant improvement over the
QuEst baseline with reduced MSEs and increased correlations with human annota-
tions for 7 types of quality scores. TopNCorr model, although it has outperformed
QuEst on all aspects of quality, only does better in estimating idiomatic writing and
target mechanics than Full using the full feature set. When k-best feature selection
is employed in combination with grid search, Kbest model using fewer features has
achieved slightly better performance than Full. Therefore, we are confident to say
that models built with the proposed features outperform the one built with QUEST

feature set.
I further explored the central tendency of prediction by all four models, grouping

all estimates into 4 bins to approximate the four quartile distribution of the testing
data. The performance of each model for each type of quality score is visualised with
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a regression plot, in which the line through the shadowed area (at confidence interval
95% ) is a regression line representing the means of bootstrapping estimators, and
four vertical lines are the binned original scores on the x-axis. The first bin to the left
is made up of lowest quality scores, and the fourth bin to the right top quality scores
in the same type (e.g. Usefulness or Adequacy). Similarly, the second bin and third
bin in the middle represent the intermediate scores between the upper bound and
lower bound of the first and the fourth bin. On the y-axis of the plot are the predicted
scores by the trained model. For example, Figure 6.2 shows the central tendency of
QuEst model on the same testing data (92 documents).

Because of the intrinsic flaws of assessing the tails of quality range, supervised
systems have difficulty in assessing the very ‘bad’ and very ‘good’ translations
(Moreau and Vogel, 2014). I will focus my discussion on the prediction of scores
in the first bin and the fourth bin, as the performance of models in the first bin
indicates their capability of estimating the quality for terrible translations, and their
performance in the fourth bin indicates how well they predict the good translations.

Except for Usefulness (Figure 6.2a), Idiomatic Writing (Figure 6.2c) and Ad-
equacy (Figure 6.2e), the QuEst model has shown the tendency to overestimate
the corresponding scores in the fourth bin as the average (midpoint) of the binned
scores falls far below the regression line, while consistently overestimating the lower
scores in the first bin for all quality types.

For the Full model, one of the noticeable patterns of its predictions is that the
model consistently predicts well the fourth bin quality scores which are mostly
overestimated by QuEst model. In the meantime, the Full model is more precise in
predicting the second, third and fourth bin scores of the testing data ( Figures 6.3c
to 6.3g). However, a clear overestimate of the first bin scores is also observed.
In general, the Full model has narrower corresponding confidence intervals in
comparison to the QuEst model. This tendency further confirms its higher precision
as demonstrated by its lower MSEs and the increased correlation.
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(a) Usefulness (b) Terminology

(c) Idiomatic Writing
(d) Target Mechanics

(e) Adequacy (f) Fluency

(g) Total

Figure 6.2 Regression Plots of QuEst Model on Testing Data
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(a) Usefulness (b) Terminology

(c) Idiomatic Writing (d) Target Mechanics

(e) Adequacy (f) Fluency

(g) Total

Figure 6.3 Regression Plots of Full Model on Testing Data
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(a) Usefulness (b) Terminology

(c) Idiomatic Writing
(d) Target Mechanics

(e) Adequacy (f) Fluency

(g) Total

Figure 6.4 Regression Plots of TopNCorr Model on Testing Data
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(a) Usefulness (b) Terminology

(c) Idiomatic Writing
(d) Target Mechanics

(e) Adequacy (f) Fluency

(g) Total

Figure 6.5 Regression Plots of Kbest Model on Testing Data
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Feature
Freq. in
Example
1

Freq. in
Example
2

log-likelihood
ratio

sig.

dependent 5.22 62.16 10.48 **
noun compound 3.48 68.08 17.19 ***
coordination 9.57 100.64 14.72 ***
case 0.87 38.48 13.82 ***
adverbial phrase 3.44 33.48 4.43 *
adverbial 11.18 53.01 0.99 0.32
conjunct 1.72 39.06 10.75 **
Determiner (dependency) 1 5.58 0.22 0.64
noun 18.92 231.57 40.18 ***
adjectival phrase 0.78 13.26 3.05 0.08
noun phrase 28.86 240.89 25.21 ***
prepositional phrase 3.12 24.31 13.82 ***
verb phrase 17.16 163.54 4.43 *
adjectives 0.86 16.74 0.99 0.32
SRL A0 6.88 47.43 10.75 **
SRL A1 8.6 75.33 0.22 0.64
SRL A2 1.72 13.95 40.18 ***
SRL others 18.92 153.45 3.05 0.08
nominal modifier 8.7 94.72 0.40 0.53
nominal subject 7.83 82.88 25.21 ***

Table 6.10 Feature Difference in Example 1 and 2.

Overall, Kbest continues the tendency of the better prediction for quality scores
in the fourth bins. The fourth bin plot largely overlaps with the confidence interval for
the upper bound scores under each quality category. It consistently overestimates
the scores in the first bins as the first bin plot falls far below the confidence interval
area for the lower bound scores.

In general, models built with the proposed features, including the Full model,
TopNCorr model and the Kbest, have shown improved performance in estimating
above-average quality scores (in the 2-4th bins). However, all of these models,
including QuEst, are likely to elevate the scores of ‘bad’ translations for all the 7
quality types. I will illustrate this point with the estimations for two translations of the
same ST (See Table A.1 in Appdendix A). Note that the highlighted red words imply
the deficiency in UT, blue words indicate the error of TS, orange words suggest the
imperfection in IW, and green words are the problem of TM .

Example 1 and 2 are taken from the 92 documents in the testing data. They are
translations of the same ST and their back-translations by Google MT engine. You
may challenge the comparability between the ST and the TT in the first example. It
is worth mentioning that when extracting the features for training, the researcher has
normalised their occurrences either to ST length or TT length, and in comparison
the log likelihood ratio statisics has been adopted to take into account the imbalance
of the text sizes. In the meantime, we have to admit that translations by different
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Example 1: Bad Translation:
Resistance and fear are generally the
product of ignorance. Of course our
hostility is no exception.
It is undeniable that when the bites of
insects start to be unbearable, they
become very annoying. When they
spread disease, it is a threat, but
emotionally, even harmful insects It
still looks beautiful.
We have learned from the study of
their remaining fossils that they have
lived on the earth for nearly 400
million years.

抵制和恐惧普遍都是无知的产物
当然我们的敌视也不例外。
无可否认 当 昆虫 咬伤 的 地方 开始
疼痛难忍的时候，它们就变得非
常讨厌，当他们传播疾病的时候
，那就是一种威胁了，但是不带
感情地来讲，即使是有害的昆虫
也还是长得很漂亮的。
从它们的遗留化石的研究中我们
获悉 他们 已 在 地球 上 生存 近 4 亿
年了。

translators always vary in length, and it is a ubiquitous phenomenon that we evaluate
translations of varying lengths to the same ST. Therefore, there is no reason to
believe that all STs and TTs should be roughly of the same length for comparison.
Looking at the feature items for both translations, we could identify a significant
difference of feature distribution. Table 6.10 lists the log-likelihood ratio4 of selected
features in both examples (normalised). More stars indicate a higher significance
(sig.) level. The statistical test reveals a tendency of differentiation between the
‘good’ (Example 2) and ‘bad’ translation (Example 1) in the occurrence of nouns,
noun phrases, prepositional phrases, noun compounds and semantic roles (A0 and
A2) so on. These log-likelihood statistics suggest that poor translations may have
fewer such features, and in contrast they are more prevalent in good translations.
This statistical test further confirms the previous feature selection in the last section.

In the following, I will discuss the feature presence in groups in the two examples
for different quality aspects, as I cannot list all individual features. Example 1 is an
incomplete translation and scored rather low by human annotators. As a large part
of the ST has not been translated, the final scores for all the four quality aspects
practically fall within their first quartiles. In the translation, we have identified errors
in TS, i.e. 敌视 (‘antagonism’) in the first sentence and 生存 (‘existence’) in the
third sentence. Each sentence contains one type of errors regarding the four quality
aspects. In contrast, Example 2 is translated with fairly good quality. The translation
contains 3-5 errors of each type in total. Therefore, it is scored in the third quartile
of the specified ranges (in Table 5.11), and the translation is evaluated between
‘acceptable’ and ‘strong’ for most of those highlighted parts in Example 2 require
only minimal or some post-editing work to be usable. For instance, sentence 2 in the
translation contains a UT error and a TM error. We see that the erroneous sentence
is caused by the translator’s failure to interpret the coordinate clauses connected

4http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html
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Example 2: Good Translation:
Everyone knows that hostility and
fear are the products of ignorance,
and our enemy is also no exception.
We have to admit that insects are
really annoying when we bite our
teeth and act as a threat to spread
the disease. However, we calmly
analyze that even toxic insects are
beautiful.
From the perspective of fossils of
insects studied, we know that insects
have survived the Earth for 400
million years.
Today, insects can be seen every-
where.
Insects can be found either in the
polar regions or on the tops of alpine
mountains.
The bees, wasps, ants and termites
each have some complex stories in
the process of searching, defensive
and breeding.
The working bees may even be
assigned to different breeders
throughout their lives. In the first
three weeks, the young male bred the
female bees and their bees, cleaned
the bees, and swept their wings to
make the entrance colder. Resist
attack and siege by the invaders.
Only after this training is over, the
bees are allowed to leave the cell,
make nectar and spread pollen.
In addition to these deeds, some
ants use leaf fragments as spoons
to transport food to their ant nests.
People often describe this behaviour
of ants as "wisdom" and begin to
compare insects with human society.
What saddens me is that people are
reluctant to accept the fact that they
can appreciate the simplicity and
happiness of ordinary insects.
Discovering the structure and beauty
of a new world only requires a mag-
nifying glass for a short period of time.

SENT 1: 大家 都 知道 ， 敌视 和 恐
惧 是 无知 的 产物 ， 而 我们 的 敌
抗也是不例外的。

SENT 2: 我们不得不承认昆虫在咬
得 我们 发疼 及 作为 一种 威胁 传播
疾病时，的确让我们感到厌烦。
但是我们冷静地分析下，即使是
有毒的昆虫，它也是美丽的。

SENT 3: 从 研究 的 昆虫 遗体 化石
来看，我们知道昆虫已在地球上
存活了 4亿年了。

SENT 4: 今天，昆虫到处可见。

SENT 5: 无论是极地之巅还是高山
之顶都能发现昆虫。

SENT 6: 蜜蜂 ， 黄蜂 ， 蚂蚁 和 白
蚁，各自在寻食，防御和繁衍过
程中，都有一些复杂的故事。

SENT 7: 工作 的 蜜蜂 一生 甚至 会
接连 分 到 不同 的 养殖 者 手中 ：
在 最初 的 三周 里 ， 年轻 的 雄峰
饲养 着 雌蜂 和 它 的 蜂 蛋 ， 清洁
蜂窝，用蜂翼扇着，使得入口变
冷以抵御侵略者的袭击和围攻。

SENT 8: 只有 在 这种 训练 结束 后
， 小蜜蜂 才 允许 离开 蜂窝 ， 酿造
花蜜和传播花粉。

SENT 9: 除了 这些 事迹 ， 一些 蚂
蚁 用 树叶 碎片 作为 匙 来 把 食物
运送到自己的蚁窝，人们往往把
蚂蚁的这种行为描述成 "智慧 "，
并且 开始 在 昆虫 和 人类 社会 中作
比较。

SENT 10: 令 我 伤心 的 是 ， 人们
不愿 接受能从欣赏，普通昆虫的
精致 优美 上 获得 简单 快乐 这一 事
实。

SENT 11: 发现 一个 新世界 的 结构
和 美丽 只 需要 一小 段时间 的 放大
镜。
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by ‘and’. The right understanding for this part is that we feel insects annoying since
they bite us and we treat them as a threat as they spread disease. However, the
translation for this part has mistakenly treated昆虫在咬得我们发疼 (‘insects give
us painful bites’) and作为 一种威胁传播疾病时 (‘spreading disease as a threat’ )
as the reason for their annoyance. The translation for the highlighted parts in this
sentence then can be improved if we render the coordinate clauses correctly. In
addition, the segment highlighted in green in the middle作为 一种威胁传播疾病
时 is broken Chinese, which can be fixed by a slight reordering. I list the predictions
by the models trained in this section and the original scores by human annotators in
Table 6.11 for the two examples.

Translation Quality Human QuEst Full TopNCorr Kbest

Example 1

UT 5 6.07 5.41 4.11 4.69
TS 3 5.10 6.07 3.81 4.03
IW 4 5.76 7.15 5.11 4.72
TM 3 3.42 4.23 3.77 3.98
AD 8 11.76 10.99 7.71 10.06
FL 7 9.36 9.29 8.38 8.33
TO 15 22.96 20.91 20.60 15.14

Example 2

UT 21.5 24.17 21.47 21.97 21.82
TS 17.5 16.45 15.74 16.48 16.60
IW 19.5 16.95 16.49 16.76 17.01
TM 9.5 9.95 9.78 9.22 9.64
AD 39 40.67 36.55 37.44 38.72
FL 29 24.51 25.59 27.06 26.72
TO 68 71.11 63.57 61.63 66.53

Table 6.11 Model Predictions of Two Example Translations

As shown in Table 6.11 , models based on the proposed features, e.g. Full,
TopNCorr and Kbest have improved estimations with smaller prediction errors for
the 7 quality scores in comparison to the QuEst model. However, all models, either
QuEst or non-QuEst, have yielded elevated estimations for low scores, showing
a tendency of predicting higher than what they are (e.g. Example 1). For higher
scores, e.g. Example 2, the three models trained with the proposed features predict
them more accurately with closer estimation.

The partially superior performances of both Kbest and TopNCorr together have
demonstrated that more predictive models for most quality aspects can be built with
this feature set over the baseline features to estimate different quality component
scores. Different feature selections have shown models built with the selected
features can achieve satisfactory performance with the current grid search setting.
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Models Target MSE r ρ τ

QuEst

UT 38.82 0.57 0.54 0.37
TS 34.21 0.42 0.48 0.36
IW 13.75 0.5 0.56 0.4
TM 13.6 0.29 0.35 0.26
AD 58.34 0.63 0.65 0.48
FL 36.68 0.35 0.37 0.27
TO 121.93 0.65 0.69 0.51

Full

UT 40.18 0.6 0.57 0.43
TS 37.35 0.58 0.56 0.42
IW 19.31 0.43 0.38 0.26
TM 4.67 0.64 0.6 0.47
AD 90.97 0.68 0.69 0.56
FL 29.46 0.61 0.57 0.41
TO 122.95 0.63 0.62 0.53

TopNCorr

UT 34.59 0.55 0.58 0.43
TS 30.85 0.52 0.52 0.39
IW 12.39 0.57 0.54 0.39
TM 10.84 0.49 0.49 0.39
AD 46.57 0.59 0.62 0.46
FL 49.79 0.62 0.64 0.45
TO 117.41 0.6 0.66 0.53

Kbest

UT 30.17 0.61 0.62 0.45
TS 25.73 0.63 0.62 0.41
IW 21.58 0.58 0.46 0.32
TM 15.18 0.49 0.43 0.28
AD 43.09 0.71 0.69 0.55
FL 26.54 0.59 0.65 0.48
TO 103.46 0.64 0.67 0.50

Table 6.12 Feature-based Models on MT Data

6.4.4 Application of Document Level MTQE

On the MT data annotated with translation errors in Chapter 5, I compare the QuEst
and other three models such as Kbest, TopNCorr, and Full to see how these
models with different subsets of feature perform on this MT data. To this end, I
extract the same number of features for each model as Table 6.9, and apply the
four trained models above directly to evaluating these MT data. The results are
given in Table 6.12. As shown in the table, QuEst predicts UT, TM and FL less
satisfactorily with rather lower correlations (e.g. Pearson Correlation r) with human
annotation on these aspects. However, it has achieved the highest correlation in
estimating TO scores. In contrast, Full seems to improve on all aspects except that
it is outperformed by QuEst with respect to prediction for the TO scores. TopNCorr
demonstrates a rather stable but mediocre performance in comparison to the former
two models. However, it has achieved the best correlation in predicting FL among
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the four models. Kbest has shown better correlations with human judgements in
most quality aspects.

6.5 Summary

I treat the document-level quality estimation as a supervised machine learning
task, in which a series of models are trained on a collection of manually annotated
documents and applied to estimate the quality of new translations.

Overall, models trained with feature selected using variable ranking (i.e. by the
criterion of importance to the model using ‘k-best’ method) have demonstrated the
potential to estimate with reasonably better correlation with human judgements and
reduced MSEs, in comparison to models trained with the full feature set and selected
features by the correlation threshold. With current feature set and annotation
scheme, we could build fine-grained quality estimation models to predict new, unseen
translation. The models discussed in previous sections have been trained from HT
data and then applied to MT data. Different models show their potential strengths
in estimating various aspects of quality scores. In general, models trained with the
proposed feature set correlate better with human judgements and outperform the
model built with the baseline feature set. Capable of fine-grained quality estimation,
this method is advantageous for offering fast quality feedback from multiple aspects,
providing more insight into the fine-grained translation quality.





Chapter 7

Deep Learning-based Sentence-level
HTQE

7.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, I have dealt with HTQE at the document-level, and in this chapter,
I propose a deep learning-based model for HTQE at the sentence level.

As I previously discussed in the chapter of introduction, HTs are often evaluated
at the document level for a summative assessment and the segment (e.g. word,
phrase, sentence) level for a diagnostic purpose. At a macro level, quality labels,
continuous or categorical, are sought as an overall evaluation. In contrast, some-
times translations need to be evaluated at a micro level for more instructive feedback
and other applications (e.g. error analysis, post-editing), based on the results of
the diagnostic analysis. Thus, the segment-level, particularly sentence-level TQE is
complementary to document-level TQE.

Discrete manual features have been studied for many NLP tasks. Most reference-
free methods are based on effective feature templates as I have discussed in Chapter
2 and 3. However, these features tend to be complex and require extensive feature
engineering (Gupta et al., 2015). Linguistic processing tools and resources, such as
constituency parser, discourse parser and large parallel data, are compulsory but
not necessarily available for the language pair under examination. Most importantly,
feature-based methods for sentence-level QE often suffer from the data sparsity
issue at the segment level, as I discussed in Chapter 5. Therefore, it is considered
essential to look for an alternative solution to HTQE at the sentence level.

Compared with discrete models with manual indicator features, neural net-
work models are advantageous in two-fold. First, neural network models take
low-dimensional dense embeddings (Collobert et al., 2011; Mikolov et al., 2013a;
Pennington et al., 2014) as the input, which can be trained from a large-scale
dataset, thereby overcoming the issue of sparsity. Second, the resulting neural
features can capture complex non-local syntactic and semantic information that
discrete indicator features can hardly encode.
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Another motivation for applying deep neural networks to the sentence-level
HTQE is that I have access to several thousand pairs of source-target sentences,
which are often mandatory for training effective neural models. In this sense, the
shortage of the document-level data hinders exploring the performance of the
neural networks models to predict the quality of document-level translations. Neural
networks have also been noted incapable of modelling long documents that have
a hierarchical structure and comprise sentences of differential informativeness, i.e.
complex semantic and syntactic structures (Tang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018).

For the above-mentioned reasons, I argue that deep learning-based methods
making use of vector space models (Mikolov et al., 2013c) embed word vectors in a
continuous vector space containing semantic and contextual information, without
much fuss of feature engineering and reliance on language-dependent resources.
Such information helps to overcome the shortcomings of losing semantics and
feature sparsity characteristic of conventional manual feature engineering methods
for short texts. Thus, it is worthy of exploring their application to the sentence-level
HTQE.

This chapter presents a novel hierarchical neural network model (NeuralTQE)
for estimating the fine-grained human translation quality at the sentence level.
The contribution of the current study is fourfold. First, this work investigates the
effectiveness of neural networks based learning to predict the fine-grained scores
on the manually annotated HT data. Second, extensible to different language pairs,
the proposed framework requires only pretrained word embeddings and no extra
feature selection that is common to the conventional feature-based methods. Also,
I applied the method to MTQE data, researching and showing its applicability to
task-specific QE for HTs and MTs. In addition, the current approach has introduced
a novel compact neural network with attention mechanism in order to capture both
local and global information. This HTQE implementation will be an extension to the
existing neural networks based models for MTQE and those conventional ones as
well.

7.2 Related Work

Recent years have seen a boosted interest in using the deep learning approach for
virtually all areas of NLP, particularly in MTQE that is related to my work.

Gupta et al. (2015) presented a compact MT evaluation based on the Tree Long
Short Term Memory (Tree-LSTM) networks (Tai et al., 2015). The proposed metric
makes use of glove word vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) and the dependency Tree-
LSTM neural network implementation to rank the MT translations by computing their
similarity with human references on an automatically converted training data. Their
method has obtained a system-level (normalised aggregation of segment scores)
correlation above 0.9 for MT translations of four language-pairs and a maximum
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0.438 segment-level correlation. Though the method is competitive to the current
complex alternative approaches to MT evaluation that ‘involve system combination,
extensive external resources, feature engineering and tuning’ (Gupta et al., 2015), it
presupposes a parallel set of gold-standard references like any other conventional
reference-based approaches.

Guzmán et al. (2015) introduced a simple feed-forward neural networks based
framework for pairwise MT evaluation that aims to select the better translation from
a pair of hypotheses, given the reference translation. They use distributed vector
representations of the translation and references and feed them into a multi-layer
neural network that models the interaction between each reference and candidate
translations in a pairwise setting. Their method integrates several layers (e.g. se-
mantic vectors of words, syntactic vectors of sentences) of linguistic information,
including external features (e.g. the BLEU scores of the translations) with those
about both the references and the two alternative translations simultaneously in
a simple feed-forward neural network learning architecture. In their study, when
vectors from word embeddings are used in combination with four commonly-used
metrics (BLEU, NIST, TER and METEOR) (Doddington, 2002; Papineni et al., 2002;
Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Snover et al., 2006), the system achieved significant
improvements, offering generalizations that complement very strong metric com-
binations, and claimed to be able to train an optimised task-specific cost function
for the pairwise MT evaluation setting. However, the framework also depends on
references and does not take into consideration the source side information which
is intuitively crucial for the translation process.

Paetzold and Specia (2016) proposed the SimpleNets approach for sentence-
level QE. The solution was originally advanced to assess text simplification quality,
for which SimpleNets consists of five steps:

• decomposition of the original and simplified sentences into n-grams of a
maximum size M

• obtaining the union of n-grams from the original and simplified sentences

• assigning quality labels to the n-grams in the pools according to the principle
of compositionality

• representing the sentences with n-grams in the form of continuous vectors

• Long Short-Term Network Memory (LSMT) training instances in minibatches

The quality of all n-grams is then merged using a certain policy such as averaging
to produce the quality at the sentence level. However, for QE purpose, they look at
only one side n-grams of the translation pairs on the hypothesis that sentence-level
QE can be learnt from either source-side or target-side information. Thus, they train
two variants of SimpleNets, i.e. source sentence-based or target sentence-based,
with only some small adaptations to the original framework such as replacing its
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softmax activation modes with a single dense node and the cross-entropy loss
function with Mean Average Error (MAE) function for regression.

Kim and Lee (2016a) put forward a recurrent neural networks (RNN) method for
QE at the sentence level. Their proposal is basically to extract the last layer of RNN
containing the information about how well a target word is translated from an ST.
They use gated hidden unit (Cho et al., 2014) as an activation function to learn the
long-term dependencies of translation quality for target words. A logistic sigmoid
function is then used to compute the quality score (HTER) from the last hidden state
as the summary unit of condensed quality vectors. They extended this model in
Kim and Lee (2016b) to the word- and phrase-level QE, using the concatenated and
averaged hidden states of backward and forward vectors.

In contrast to the afore-mentioned neural networks based methods, the model
I proposed differs in the sense that it dos not focus on comparing the similarity
between the gold-standard reference and the target translations with either a pur-
pose of pairwise selection or reranking translations at the system and segment level.
These models discussed rely solely on variants of the LSTM architecture. In con-
trast, the proposed learning architecture combines the strength of both convolution
neural networks (CNN) and RNN with an additional cross attention mechanism that
adds the ability to capture long-range dependencies. Most importantly, the goal of
this research is to predict fine-grained direct assessment quality scores (Graham
et al., 2017a) for human translations by professional evaluators, an apparently more
challenging task (Guzmán et al., 2017) than learning the relative ranking of trans-
lations or estimating the similarity between candidate translations and references.
Additionally, I attempt to extend this framework to task-oriented QE on MTQE data,
using only dense vector representations.

7.3 Models

In this section, I introduce the components of my neural network architecture as
shown in Figure 7.1. Given a translation pair, the source sentence x and the
target sentence y are encoded into a fixed-sized vector representation through two
separate CNN-BiLSTM-Attention architectures. Denoting the final vectors as x and
y respectively, the proposed model predicts seven quality scores (UT, TS, IW, TM,
AD, FL and TO) using a linear regression based on the concatenation of x and y. I
describe the neural components in a bottom-up order.

7.3.1 Context-aware Word Representation

Given a source sentence x or a translation y, which can be represented by
w1,w2, . . . ,wn, we transform the words into vector representations. While this could
be simply achieved by a word embeddings layer (Bengio et al., 2003), words are
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Figure 7.1 Neural Model Structure

often ambiguous unless they are given within a specific context. To obtain more
precise word-level information, I build multiple convolution layers upon the standard
word embedding layers for context-aware word representation. The reason I choose
the CNNs as a feature extractor has been highlighted by Goldberg and Hirst (2017,
pp.152) that:

the CNN is in essence a feature-extracting architecture. It does not
constitute a standalone, useful network on its own, but rather is meant to
be integrated into a larger network, and to be trained to work in tandem
with it in order to produce an end result. The CNN layer’s responsibility
is to extract meaningful sub-structures that are useful for the overall
prediction task at hand.

For the convolution layer of a width k, I apply multiple kernels Hi ∈ Rd×(2k+1)

before a non-linearity transformation. Specifically, for a window centred at i-th word,
the output fi is given by:

fi = relu(⟨Hi,w[i−k:i+k]⟩+ bi),

where w[i−k:i+k] denotes the window size, and bi a bias. The word representation
is then the concatenation of all convolution layers.

7.3.2 Sentence-level Representation

To capture the global information of a sentence, bidirectional LSTMs (Graves et al.,
2013) are used on fi. The outputs include a sequence of forward hidden states
−→
h 1,
−→
h 2, . . . ,

−→
h n and a sequence of backward hidden states

←−
h 1,
←−
h 2, . . . ,

←−
h n. One

takes the input word sequence in its original order and the other takes the sequence
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in the reverse order. The two sequences are then concatenated into one hi =
−→
hi||
←−
hi.

In this way, each annotation hi contains the summarized information about the
whole input sentence, but with a strong attention to the details surrounding the i-th
word.

7.3.3 Attentive Reading

In NLP, translation is a task of modelling a pair of sentences. The task itself correlates
with other NLP tasks, such as answer selection (Yu et al., 2014), paraphrase
identification and textual entailment (Bowman et al., 2015). Yin et al. (2016) argue
that most prior work in these tasks, relying on manually designed, task-specific
linguistic features, models each sentence’s representation separately and rarely
considering the impact of the other sentence, they propose to model a pair of
sentences with the attention-based convolutional neural network. In line with their
work, I consider it important to consider the mutual influence of the source target
sentence pair in the context of translation. It conforms to what humans do when
translating a sentence from one language to another. Two sentences are rarely
processed independently of each other. It is necessary to value this interdependency
when we are modelling the behaviour of human translation.

In the meantime, different parts of a pair of sentences contribute unequally to
the semantic adequacy and language fluency of the final output. When translating,
translators usually focus on specific parts of the two sentences and read back and
forth to come up with an optimal translation within their capacity. Segments of the
two sentences are related to each other with different degrees of correspondence.

In this process of composing the new sentence, a critical aspect of translation
every translator encounters is that we need to refer back to the original text, focusing
on specific parts that are relevant to the proposed translation. At each step, we
should pay attention to the most relevant parts of the source text and the partially
completed translation so that we can make an optimal decision about the next word
to choose. This phenomenon of attention has proved useful in machine translation
(Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015b).

After obtaining the sentence representations centred on different words, I sim-
ulate the repeated reading and aligning process of human translators and design
a cross attention mechanism to pinpoint the information particularly important for
quality estimation. This process is called as distillation via attentive reading. The
approach closely resembles the method introduced in Buduma and Lacascio (2017,
pp.197), except that I compute the attention score differently. First, I create a scalar
(i.e. a single number) as the relevance score for each of the outputs from the
convolutional layer. The score is computed in the form of a linear transformation
between each encoded output and the decoded state at time stamp t-1 (i.e. a
previous step). These scores are then normalised using a softmax operation (see
Equation 7.1) to be in the range (0, 1), and they are further used to individually
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scale the representations of either source sentences and target sentences from the
convolutional layer before these representations are plugged into the concatenation
operation. The idea behind this method is that these weighted scores signify how
important individual input representations are to the decision for the output decoding
at time step t.

softmax(x) =
exp(xi)∑
j exp(xj)

(7.1)

Specifically, in my implementation, at each time step i, the model infers a
variable-length weight vector αi based on the current hidden states of source side
(h) and target side (hi) output. A weighted average of the source representations
is then computed as the global context vector over all the source states to decide
which parts of the translated sentence are important for quality estimation and vice
versa. Given hi for each word, the final sentence representation after the attention
mechanism then is:

s =

n∑
i

αihi,

where αi is the attention weight for hi and it is computed by:

αi =
exp(f(hi,h))∑n
i exp(f(hi,h))

,

with h being the average of its counterpart. The above two equations are a weighted
sum layer and a softmax layer computing probabilities. Their task is to make a
weighted sum to address the issue of knowing which positions are more relevant
when trying to predict next position’s output. The score function f is:

f(h,hi) = vT tanh(Wa1h+Wa2hi),

where v ∈ Rda, Wa1 ∈ Rda×2h and Wa2 ∈ Rda×2h are trainable parameters.

7.3.4 Training

Given a training triple (x,y, s), where x is the source sentence, y is the translated
sentence and s ∈ Rk is the score vector annotated by human judges from k different
aspects, respectively. MSE loss is used for training.

ℓ(x,y, s) = 1
k

∑
|SCOREi(x,y) − si|

2 + λ||Θ||2

I use a stochastic gradient method to train the parameters. For optimisation, I
choose Adam, an algorithm ‘for first-order gradient-based optimisation of stochastic
objective function’ that is memory efficient and ‘well suited for problems that are
large in terms of data and/or parameters’ (Kingma and Ba, 2014, pp.1). The method
computes adaptive learning rates for different parameters from the estimates of first
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# sentence average length (words)
EN ZH

Training 3000 24.48 24.99
Test 529 21.47 25.65

Table 7.1 Statistics of Translational Sentences

and second moments of the gradients, combining two recently popular methods,
namely AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) and RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012).
It has been known for the advantages of invariant magnitudes of parameter up-
dates, non-stationary objective and adaptive to sparse gradients step size annealing
(Kingma and Ba, 2014).

To avoid over-fitting, I apply a dropout operation (Srivastava et al., 2014) to each
layer. The key concept of randomly dropping out units from the neural network
during training is beneficial in preventing units from over co-adaptation (Hinton et al.,
2012). In other words, dropout randomly zeros some of the elements of the input
with a threshold probability p. This effective technique trims the neural networks in
order to reduce overfitting.

Perhaps the most similar method to ours is Kim and Lee (2016a) except that
the LSTM layer in this research is stacked on the hidden states generated through
the cross-lingual attention mechanism on top of a convoluted layer using word
representations as inputs, and they learn representations from large parallel corpora
instead.

7.4 Experiments

I conduct a set of experiments on the sentence level with a corpus of trainee
translation data.

7.4.1 Data

The translational data used for the training and testing in this study come from the
published Parallel Corpus of Chinese EFL Learners (Wen and Wang, 2008). As
introduced in Chapter 5, sentences from 50 translational documents for each source
text are selected and annotated by two annotators according to the same annotation
guideline ATA rubric. Therefore, I have 3529 English-Chinese translation pairs,

All the sentences have been scored per the same quality annotation scheme for
the translation documents, as described in Chapter 5.
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7.4.2 Setup

For evaluation, similar as in Chapter 6, I use the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(r), Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) and Kendall’s tau (τ) to measure the
association between model predictions and human judgements.

I use the pre-trained word embeddings to initialise the word representations. For
English, the pre-trained 200 dimension GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) are
used. For Chinese, I train 200-dimension word embeddings with Chinese Wikipedia
dump1, using Gensim package (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) with default settings. For
other languages, including Czech, German (in Section 7.7), I use the pretrained
word embeddings by fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016).

For comparison, I also implemented the four feature-based models QuEst, Full,
TopNCorr and Kbest, using the XGBoost algorithm with grid search. I use the full
set of sentence-level features for Full, and select the same subsets of features for
TopNCorr and Kbest as in Chapter 6 for the reason of convenience. Note that I
excluded a set of cohesion and coherence features that do not exist for translation
sentences2. The performance of these feature-based models are compared to the
neural model with respect to fine-grained sentence-level HTQE.

7.5 Results and Discussion

Table 7.3 presents the results of the proposed models. To show the effectiveness of
the attention mechanism, I implemented a model without the attention (w/o). Table
7.2 lists the hyper-parameter settings of the final models. The lowest correlations
with human judgements for each quality score in all the models are highlighted in
reddish colour, and the highest are highlighted in green. The neural models rank
the second best regarding correlation and are highlighted with lighter green.

word embedding size d = 200
window size k = [1, 2, 3, 4]
Initial learning rate α = 0.001
dropout rate p = 0.5
regularization λ = 1e− 3
number of layer 1

Table 7.2 Hyper-parameter settings

From the perspective of correlation with human judgements, feature-based
TopNCorr models, which are built from the top correlative features with each quality
aspects as I have discussed in Chapter 6, have outperformed all other models
significantly in predicting UT, TS, AD and TO, with nearly 20+% higher correlation

1https://dumps.wikimedia.org/zhwiki/20171103/zhwiki-20171103-pages-articles-
multistream.xml.bz2

2For the detailed list, refer to Appendix D
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Model Target MSE r ρ τ

Feature-based Model

QuEst

UT 31.01 0.37 0.37 0.26
TS 11.20 0.35 0.34 0.24
IW 4.57 0.24 0.25 0.17
TM 3.70 0.25 0.25 0.18
AD 74.75 0.39 0.38 0.27
FL 18.97 0.24 0.25 0.16
TO 155.92 0.36 0.36 0.25

Full

UT 31.32 0.33 0.34 0.23
TS 13.22 0.24 0.26 0.19
IW 4.86 0.20 0.20 0.15
TM 3.64 0.25 0.23 0.16
AD 80.21 0.32 0.33 0.22
FL 18.21 0.27 0.27 0.19
TO 155.80 0.33 0.33 0.24

TopNCorr

UT 37.72 0.54 0.53 0.38
TS 15.25 0.55 0.56 0.40
IW 8.73 0.33 0.38 0.26
TM 4.71 0.35 0.37 0.26
AD 96.92 0.55 0.55 0.39
FL 24.66 0.34 0.36 0.25
TO 180.99 0.53 0.53 0.38

Kbest

UT 53.17 0.39 0.38 0.31
TS 21.61 0.27 0.30 0.21
IW 9.74 0.18 0.19 0.13
TM 5.30 0.18 0.20 0.14
AD 139.87 0.29 0.31 0.21
FL 28.52 0.18 0.20 0.14
TO 264.24 0.29 0.30 0.21

NeuralTQE

w/ attention

UT 36.49 0.41 0.42 0.29
TS 14.13 0.38 0.41 0.29
IW 7.16 0.31 0.30 0.22
TM 4.16 0.35 0.35 0.22
AD 94.55 0.40 0.42 0.29
FL 18.02 0.32 0.34 0.24
TO 176.64 0.42 0.43 0.30

w/o attention

UT 64.41 0.22 0.23 0.16
TS 25.65 0.22 0.23 0.15
IW 11.46 0.13 0.13 0.09
TM 5.45 0.16 0.16 0.11
AD 168.90 0.23 0.24 0.16
FL 28.98 0.15 0.15 0.09
TO 296.63 0.22 0.23 0.09

Table 7.3 Sentence-level HTQE results
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with human evaluation than QuEst, Full, Kbest and NeuralTQE (w/o attention).
Welch’s t test shows that: QuEst is almost as good as Full ( t = 1.8969, df = 33.077, p
> 0.05), which is consequently no better than Kbest (t = 0.60784, df = 37.867, p > 0.05).
While the NeuralTQE with attention mechanism demonstrates better estimation
than QuEst (t = 2.0446, df = 35.326, p < 0.05) and Full (t = 4.3977, df = 39.325, p
< 0.05). NeuralTQE without attention mechanism then is worse than every other
model, including Kbest (t = 3.4492, df = 35.352, p < 0.05). Overall, NeuralTQE with
attention mechanism ranks the second best, outperformed by TopNCorr in several
aspects (UT, TS, and AD) by a margin of approximately 15% higher correlation (t =
2.8719, df = 33.814, p < 0.05). However, NeuralTQE with attention mechanism does
perform on par with ToNCorr in predicting IW,TM and FL (t = 1.1189, df= 15.965, p >
0.05).

As I have previously discussed in Chapter 5, IW and TM are more related to
language use and conventions and have been collapsed to FL. The findings above
suggest that predicting FL is more challenging than predicting AD that includes
UT and TS, as shown by the correlation scores in the shaded cells in red. The
stacked neural model with attention mechanism has manifested the potential of
estimating translation quality with respect to language use in particular. It shows
the effectiveness of a deep learning-based model without manual engineering and
reliance on other language-dependent resources such as parsers, POS taggers
and SRL labellers. Using word embeddings as representations of STs and TTs,
the proposed neural architecture prove its capability of capturing the short- and
long-range dependency that matters to quality between them.

In comparison to the MTQE based QuEst baseline features, TopNCorr, the
feature-based model built on subsets of the proposed features, has achieved an
overwhelming performance, showing its applicability to both document-level and
sentence-level HTQE.

In contrast, the neural model with attention has achieved the second place in
term of correlation with human judgements (Pearson as the primary comparison).
Nevertheless, without the attention mechanism, it is no better than the worst Kbest
model in the experiment, implying that the attention mechanism helps boost the neu-
ral model’s strength of leveraging the automatically learned semantic and syntactic
information from the pretrained word embeddings.

Kbest, best for the document-level HTQE, suffered a significant performance
deterioration for the sentence-level HTQE. At the sentence-level, features selected
on the F statistics criterion, such as source target conjunct log ratio and phrase
alignment information, become very sparse and introduce noise to the prediction
task. The inclusion of such sparse features could be problematic for estimation.
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(a) Good Translation (b) Bad Translation

Figure 7.2 Attention Plot

7.6 Case Study

7.6.1 Attention Visualisation

In view of the importance of attention mechanism in my implementation to model
the source-target sentence pair, I visualise the attention weights extracted from the
training process for a pair of translation sentences, as shown in Figure 7.2.

In the figure, the progressive bar of greyness (from light white to dark black)
indicates the weight of individual elements in the output representation at time step
t. Figure 7.2a plots the attention weights for the words in a good translation (UT
23.5, TS 20, IW 19, TM 11), and Figure 7.2b in a bad translation (UT 10, TS 9.5, IW
18, TM 10.5). It is found that

• More attention weights are given to the content words with variation.
The attention mechanism in the sequence to sequence neural machine trans-
lation models focuses on ‘local’ instead of purely ‘global’ attention, and as a
consequence it is more like ‘local alignment’ process to achieve either mono-
tonic or predictive alignment (Luong et al., 2015b). In contrast, the attention
mechanism in my approach, as manifested by the dynamic weights, does
not seek an alignment. For each sentence pair (i.e. ST and TT), higher
weights are given to content words discriminatingly in both ST and TT for
either good or bad translation. For instance, the Chinese word紧张 (‘tension’)
is less weighted than its correspondence ‘tension’ in English, and both the
English verb ‘characterize’ and its translation充满 (‘full of’) are not selected
as important elements for the good translation in Figure 7.2a.

• Attention weights also highlight potential translation errors. In the bad
translation, ‘characterized by’ and the ‘and’ in the coordinating conjunction have
been assigned higher weights than other words in the ST. The corresponding
words in the TT again do not acquire the same attention weights. Nevertheless,
the wrong translation 形成 (‘form’) of ‘characterized by’ has been notably
assigned the highest weight. This phenomenon suggests the ‘global’ nature of
the attention mechanism has caused the dynamic weights of the words in STs
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and TTs, and the attention itself tries to highlight segments in the sentence that
differs from others. Among the differences between the TTs, some are correct
translations, and some are not. Specifically, in the TTs, the highlighted parts
are often important features (e.g. noun phrases, verb phrases) as discussed
in Section 5.4.2 and 6.4.2, including those that contain potential errors (e.g.
形成).

7.6.2 Error Analysis

Turn now to the evidence on the accuracy of the neural models obtained to predict the
four component quality scores3. Figure 7.3 provides an overview of the distribution
of the human annotated scores and the predicted scores by the proposed models.

Figure 7.3 Distribution of Human Judgements and Model Predictions

As Figure 7.3 shows, there is a clear trend of contracting towards the third
quartile of the original scores (human annotations) for each type of translation quality
scores. This tendency suggests that the proposed models may have deteriorating
performance in estimating extreme scores on the continuum. In other words, the
trained models may predict higher the first quartile scores and lower the fourth
quartile scores with more significant variance. This assumption warrants further
statistical proof, though. In the following, I will discuss this phenomenon with some
specific instances.

3As AD, FL and TO are mostly a summation of weighted summation of these component scores,
and their distribution and estimation strongly correlate with these subscores as shown in Table 7.3.
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The upper example in Table 7.4 contains English source sentences and its
corresponding Chinese translations. The differences between the human scores
and model estimations are huge. A closer examination of the translations reveals
that the translation has twisted the meanings of the source sentences due to
mistranslations of the English word ‘surgeon’ as手术 (‘surgery’). Also, the Chinese
word寄托 (‘place hope on’), which does not exist in the original, has changed the
meaning of the translation. As a consequence, the whole sentence needs to be
re-translated, which explains the low scores by human annotators for UT and TS.

I suspect that features in the proposed framework cope with translation quality
at a somewhat abstract level, and as a consequence, they are insensitive to the
changes of meaning. As for the proposed neural model based on word representa-
tions, it may be biased towards word level adequacy such that significant changes
of meaning due to addition, untranslation and mistranslation to close synonyms
could not be detected accurately (in the case of the upper example). Such semantic
intricacy requires a model to better capture the underlying meaning of sentences for
those underscored ‘good’ translations. It is the same case with the lower example,
in which 更多 的 目光 投向 (‘set eyes on’) is a non-literal but valid translation for
‘renewed interest in’. Thus, freer but still valid translations do pose a challenge to
the models as well (in the case of the lower example).

Another possible explanation is that the trained models are tuned to minimise
the MSE and thus tend to predict worse the quality in the tails of the quality range.
This finding corroborates with the findings in Moreau and Vogel (2014). They found
in MT quality estimation the issue of the tails prediction problem generally holds true
for all datasets and systems, particularly for supervised methods. Optimisation in
supervised systems has intrinsic flaws in assessing the ‘very good’ and the ‘very
bad’ translations.

In these two specific examples, all models, including the best feature-based
TopNCorr and the second best neural model NeuralTQE, have shown the tendency
of augmenting the estimations for low-quality translations and underscoring for very
high-quality translations. Notwithstanding the neural model predicts best among
all models for the very low and very high UT and TS in such two cases (closer to
human annotations), the differences between its estimations and human annotation
are huge. The relatively better scores of the proposed neural model as compared to
the feature-based methods for UT and TS suggest that a neural network is more
capable of modelling semantic adequacy, compared to conventional feature-based
methods.

7.7 Task-oriented MTQE with NeuralTQE

HTER Score Prediction
It would be interesting to apply the sentence-level HTQE framework to MTQE data.
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Model UT TS IW TM AD FL TO

Freedom from this constraint is the dream of every
transplant surgeon .
打破 这 种 局限性 的 梦想 就 寄托 在 了 每次 移植 手
术上了。

Human 6 4.5 21.5 12.5 10.5 34 44.5
QuEst 23.3 16.4 18.0 9.2 43.2 31.5 69.7
Full 17.7 13.7 16.7 9.4 38.2 29.5 71.6
TopNCorr 15.9 13.3 21.4 11.6 11.9 28.8 62.1
Kbest 28.3 23.7 26.5 19.4 48.3 29.5 71.6
NeuralTQE 12.9 10.5 20.2 11.5 15.5 31.1 71.5

So far attempts to make artificial organs have been dis-
appointing :nature is hard to mimic. hence the renewed
interest in trying to use organs from animals .
到 目前 为止 ， 尝试 模拟 人造 器官 的 结果 让 人 颇
有些 失望 ： 自然 难以 模拟 。 因而 人们 将 更 多 的
目光投向动物的器官上。

Human 33.5 22.5 22.5 13.5 56 35.5 91.5
QuEst 23.9 15.9 17.3 11.3 43.6 31.9 76.1
Full 28.9 19.5 21.1 11.9 49.3 30.6 82.7
TopNCorr 25.1 16.7 20.9 13.4 56.1 36.22 82.5
Kbest 19.4 15.1 18.4 11.2 34.5 29.6 63.9
NeuralTQE 29.6 20.9 18.5 10.5 36.5 29.1 85.5

Table 7.4 Human Annotation and Model Predictions

DE-EN EN-DE
sentences words sentences words

training 23000 404,198 25000 453666
development 1000 19487 1000 18152
test 2000 35577 2000 36119

Table 7.5 Staistics of WMT17 dataset

Therefore, I apply this stacked neural solution to the sentence-level MTQE task
which scores translation sentences according to the proportion of words that need
to be changed, using HTER (Snover et al., 2006) as a quality score (Specia et al.,
2009a). I did not implement the feature-based methods in this task, considering the
time constraint and the complexity of preparing the necessary linguistic resources,
in addition to the lack of knowledge of these languages.

I use the released German-English (DE-EN) and English-German (EN-DE)
datasets (Specia and Logacheva, 2017) in the WMT17 quality estimation shared
task4, comparing the neural models with other participating systems in the shared
task. The statistics of the dataset can be found in Table 7.7.

For evaluation, I use Pearson’s correlation r as the primary metric as it was in the
official ranking of the WMT17 shared task (Bojar et al., 2017). Results are shown in
Table 7.6. All the results are obtained with the same configuration as in Section 7.5
for HTQE.

Results show that the NeuralTQE model shows no significant improvement over
the baseline, suggesting much room to improve for the model to be comparable to
the winning systems.

4http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/quality-estimation-task.html
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r

Model DE-EN EN-DE
WMT17 baseline 0.45 0.39
WMT17 1st Winner (Kim et al., 2017) 0.73 0.69
WMT17 2nd Winner (Martins et al., 2017) 0.65 0.63
NeuralTQE 0.41 0.45

Table 7.6 Predicting MT HTER scores

DE-EN EN-DE
SMT NMT SMT

sentences words sentences words sentences words
training 26032 493010/509456 13442 234725/255610 26299 442074/466026
development 1000 18817/19434 1000 17669/19224 1000 16565/17462
test 2000 34793/36163 2000 33643/35577

Table 7.7 Staistics of the German-English and English-German datasets

Post-Editing Time Prediction
The WMT 2018 quality estimation shared task 5 also provides additional labels
collected during post-editing:

• post-editing time in seconds

• number of keys pressed for ten types of keys

To verify the workability of the proposed model, I train models for estimating post-
editing time and the summation of keystrokes needed in a revision for each MT
sentence. I choose the DE-EN and EN-DE and English-Czech (EN-CS) data6

released by the organiser (Specia et al., 2018). Note that the EN-DE data contains
both SMT and NMT data and I report post-editing time and keystrokes for two types
of MT data in this language direction. Table 7.7 lists the data statistics. Table 7.8
details the results of models on the development datasets7.

According to the results in Table 7.6 and Table 7.8, we can see NeuralTQE
models perform rather stable across different tasks, having achieved the same level
of performance (r ⩾ 0.3 ) on both HTQE data and MTQE data on task-specific QE. In
particular, models for estimating post-editing time and keystrokes for revision in the

5http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/quality-estimation-task.html
6We kept experiencing error dealing with the Latvian data and finally gave up.
7We do not have the gold labels for the test data at the moment of writing.

DE-EN EN-DE EN-CS
Target SMT NMT SMT SMT
PE Time 0.41 0.44 0.35 0.55
Key Strokes 0.33 0.40 0.42 0.73

Table 7.8 Predicting MT post-editing Time and Keystrokes
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English-Czech direction achieve the highest correlation with reference annotations,
using no more information than word embeddings.

7.8 Summary

I have introduced a neural model for human translation quality estimation, proposing
a weighted cross attention mechanism to adaptively detect the essential parts in
source-target sentence pairs for quality estimation. Without feature engineering,
results show that the neural model can outperform conventional feature-based
baselines. This research can be regarded as a step towards fully automated
reference-free translation quality evaluation using neural models.

This chapter makes several noteworthy contributions to current translation quality
estimation studies. A stacked neural framework leveraging both CNN and RNN net-
works with an attention mechanism is proposed to model translation pairs. Besides,
this work treats sentence-level HTQE as a learning task of simulating fine-grained
direct assessments of human annotators, providing insight into human translation
quality from different aspects and thus possibly more useful feedback to trainee
translators.

I have also shown the proposed feature framework can be leveraged to build
models for the sentence-level HTQE. In comparison to feature-based models, the
neural framework has achieved impressive performance to estimate fine-grained
quality scores for sentence-level trainee translations with a much simpler structure
design and has demonstrated its application in the MTQE task to predict post-editing
efforts.

I identify that the word representation based neural model favours literal transla-
tions, and it suffers insensitivity to meaning changes resulting from lexical changes.





Chapter 8

Conclusion and Further Research

HTQE, as a nascent, interdisciplinary subfield of Translation Studies, calls for
more in-depth methodological and theoretical innovation. The issue of HTQE
has only recently drawn the attention of a few translation scholars and language
researchers (Yuan, 2016), and most quantitative analysis of human translations
quality are not designed with a ‘reference-free estimation’ in mind. Reference-free
fine-grained HTQE has a significant potential for translator education, translation
quality control and qualification accreditation, fitting in the scenario where evaluating
human translations can be automatised for different tasks, e.g. pedagogical, self-
learning, quality control and scoring for large-scale certification examinations.

In this thesis, I have attempted to address the issue of HTQE from two different
approaches: feature-based and deep learning-based. Throughout the work, I have
been working on two challenges: translation representation and learning effective-
ness. The challenge of translation representation is related to the fact that HTs are
often a textual-linguistic product to a large extent different from MTs. The first goal
has been to exploit methods and algorithms to develop novel representations that
are useful for building effective quality estimation models for HTs. In response, I
employ a selection of features with high predictive power from previous research
in MTQE, while engineering extensively new features that aim to capture multiple
aspects of translation quality (e.g. content, style, terminology, discourse informa-
tion). The second goal is associated with the effective learning, i.e. to compare
effective machine learning QE models for fine-grained quality prediction. Rather
than automatic metric scores and post-editing effort metric (HTER), I tried to predict
a hierarchy of 7 quality scores for translated documents and sentences that have
been assigned by human annotators. I investigated the effectiveness of conven-
tional feature-based statistical learning algorithms and deep neural networks. In this
chapter, I recap the main findings of the thesis, discuss its contribution, foreground
its implications, and highlight potential issues to address in the future.
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8.1 Conclusions

The main conclusions of this work are:

• for RQ1 and RQ2

– Monolingual, bilingual and language modelling features spanning shal-
low, lexical, syntactic, discourse aware features and terminology features,
on top of a small proportion of MTQE-inspired features, comprise the
framework of features that has been designed for interpretability (as-
sociation of the features with translation quality) and simplicity (ease
of computation, avoiding computational complexity and reliance on too
many external resources).

– Using language-independent statistical features, I identify terminology
from monolingual texts via a supervised classifier. N-grams from both
STs and TTs can be classified automatically as terms or non-terms.
Trained with cross-domain and cross-language data, the term classifier
based on the proposed feature set of statistics, with mediocre precision
but satisfactory recall, could help identify potential terms in the target
texts of technical domains, where normalised frequencies of such ‘terms’
are indicative of translation quality in different aspects, showing above-
weak to moderate correlation with multiple quality scores.

• for RQ3 andRQ4

– At the document level, with the proposed feature set, quality estimation
can be achieved through regression learning. Fine-grained quality scores
have been predicted with high correlation with human judgements (r >
0.7) via training on human annotated examples. Overall, feature selected
using variable ranking have demonstrated the possibility of outperforming
the strong baseline for estimating different quality components in different
configurations of learning settings. When applied to a small set of
human annotated MT data, the model based on the selected k-best
features performs most effectively (r > 0.49), while two other models
(Full and TopNCorr) outperform the baseline QuEst in most aspects
except predicting the total score.

– The proposed feature framework is suitable for both document-level
and sentence-level HTQE, giving the best estimators with the selected
features on the data. The proposed neural model ranked the second
best among four other feature-based models for sentence-level HTQE.
When the neural framework is applied to estimating HTER scores in
MTQE, it has achieved comparable performance to the strong baseline
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in the WMT17 quality estimation shared task, showing strong potential
for other task-oriented MTQE as well, e.g. predicting post-editing time,
keystrokes, with only word embeddings as input.

– Principal component analysis of the distribution of translation errors
reveals that human translation quality issues are more content-related,
which are largely due to translator’s decision making and incapability of
switching between two languages. In contrast, MT translation errors are
more related to target language quality. MT errors occur more in creative
texts (e.g. prose), and HT errors are more pronounced in Science texts.
Some categories of features, e.g. shallow features, bilingual and distance
metrics highly correlate with all quality scores. In particular, target-side
features are more prominent than source-side features.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• Extension of translation quality features. I have developed a large feature
set for HTQE, of which the majority are newly engineered. Experiments show
these features can be used for estimating various quality components of a
fine-grained evaluation scheme (ATA rubric 2011). Though the features are
designed with document-level comparison in mind, most of these features are
applicable to the sentence representation.

• Supervised learning for cross-lingual term extraction. I have proposed a
supervised learning method for classifying bilingual n-grams into terms and
non-terms for the purpose of quality estimation. Different from the statistical
and linguistic approach, I exploit statistical features that are independent of
languages to train classification models and apply them to cross-language and
cross-domain texts. On the same dataset (GENIA), the F-score of the model
increases from 0.72 to 0.82. Experiments show the number of terms identified
moderately correlates with human annotated quality scores.

• Corpus of Translations with quality annotation. I have built a corpus of
English-Chinese trainee translations with fine-grained quality scores. I sam-
pled 457 documents and 3529 sentence pairs of trainee translations from
a published parallel corpus, and have them manually annotated with quality
scores according to the ATA rubric. I have also annotated a set of machine
and human translations (42 documents each) using the adapted MQM-DQF
synthetic framework. On its basis, I ran the principal component analysis to
reveal the interaction of translation text types and errors. The results are useful
to describe and explain the translation errors in HTs and MTs. At the same
time, findings from such data-driven analysis may lend insights into future
feature engineering for more robust models.
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• Investigation of individual feature contribution to different translation
quality aspects. I have investigated the contribution of individual features to
specific quality scores. I used the pair-wise correlation analysis to rank the
linear dependency between each feature and each quality label in the quality
annotation scheme. I further investigated their contribution using the ‘Kbest’
feature selection method in association with grid search. This comprehensive
study allows patterns of feature-quality association to emerge. The detailed
correlations between them can point a direction to build predictive quality
estimation models, as illustrated in Chapter 7. Large-scale analysis of the
contribution of textual-linguistic features to multi-level quality scores has not
been done before this study.

• HTQE at different granularities. I have investigated HTQE at the document-
and sentence-level. I used the XGBoost algorithm with grid search parameter
optimisation to predict fine-grained quality scores for HTs, and even MTs
at the document level, having achieved a 0.62-0.76 correlation with human
judgements at the document-level, and 0.34 -0.55 at the sentence-level.

• Stacked neural model for sentence-level HTQE. I have proposed a hier-
archical neural model with a customised attention mechanism to capture
sentence level equivalence. The proposed neural model proves effective
for reference-free quality estimation at the sentence level. For HTQE, the
proposed method has obtained a marginal increase of 4-8% in terms of the cor-
relations with human judgements. For MTQE, the neural model is comparable
to the baseline but falls behind the winning systems.

8.2 Further Work

However, I shall acknowledge the limitations of my efforts in this thesis, and
propose some directions for future work.

• Extending the branches of current translation quality assessment in
Translation Studies.
In Holmes’s ‘map’ of Translation Studies, quality assessment is only a branch
of Applied Translation Studies under the umbrella of translation criticism (Toury,
2012). This phenomenon conflicts with the truth that artificial intelligence has
become an inseparable part of our life and research, with almost all quality as-
sessment related studies centring around manual appreciation and evaluation.
That the evaluation process of translation quality can be computerised has
been long ignored in the world of Translation Studies. This study showcases
an undertaking in which that HTs are represented in numeric vectors through
carefully engineered features and/or via unsupervised representation learning
method so as to automate their evaluation at different granularities.
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Automatising the evaluation process for specific scenarios where a reliable
quality system can provide fine-grained feedback to end users is what I attempt
to achieve. However, more systemic and in-depth work and condense con-
ceptualisation are warranted. In the future, interdisciplinary efforts combining
the domain knowledge of Translation Studies and statistical learning could be
employed to enrich and deepen this subfield.

• Integrating ATR with HTQE more elegantly.
The attempt to automatise the term extraction for TQE could be further ex-
tended for domain-specific TQE in the future. I will inspect more refined ways
of integrating ATR results with TQE task, exploring how the term identifica-
tion information can be maximally utilised. For instance, I plan to treat the
terminology extraction as a neural sequence labelling task. Without relying on
handcrafted features and task-specific resources, I will examine the plausibility
of neural models for terminology extraction. Many neural models have obtained
state-of-the-art performance on other sequence labelling tasks (Lample et al.,
2016; Ma and Hovy, 2016–2018). Therefore, I can train a neural model on
the monolingual in-domain data by utilising character- (Santos and Zadrozny,
2014) and word-level CNN (Strubell et al., 2017) and LSTM structures to
represent global sequence information, in addition to a Conditional Random
Field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001) layer to capture dependencies between
neighbouring labels.

• Promoting multi-purpose HTQE applications.
At the document level, the feature-based models have achieved high correla-
tions with human judgements (up to 0.7 in terms of Pearson). This suggests
that these working models can be utilised in scenarios where fast, cheap and
consistent human-like evaluation is needed. For instance, incorporating these
models into computer-aided translation learning environment to offer quality
feedback to trainee translators could be promising. With these models, a
translation could be selected by the criterion of certain quality aspect, e.g. low
UT scores, average TM scores, for post-editing or diagnosis analysis. Perhaps,
the most pertinent and valuable application of these models to this study is
to exploit these models in large-scale translation exams, e.g. university-wide,
nation-wide and even world-wide certification exams, to grade translation work
at different granularities, providing assistance to human evaluators just like the
e-rater® automated writing evaluation engine to ETS essay scoring (Burstein,
2003).

• Applying the feature framework to other NLP tasks.
The large set of features can be potentially used for other text analytical
tasks, such as stylometry comparison, document classification and language
identification. For instance, I can utilise the proposed feature-based method to
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identify translated and non-translated texts and see how they perform against
other methods (Ilisei et al., 2010; Rabinovich and Wintner, 2015). In particular,
I may apply the feature framework and the neural model to filter low-quality
translations in classification tasks.

• Optimising parameters.
Even though document-level quality estimation models built with the proposed
features together have manifested superiority in estimating all specified quality
scores at both the document-level and the sentence-level, this better perfor-
mance, however, is not best optimised. Though I have carried out grid search
to fine tune the models and implement feature selection for each quality com-
ponent, I specified a very narrow range of parameters to cut off running time.
In the future, I need to experiment with more optimisation for each submodel.

• Improving the neural model.
The proposed neural model with attention mechanism achieves reasonably
good correlation with human judgements at the sentence level for direct human
assessment quality scores (e.g. ATA scores). It also has achieved fairly
reasonable performance for indirect quality measures (e.g. HTER scores,
keystrokes) on the MT data. The stacked neural framework leverages the
strengths of two neural architectures, using only continuous dense vectors
learned from monolingual corpora. This fact leaves space for future work to

– integrate discrete feature layers.
Manual features have been investigated for most NLP tasks over the past
decades and cover the most useful indicators for solving the problem. For
QE, such information can be complementary to features automatically
induced from neural networks. Therefore, combining discrete features
with neural representations can potentially lead to improved model per-
formance. For example, it is worth incorporating alignment information
into the current model.

– adjust the structure of the encoding layers.
I have employed BiLSTM on top of a CNN convolutional layer with the
attention to encode ST-TT pairs. However, this structure can be adjusted
in many ways. For instance, I can switch the order of CNN and LSTM
architecture for different effects. Alternatively, I may try other improved
neural models such as soft patterns, a neural version of a weighted finite
state automation (Mohri, 1996) that extends the one-layer CNN and lies
in between RNNs and CNNs (Schwartz et al., 2018), and the LSTM-
state (Zhang et al., 2018), a parallel state LSTM recurrently exchanging
local and global information simultaneously rather than incrementally,
that have shown stronger representation power for sentences in text
classification tasks.
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– implement different attention strategies.
For easy computation, I adopt a linear transformation of the encoded
sentence representation and corresponding hidden status of words in
the counterpart sentence. Despite that there are signs this attention
mechanism has improved the neural model in comparison to the one
without attention, other attention implementation methods could be po-
tentially advantageous. In particular, multi-head self-attention (Vaswani
et al., 2017a), bilinear dot-product method (Vaswani et al., 2017b), atten-
tion weights control by coverage constraint (Luong et al., 2015b), and
attention weights sharpening method (Chorowski et al., 2015), e.g. by
adding temperature parameter β to the softmax function, or masking low
weight, have been recently proposed for NMT and speech recognition.
The effectiveness of these methods on modelling sentence pairs in terms
of translation quality needs further investigation.

– train task-specific embeddings.
In comparison to the winning systems (Kim et al., 2017; Martins et al.,
2017) for WMT17 QE shared task, the proposed neural model needs to
be improved. I notice that Martins et al. (2017) have achieved the state-
of-the-art performance by training a neural word prediction model from
parallel corpora and combining it with the neural quality estimation model.
Their stacked model contains the quality information of word translations.
In contrast, in this thesis the neural model uses only word embeddings
trained from monolingual corpora. This is problematic for TQE as the
word-level quality information has been ignored. Recently, task-specific
word embeddings have been considered important for various NLP tasks
(Tang et al., 2014; Gouws and Søgaard, 2015), and new algorithms
(Artetxe et al., 2018; Athiwaratkun et al., 2018) to train embeddings more
effectively for a range of tasks have been advanced. I intend to address
this issue by learning quality-specific word embeddings that integrate the
quality information into the loss function of the chosen neural networks,
seeing if new methods of sub-word, word and sentence representation
can improve the model accuracy.

– compare with other neural models.
Due to the nature of this research is to investigate the effectiveness
of the representation means of translations, it is thus not prioritised to
explore efficacy of different deep learning architectures. For this reason, I
compared only the feature-based model with the proposed neural model.
No other neural models are compared to the proposed method. It would
be fair to compare a single CNN, LSTM or BiLSTM model with the
stacked model in this thesis.
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• Building high-quality HT data for TQE shared task.
The datasets presented in this study are still relatively small. Both trans-
lated documents and sentences need to be expanded regarding the number
of samples and language directions. For instance, due to the small num-
ber of document-level translations, I could not examine the effectiveness of
the proposed neural model for document-level QE. In the future, I consider
crowdsourcing the quality annotation for a larger number of annotated data
of multiple language directions. These data can be employed to organise
fine-grained QE shared tasks similar to current WMT QE shared tasks.

• Implementing HTQE for multiple language pairs.
Due to the lack of knowledge of other languages and time constraint, I could
not investigate the performance of feature-based models for translations of
language pairs other than English-Chinese. It would be worthwhile to explore
the effectiveness of the proposed feature set for MTQE of different language
pairs at different granularities.
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This appendix contains source texts in English and one example trainee translations
to them each, together with a Google Translate back translation for comparison.
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Source Text Trainee Translation Example Back Translation
hostility and fear are universally the
products of ignorance , and our an-
tagonism is no exception . One can-
not deny that insects are a nuisance
when their bites become sore , and
a threat when they transmit disease
, but , viewed dispassionately , even
noxious insects are beautiful . From
having studied their fossilized remains
, we know that insects have inhabited
the earth for nearly 400 million years
. Today we find them abundantly ev-
erywhere we look . Insects have been
discovered on the snow of the polar
caps and the peaks of high mountains
. Bees , wasps , ants and termites
have intricate societies in which differ-
ent members are specialized for forag-
ing , defense and reproduction . The
life of a worker honeybee is even sep-
arated into successive occupations :
during the first three weeks the young
worker grooms the queen and her
eggs , cleans out the hive , cools it
by wing-fanning at the entrance , and
attacks or walls in intruders . Only af-
ter this apprenticeship is the graduate
allowed to leave the hive and forage
for nectar and pollen . Add to such be-
havior the fact that some ants use leaf
fragments as spoons in which to carry
soft food back to their nest , and one is
tempted to describe insects as " intelli-
gent " and begin to make comparisons
between insect and human societies .
It saddens me that people deny them-
selves the simple pleasure of appre-
ciating the exquisite elegance of even
the more common insects . Only a
moment with a hand lens is required
to discover a new world of design and
beauty .

敌意 和 恐惧 常常 被 认为 是 无知 的
产物 ， 我们 对 昆虫 的 敌对 情绪 也
不 例外 。 没有 人 可以 否认 昆虫 是
一个 令人讨厌 的 家伙 ， 因为 她 咬
我们 会 给 我们 带来 疼痛 并会 传播
疾病 。 但是 ， 客观 地说 ， 其实 有
毒的昆虫是美丽的。从对它们遗
留下来 的 化石 的 研究 来看 ， 我们
了解 到 昆虫 在 地球 上 居住 了 将近
400万年。今天我们所见之处都有
它们 的 身影 。 在 冰雪 覆盖 的 极地
地区 和 高山 的 山峰 也 发现 了 昆虫
的踪迹。蜜蜂，黄蜂，蚂蚁和白
蚁杂居在一起，形成了特殊的社
会群体 ， 各 成员 分工 不同 有 的 负
责寻食，有的负责防御还有的负
责 繁殖 。 工蜂 的 一生 甚至 被 分成
连续 的 工作 阶段 ： 在 最初 的 三周
里 年轻 的 工蜂 为 母蜂 和 幼蜂 擦洗
， 打扫 蜂窝 ， 在 蜂窝 口用 翅膀 扇
风 为 蜂窝 降温 并 防御 外敌 入侵 。
学徒 期 结束 便 进入 下一阶段 工作
， 为 蜂窝 产生 花蜜 和 传播 花粉 做
好 准备 。 除此之外 ， 一些 蚂蚁 用
碎 树叶子 当作 匙子 一样 将 软 食物
输送 回 巢穴 。 有人 认为 昆虫 很 聪
明并开始拿它和人类作比较。令
我 难过 的 是 人们 拒绝接受 欣赏 极
其 优雅 的 东西 带来 的 简单 快乐 ，
甚至 对 极其 普通 的 昆虫 也 是 如此
。 发现 一个 崭新 世界 的 创意 和 美
丽，用一只隐形的手，那只是片
刻的事情。

Hostility and fear are often considered
to be the product of ignorance, and
our hostility to insects is no exception.
No one can deny that an insect is an
annoying person because she bites
us and causes pain and spreads dis-
ease. However, objectively speaking,
actually poisonous insects are beauti-
ful. From the study of the fossils that
they left behind, we understand that
insects have lived on Earth for nearly
4 million years. Today we have their
presence everywhere we see. Traces
of insects have also been found on
snow-covered polar regions and moun-
tain peaks. Bees, wasps, ants and
termites are living together to form a
special social group. Each member
has a different division of labor and is
responsible for searching for food, and
some are responsible for defense and
others responsible for breeding. The
life of a worker bee is even divided
into successive stages of work: During
the first three weeks, the young worker
bees scrub the mother and baby bees,
sweep the honeycomb, use the wings
of the honeycomb to cool the honey-
comb and defend against foreign in-
vasion. When the apprentice period
is over, he enters the next stage of
work, preparing the nectar for the hon-
eycomb and spreading the pollen. In
addition to this, some ants send soft
foods back to their nests using broken
tree leaves as a spoon. Some people
think that insects are very smart and
start to compare it with humans. What
makes me sad is that people refuse to
accept the simple happiness brought
about by the extremely elegant things,
even to the extremely ordinary insects.
Finding a new world of creativity and
beauty, using an invisible hand, is just
a moment.

Table A.1 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Insects
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three types of empty-shell marriages
have been identified . in a devitalized
relationship husband and wife lack ex-
citement or any real interest in their
spouse or their marriage . boredom
and apathy characterize this marriage
. yet serious arguments are rare . in
a conflict-habituated relationship hus-
band and wife frequently quarrel in pri-
vate . they may also quarrel in pub-
lic or put up a facade of being com-
patible . the relationship is charac-
terized by constant conflict , tension
, and bitterness . and in a passive-
congenial relationship both partners
are not happy , but are content with
their lives and generally feel adequate
. the partners may have some inter-
ests in common , but these interests
are generally insignificant . this type
of relationship generally has little overt
conflict . the number of empty-shell
marriages is unknown – it may be as
high as the number of happily married
couples . the atmosphere in empty-
shell marriages is without much fun
or laughter . members do not share
and discuss their problems or experi-
ences with each other . communica-
tion is kept to a minimum . children in
such families are usually starved for
love and reluctant to have friends over
as they are embarrassed about having
their friends see their parents interact-
ing . the couples in these marriages
engage in few activities together and
display no pleasure in being in one an-
other ’s company . the members are
highly aware of each other ’s weak-
nesses and sensitive areas , and they
manage to frequently mention these
areas in order to hurt one another .

三种 “ 空壳 ” 婚姻 已经 被 定义 了 。
在 这种 没有 什么 实质 意义 的 关系
中，夫妻对他们的配偶和婚姻缺
乏激情或真正的兴趣。厌倦和冷
漠 是 这种 婚姻 的 典型 特征 。 尽管
激烈 的 争吵 少有 ， 但 在 这种 少闹
已成 习惯 的 关系 中 ， 双方 常 为了
自身 的 利益 而 争吵 。 他们 常常 在
表面上 保持 和谐 ， 却 也 时常 在 公
共场合 争吵 。 这种 关系 充满 了 持
续的矛盾，紧张与苦痛。在这种
消极的关系中，双方都感到不快
乐，但是对他们各自的生活却普
遍 觉得 比较 满足 。 双方 的 兴趣 中
可能存在着某些共性，但在此也
显得无足轻重。这种关系普遍表现
为 没什么 公开 的 矛盾 。 具体 有 多
少这种 “空壳 ”婚姻还上未知的，
通常 它 的 数量 和 幸福 婚姻 的 一样
多 。 这种 “ 空壳 ” 婚姻 缺乏 兴趣 和
快乐 。 他们 不会 分享 和 讨论 之间
的问题和经验，交流是他们最缺
乏 的 。 这种 家庭 的 孩子 极度 渴望
爱 ， 害怕 交朋友 ， 因为 他们 怕 父
母的情况让别人开出来。这些夫
妻 很少 一起 参加 活动 ， 也 不会 因
为 参与 到 对方 朋友 圈子 感到 开心
。 夫妻 双方 是 最 了解 对方 弱点 的
，他们常常利用这些互相伤害。

Three "empty shells" marriages have
been defined. In this kind of relation-
ship with no substantial meaning, cou-
ples lack passion or real interest in
their spouses and marriage. Tiredness
and indifference are typical features of
this marriage. Although fierce quar-
rels are rare, in such a habit of less
trouble, the two parties often quarrel
over their own interests. They often
seem to be in harmony, but they also
often quarrel in public. This relation-
ship is full of persistent conflicts, ten-
sions and pains. In this negative rela-
tionship, both parties feel unhappy, but
they generally feel more satisfied with
their respective lives. There may be
some commonalities in the interests
of both parties, but this also seems to
be insignificant. This kind of relation-
ship generally shows no open contra-
diction. Specifically, how many such
“empty shells” marriages are still un-
known, usually the number of which
is as much as that of happiness and
marriage. This "empty shell" marriage
lacks interest and happiness. They
will not share the problems and expe-
riences between discussions and dis-
cussions, and communication is the
one they lack most. The children
of this family are extremely eager to
love and afraid of making friends be-
cause they fear that their parents’ cir-
cumstances make others come for-
ward. These couples seldom attend
the event together, and they do not
feel happy because they are involved
in each other’s friends. Both husband
and wife are the ones most aware of
the other’s weaknesses, and they of-
ten use these to harm each other.

Table A.2 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Marriage
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i first took up walking as a means of
escape . After a busy morning in my of-
fice , I found it refreshing to take a stroll
at lunchtime , to breathe the fresh air
and feel the sun . Another walk in the
cold night air was , I discovered , an
exhilarating way to unwind . I ’ll never
forget the feeling I got one winter night
as I walked the deserted streets after
many grueling hours at the hospital . I
suddenly realized that I no longer felt
tense or tired . All the worries about
my patients¡¯ illnesses , as well as my
own personal cares , seemed to evap-
orate as quickly as the smoky vapor
of my breath in the frosty night . As I
incorporated walking into my schedule
, not only were my spirits lifted , but my
weight and blood pressure were grad-
ually reduced . I began reviewing the
medical literature on walking . From
this research , and my clinical obser-
vations as a family physician , I found
that it is possible to walk your way to
better health , a trimmer body and a
longer life no matter what your age .
Walking , like swimming , bicycling and
running , is an aerobic exercise which
builds the capacity for energy output
and physical endurance by increasing
the supply of oxygen to skin and mus-
cles . Such exercise may be a primary
factor in the prevention of heart and
circulatory disease . As probably the
least strenuous , safest aerobic activity
, walking is the most acceptable exer-
cise for the greatest number of peo-
ple . Walking at comfortable speed
improves the efficiency of the cardio-
respiratory system by stimulating the
lungs and heart , but at a more gradual
rate than most other forms of exercise
.

我 一 开始 把 散步 当作 是 一种 逃避
的 手段 。 经过 在 办公室 的 一个 忙
碌 的 早晨 ， 我 发现 在 午饭时间 溜
达 一下 ， 呼吸 一下 新鲜 的 空气 和
感受一下 阳光 可以 重新 使 精神 振
作。我发现，又一个是在凉爽夜
晚 空气 中 的 散步 ， 这是 一个 令人
高兴 的 松弛 方法 。 我 不会 忘记 那
个冬天的夜晚当我在医院经历了
一大 段 使 人 精疲力竭 的 工作 时间
之后，行走在没有人的街道上的
感受 。 我 突然 意识 到 我 不再 感到
紧张或疲惫。我所有的忧愁，关
于我的病人的，关于我自己的，
都在这个寒冷的夜里，随着我呼
出 的 气息 一样 迅速 烟消云散 了 。
当 我 结合 了 散步 到 我 的 日程安排
表中 ， 不仅仅 振奋 了 我 的 精神 ，
而且我的体重和血压也逐步地降
低 了 。 我 开始 再次 复习 关于 散步
的医学文献。从这个研究和我作
为 一个 家庭医生 的 临床 观测 结果
， 我 发现 对于 任何 年龄 层次 的 人
， 散步 对 畅通 的 呼吸 ， 更具 适应
性的体魄，和延长寿命很有好处
。散步，就像游泳，骑自行车和
跑步 一样 ， 是 一种 有氧 运动 。 它
通过 给 皮肤 和 肌肉 增加 氧气 的 提
供 量 来 建立 能量 输出 的 能力 以及
增强 体力 。 这样 的 运动 在 防止 心
脏 和 血液 循环系统 的 疾病 方面 起
到 主要 的 作用 。 由于 散步 可能 是
最 轻松 最 安全 的 有氧 活动 ， 所以
它是被最多数人们接受的运动。
以 舒适 的 速度 散步 能够 刺激 肺部
和 心脏 从而 提高 心肺 体系 的 功能
， 但是 相比 其他 形式 的 运动 又 有
一个较为渐进的速率。

In the beginning, I used walking as a
means of escape. After a busy morn-
ing in the office, I found that walking
around during lunch time, breathing
fresh air and feeling the sun can re-
fresh my spirits. I found that another
one is taking a walk in the cool night
air. This is a pleasing way to relax. I
will not forget that winter night when
I was in the hospital after a period of
exhausting working hours and walk-
ing on the streets without people. I
suddenly realized that I was no longer
nervous or tired. All my worries, my
patients, my own, were on this cold
night, and as soon as I exhaled the
breath I quickly disappeared. When
I took a walk to my schedule, it not
only inspired my spirit, but my weight
and blood pressure also gradually de-
creased. I began to review the medical
literature on walking again. From this
study and my clinical observations as
a family doctor, I found that for people
of any age, walking is good for smooth
breathing, more physical fitness, and
longer life expectancy. Walking, like
swimming, cycling and running, is an
aerobic exercise. It builds energy out-
put and enhances physical strength by
increasing oxygen supply to the skin
and muscles. This kind of exercise
plays a major role in preventing heart
and blood circulation diseases. Since
walking may be the easiest and safest
aerobic activity, it is the most accepted
sport for most people. Walking at a
comfortable pace can stimulate the
lungs and heart to improve the func-
tion of the cardiopulmonary system,
but there is a more gradual rate than
other forms of exercise.

Table A.3 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Walking
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it was a bleak , rainy day , and I had no
desire to drive up the winding moun-
tain road to my daughter Carolyn ’s
house . But she had insisted that I
come see something at the top of the
mountain . Turning down a narrow
track , we parked the car and got out
. We walked along a path that was
thick with old pine needles . Huge
black green evergreens towered over
. Gradually the peace and silence of
the place began to fill my mind . Then
we turned a corner , and I stopped and
gasped in amazement . From the top
of the mountain , sloping for several
acres across folds and valleys were
rivers of daffodils in radiant bloom .
A profusion of color , from the palest
ivory to the deepest lemon to the most
vivid salmon , blazed like a carpet be-
fore us . It looked as though the sun
had tipped over and spilled gold down
the mountainside . A riot of questions
filled my mind . Who created such
beauty ? Why ? How ? As we ap-
proached the home that stood in the
center of the property , we saw a sign
: ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS I
KNOW YOU ARE ASKING . The first
answer was : ONE WOMAN , TWO
HANDS , TWO FEET AND VERY LIT-
TLE BRAIN . The second was : ONE
AT A TIME . The third : STARTED IN
1958 . As we drove home , I was so
moved by what we had seen I could
scarcely speak . "She changed the
world , " I finally said , "one bulb at a
time " . She started almost 40 years
ago , probably just the beginning of an
idea , but she kept at it . " The wonder
of it would not let me go . "Imagine , " I
said , "if I ’d had a vision and worked at
it , jut a little bit every day , what might
have I accomplished ? "

这是 一个 灰暗 的 下雨天 ， 我 丝毫
也不过刮着大风的山路去我女儿
卡洛琳的家。但是她坚持让我去
看山顶上的某样东西。开过一个
狭窄 的 拐弯处 ， 我们 停下 了 车 然
后 走 出去 。 我们 沿着 一条 厚厚 地
覆盖着古老的松针的小道走着。
大片 的 黑绿 的 常绿 树木 呈现 在 眼
前。渐渐的，这里的平静和安寂
开始 充满 了 我 的 思绪 。 然后 我们
拐了一个弯突然我仍停了下来，
被 这个 神奇 的 景象 吸引住 了 。 从
山顶 往下 看 ， 斜 跨过 折层 和 山谷
的 几 英亩 地上 都 是 闪着光 的 水仙
花的海洋。一种充沛的颜色从最
纯 的 象牙白 到 最深 的 柠檬黄 再 到
最 生动 的 粉红色 就 像 一条 地毯 在
我们 面前 闪耀 。 它 看上去 就 像是
太阳已经斜翻了过去，把它的金
色 倾倒 在 山边 一样 。 一大 串 问题
填满了我的脑袋。谁造就了这样
的 美景 ？ 为什么 ？ 怎样 造就 的 ？
当我们靠近在山中的家的时候，
我们 看到 一个 标记 ： 我 知道 你们
在 问 问题 的 答案 。 第一个 回答 是
： 一个 女人 两只手 ， 两只 脚 和 很
小 的 智慧 。 第二个 是 ： 一次 一个
。第三个是：从 1958年开始。当
我们 开车 回家 的 时候 ， 我 是 如此
得 感动 于 我们 的 所见 以至于 我 无
法言语。 "她改变了世界 "我最后
说道， "一次 一个植物 "。她几乎
是从难从 40年前开始的，可能只
是 一个 主意 的 开始 ， 但是 她 坚持
了 下来 。 " 这个 奇迹 让 我 不能 离
开 。 " 想像 ， " 我 说道 ， " 如果 我
有一个想像，然后在此努力，每
天只是一点，我可能会有什么成
就呢？ "

This is a grey rainy day, but I did not
even scratch the windy mountain road
to my daughter Caroline’s home. But
she insisted on letting me go to see
something on the top of the moun-
tain. After a narrow turn, we stopped
the car and walked out. We walk
along a trail thickly covered with an-
cient pine needles. Large patches of
dark green evergreen trees appear be-
fore the eyes. Gradually, the calm and
quiet here began to fill my mind. Then
we turned a corner and suddenly I
stopped and was attracted by this mag-
ical sight. Looking down from the top
of the mountain, there are shimmering
seas of daffodils on several acres of
land diagonally across the fold and the
valley. A plentiful color from the purest
ivory to the deepest lemon yellow to
the most vivid pink is like a carpet shin-
ing in front of us. It looks as though
the sun has rolled over and it dumped
its golden color on the edge of the hill.
A large number of questions filled my
head. Who made this beautiful scene?
Why? How to make it? When we are
close to the home in the mountains, we
see a mark: I know you are asking the
answer to the question. The first an-
swer is: A woman has two hands, two
feet and a small amount of wisdom.
The second is : one at a time. The
third is : Beginning in 1958. When we
drove home, I was so touched by what
we saw that I could not speak. "She
changed the world." I finally said, "One
plant at a time." She hardly started
from 40 years ago and may just be the
beginning of an idea, but she insists on
it. "This miracle makes it impossible
for me to leave. "Imagine," I said, "if
I have an imagination, and then work
hard here, just a little every day, what
might I possibly accomplish?"

Table A.4 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Perseverance
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we may follow any mood , we may look
at life in fifty different ways , the only
thing we must not do is to despise
or deride , because of ignorance or
prejudice , the influences which affect
others; because the essence of all ex-
perience is that we should perceive
something which we do not begin by
knowing , and learn that life has a full-
ness and a richness in all sorts of di-
verse ways which we do not at first
even dream of suspecting . The essay-
ist , then , is in his particular fashion
an interpreter of life , a critic of life . He
does not see life as the historian , or
as the philosopher , or as the poet , or
as the novelist , and yet he has a touch
of all these . He is not concerned with
discovering a theory of it all , or fitting
the various parts of it into each other .
He works rather on what is called the
analytic method , observing , record-
ing , interpreting , just as things strike
him , and letting his fancy play over
their beauty and significance ; the end
of it all being this ; that he is deeply
concerned with the charm and quality
of things , and gentlest light , so that
at least he may make others love life
a little better , and prepare them for
its infinite variety and alike for its joyful
and mournful surprises .

我们 也许 会 受控 于 某种 情绪 ， 又
或许 我们 会 从 很多 不同 的 角度 看
待 生活 但 我们 唯一 不能 做 的 就是
因为 无知 或 偏见 而 鄙视 ， 嘲笑 他
人，这种情况会影响到别人。这
是 由于 一切 经验 的 真谛 是 我们 应
该 理解 那些 我们 认识 不到 的 事情
， 并且 会 从 开始 我们 甚至 会 怀疑
的 方法 中 找到 正确 的 方法 来 实现
生活 的 富足 。 那么 散文家 ， 就是
在 他们 翻译 或 评论家 的 世界 中 ，
得到 一种 独有 的 时尚 。 他 不是 以
一位 历史学家 的 角度 看待 生活 ，
也 不是 站 在 哲学家 、 诗人 、 或是
小说家 的 立场 上 ， 因为 这些 他 都
没有 经历 过 。 他 不 致力于 探索 以
上所有这些话题的理论，也不原
意 为了 相互 融合 而 调整 各种各样
的 部件 。 他 用 所谓 的 分析法 工作
，观察，记录，翻译，就像有什
么在鞭策他一样，并且在美丽和
壮观 之上 ， 他 创立 梦幻般 的 生活
， 结尾 就是 这样 ， 他 深深地 沉浸
在事物的魅力和质量上，这样做
至少 他 可以 使 别人 更爱 生活 一些
，使他们为 欢乐的伙食悲痛的经
历做好准备。

We may be controlled by certain emo-
tions, or we may see life from many
different perspectives. But the only
thing we cannot do is to despise or
ridicule others because of ignorance
or prejudice. This situation will affect
others. This is due to the fact that
the essence of all experience is that
we should understand things that we
don’t know, and we will find the right
way to achieve the enrichment of life
from the beginning we may even doubt
the methods. Then the essayist, in
their translation or critic world, gets a
unique fashion. He does not look at
life from the perspective of a historian,
nor does he stand in the position of a
philosopher, poet, or novelist, because
he has not experienced it. He is not
committed to exploring the theories of
all these topics, nor does he intend to
adjust various components in order to
integrate with each other. He works,
observes, records, and translates in
so-called analytics, just as what spurs
him, and in beauty and spectacular-
ness, he creates a dreamlike life. This
is the end, he is deeply immersed in
things. In terms of charisma and qual-
ity, at least he can make others love
life more and prepare them for the sad
experience of a happy meal.

Table A.5 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Essayist
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transplant surgeons work miracles .
they take organs from one body and
integrate them into another , granting
the lucky recipient a longer , better
life . sadly , every year thousands
of other people are less fortunate ,
dying while they wait for suitable or-
gans to be found . the terrible con-
straint on organ transplantation is that
every life extended depends on the
death of someone young enough and
healthy enough to have organs worth
transplanting . such donors are few .
the waiting lists are long , and getting
longer . freedom from this constraint is
the dream of every transplant surgeon
. so far attempts to make artificial or-
gans have been disappointing : nature
is hard to mimic . henec the renewed
interest in trying to use organs from
animals . doctors in india have just an-
nounecd that they have sucecssfully
transplanted a heart from a pig into a
person . pressure to increase the num-
ber of such xenotransplants seems to
be growing . in europe and america ,
herds of pigs are being specially bred
and genetically engineered for organ
donation . during 1996 at least two big
reports on the subject – one in europe
and one in america – were published .
they agreed that xenotransplants were
permissible on ethical grounds . and
cautiously recommended that they be
allowed . america ’s food and drug
administration has already published
draft guidelines for xenotransplanta-
tion . the ethics of xenotransplanta-
tion are relatively unworrying . people
already kill pigs both for food and for
sport ; killing them to save a human life
seems , if anything , easier to justify
. however , the scienec of xenotrans-
plantation is much less straightforward
.

器官移植外科医生带来了奇迹。他
们将器官从一个身体中取出并将
它们 植入 他者 体内 ， 让 那些 有幸
得到 它们 的 人活 得 更长 ， 更好 。
令人 难过 的 是 ， 每年 都 有 数以千
计的人在等待合适器官的过程中
死去。他们就不那么幸运了。器
官 移植术 的 可怕 的 限制 就 在于 ，
只有 那些 足够 年青 和 健康 的 死者
的 器官 才 可以 进行 移植 ， 让 生命
延续 。 这样 的 捐赠者 很少 。 而 等
候 者 名单 却 很长 ， 并且 是 越来越
长。打破这样的束缚是每一个器
官移植 手术 师 的 梦想 。 迄今 为 至
制造 人工 器官 所 做 的 努力 ， 结果
却是让人沮丧的：自然难以被模
拟 。 因此 人们 又 从 利用 动物 器官
是寻找到了希望。印度的医生就
宣布道，他们已经成功地将猪的
心脏 植入 人体 。 对于 这种 与日俱
增 的 异种 器 移植 的 外界压力 也 是
越来越 大 。 在 欧美 ， 被 用来 贡献
器官的猪群被特殊培育和进行基
因的操纵。在 1996年，这方面出
了两个大报道。一个在欧洲，一
个 在 美国 。 他们 承认 异种 器官移
植 在 伦理道德 领域 是 被 允许 的 ，
并 谨慎 地 推荐 它们 被 采纳 使用 。
美国的食品药物管理机构已经出版
了 异种 器官移植 草案 准则 。 这种
手术在伦理道德领域相对而言，不
那么 令人担忧 了 。 人们 杀猪 来 获
得 食物 ， 进行 运动 ， 那么 杀猪 去
救人，就更解释得通了。然而，
异种 器官移植 科学 却 远 比 这 复杂
。

Organ transplant surgeons have
brought miracles. They remove the or-
gans from one body and implant them
in the other, so that those who are for-
tunate enough to have them live longer
and better. It is sad that thousands of
people die every year while waiting for
the right organs. They are not so lucky.
The terrible limitation of organ trans-
plantation is that only those organs
of the deceased who are young and
healthy enough can be transplanted
to allow life to continue. Such donors
are few. The list of waiters is long and
growing. Breaking this bondage is the
dream of every surgeon transplanting
an organ. Until now, efforts to create
artificial organs have resulted in disap-
pointing results: Nature is difficult to
simulate. Therefore, people are look-
ing for hope from the use of animal or-
gans. Indian doctors announced that
they have successfully implanted the
pig’s heart in the human body. The
external pressure on this growing num-
ber of foreign transplants is also grow-
ing. In Europe and the United States,
pigs that are used to contribute to or-
gans are specially cultivated and ge-
netically manipulated. In 1996, there
were two major reports in this area.
One in Europe and one in the United
States. They admit that xenotransplan-
tation is allowed in the ethical field,
and cautiously recommends that they
be adopted for use. The US Food
and Drug Administration has published
draft guidelines for xenotransplanta-
tion. This kind of surgery is relatively
less worrying in the ethical field. Peo-
ple kill pigs to get food, exercise, then
kill pigs to save people, it makes even
more sense. However, the science of
xenotransplantation is far more compli-
cated than this.

Table A.6 ST and Example Trainee Translation - Xenotransplantation
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ATA CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
Rubric for Grading Exam number:   
Version 2011 Exam passage:   
 

Evaluation by Dimensions 
 

Instructions: In each column, the grader marks the box that best reflects performance in that dimension, 
measured against the ideal performance defined for that dimension in the “Standard” row. The grader may 
also insert, circle, and/or cross out words in a description to make the evaluation more specific. 
Note: A passage may show uneven performance across the dimensions. For example, a candidate with 
excellent command of the target language but limited knowledge of the source language might show 
Strong performance for Target mechanics but Minimal performance for Usefulness / transfer. 
See also the Explanation on the reverse. 
 

 Usefulness / transfer Terminology / style Idiomatic writing Target mechanics 

S
T

A
N

D
A

R
D

 The translated text is fully 
usable for the purpose specified 
in the Translation Instructions. 
The meaning and sense of the 
source text have been fully and 
appropriately transferred to the 
translated text. 

Terminology is 
appropriate in context.  
Style and register are 
appropriate for the 
topic in the target 
language and for the 
specified audience. 

Translated text reads 
smoothly. Wording is 
idiomatic and 
appropriate for the 
topic in the target 
language and for the 
specified audience.  

Translated text fully 
follows the rules and 
conventions of target 
language mechanics 
(spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, etc.). 

S
tr

o
n

g
 

  

 
Translated text transfers 
meaning in a manner fully 
consistent with the Translation 
Instructions. Translation 
contains few or no transfer 
errors, and those present have 
a minor effect on meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains few or no 
inappropriate term or 
style/register choices. 
Any errors have a 
minor effect on 
meaning. 

 
Translated text is 
almost entirely 
idiomatic and 
appropriate in context. 
Any errors have a 
minor effect on 
meaning. 

 
Translated text contains 
few or no errors in target 
language mechanics. 

A
c
c
e
p

ta
b

le
 

  

 
Translated text transfers 
meaning in a manner 
sufficiently consistent with the 
Translation Instructions. 
Translation contains occasional 
and/or minor transfer errors that 
slightly obscure or change 
meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains occasional 
and/or minor 
inappropriate term or 
style/register choices. 
Such errors may 
slightly obscure 
meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains occasional 
unidiomatic or 
inappropriate wording. 
Such errors may 
slightly obscure 
meaning. 

 
Translated text contains 
occasional errors in 
target language 
mechanics. 

D
e
fi

c
ie

n
t 

  

 
Translated text transfers 
meaning in a manner somewhat 
consistent with the Translation 
Instructions. Translation 
contains more than occasional 
transfer errors that obscure or 
change meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains frequent 
inappropriate and/or 
incorrect terms or 
style/register choices. 
Such errors may 
obscure or change 
meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains frequent 
and/or obvious 
unidiomatic or 
inappropriate wording. 
Such errors may 
obscure or change 
meaning. 

 
Translated text contains 
frequent and/or obvious 
errors in target language 
mechanics. 

M
in

im
a
l 

  

 
Translated text transfers 
meaning in a manner 
inconsistent with the Translation 
Instructions. Translation 
contains frequent and/or 
serious transfer errors that 
obscure or change meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains excessive 
inappropriate and/or 
incorrect terms or 
style/register choices. 
Such errors obscure or 
change meaning. 

 
Translated text 
contains excessive 
and/or disruptive 
unidiomatic or 
inappropriate wording. 
Such errors obscure or 
change meaning. 

 
Translated text contains 
excessive and/or 
disruptive errors in 
target language 
mechanics. 
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ATA CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
Rubric for Grading 
 

Explanation 
 
Each row of the table on the reverse represents a performance level. The texts in each cell describe 
elements of performance at the respective level for the respective dimension. Although a candidate may 
perform at different levels for different dimensions, the overall usefulness of the target text can be described 
at general levels that correspond to the dimension indicators, where Strong or Acceptable correspond to a 
passing score and Deficient or Minimal represent a failing score. These overall levels are also roughly 
equivalent to the specific levels set forth in the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) Skill Level 
Descriptions for Translation Performance 
(http://www.govtilr.org/skills/AdoptedILRTranslationGuidelines.htm). 
 
STANDARD 
The target text would require little if any editing in order to be used for the purpose specified in the 
Translation Instructions. (Roughly equivalent to ILR Professional Performance Level 5) 
 
Strong 
The target text could be published or used for professional purposes after minimal work by a bilingual editor 
and a target language copy editor. (Roughly equivalent to ILR Professional Performance Level 4 or 
higher) 
 
Acceptable 
A client requesting this translation could use the target text for the purpose given in the Translation 
Instructions after some work by a bilingual editor and/or a target language copy editor. (Roughly 
equivalent to ILR Professional Performance Level 3 or 3+) 
 
Deficient 
The target text would require extensive bilingual editing and/or target language copy editing before it could 
be used for the purpose given in the Translation Instructions. (Roughly equivalent to ILR Limited 
Performance Level 2+) 
 
Minimal 
This translation cannot be used for the purpose given in the Translation Instructions. It would be more 
economical in terms of time and money for the end user to have the text retranslated. (Roughly equivalent 
to ILR Limited Performance Level 2 or lower) 
 

 
Notes: 
 





Appendix C

High Correlation Features with
Quality Scores

High correlative Features with Usefulness

Feature class Features r

alignment

word alignment normalized by target length 0.6
word alignment normalized by source length 0.53
two word alignment normalized by target length 0.49
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.42

bilingual distance

TFIDF string cosine similarity with Bing translation 0.4
target source constituency CBD 0.36
source target discourse CBD 0.32
bilingual embedding similarity 0.31
target source conjunct log ratio -0.3
target source pronouns -0.31
target source basic connectives -0.32
target source determiner log ratio -0.33
target source coordination conjunction log ratio -0.33
target source sentence number log ratio -0.33
target source open clausal complement log ratio -0.33
target source subordinate log ratio -0.33
target source adjective log ratio -0.34
target source additives -0.34
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.35
target source punctuation log ratio -0.35
target source noun log ratio -0.35
target source adjective phrase log ratio -0.35
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.36
target source verb log ratio -0.37

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target source auxiliary log ratio -0.38
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.38
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.4
target source adverbial log ratio -0.4
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.41
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.41
source target CBD -0.43
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.43
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.46
target source SRL others log ratio -0.46
target source case log ratio -0.48
target source marker log ratio -0.49
target source linkings log ratio -0.49
target source adjective modifier log ratio -0.5
target source root log ratio -0.5
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.52
target source empty word log ratio -0.53
target source content words log ratio -0.53
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.54
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.55
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.56
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.57
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.57
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.59
source target TTR log ratio -0.59
source target tokens log ratio -0.6
source target types log ratio -0.6
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.6
target source conjunct log ratio -0.6
source target LM probability log ratio -0.62
target source object log ratio -0.62
target logical connectives 0.37
source causal connectives -0.3
source linkings -0.32

constituency

target verb phrase 0.55
target noun phrase 0.54
target adverbial phrase 0.5
target prepositional phrase 0.41
target adverbial phrase 0.41

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target adjective phrase 0.4

dependency

target object 0.51
target punctuation dependency 0.5
target nominal modifier 0.5
target adverbial modifier 0.5
target nominal subject 0.49
target adjectival modifier 0.49
target root dependency 0.48
target phrasal verb particle 0.47
target case 0.47
target compound 0.45
target maker 0.44
target conjunct 0.42
target clausal modifier 0.38
target open clausal complement 0.35
target clausal complement 0.35
target unspecified dependency 0.35
target copula 0.35
target auxiliary 0.33
source punctuation dependency -0.33

language model target LM probability -0.56

POS tags

target nouns 0.56
target verb 0.52
target punctuation 0.51
target adverbials 0.49
target adjective 0.43
target numericals 0.33
source determiner 0.32
Yandex pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

0.48

Yandex pseudo-reference corpus level RIBES
score

0.43

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Google pseudo-reference corpus-level NIST
score

0.42

geometric mean of cosine similarities with
pseudo-references

0.36

Google pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string
cosine

0.34

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

Yandex pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string
cosine

0.3

Bing back translation Jaccard distance -0.3
Googlepseudo-reference Levenshtein distnace 1 -0.31
Bing back translation Sorensen distance -0.32
Google back translation Jaccard distance -0.32
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.33
Google back translation Sorensen distance -0.33
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.34
Google back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.34
Bing back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.34
Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard distance -0.35
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen distance -0.36
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.37
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.38
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen distance -0.39
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.39
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.41
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.41
Yandex pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.42
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.42
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.42
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.44

semantic roles

target SRL others 0.54
target SRL A1 0.51
target SRL A0 0.44
target empty words 0.42

shallow

target type token ratio 0.62
target tokens 0.57
target types 0.55
target content words 0.54
source average sentence length 0.45

Table C.1 Contributive Features to Usefulness (|r| > 0.3)

High correlative Features with Terminology
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Feature class Features r

word alignment normalized by target length 0.58
alignment word alignment normalized by source length 0.51

two word alignment normalized by target length 0.47
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.41

bilingual distance

source target discourse CBD 0.39
target source bilingual embedding similarity 0.34
target source constituency CBD 0.3
target source open clausal complement log ratio -0.32
target source unspecified dependency log ratio -0.33
target source auxiliary log ratio -0.34
target source adjective log ratio -0.35
target source sentence number log ratio -0.35
target source conjunct log ratio -0.36
target source determiner dependency log ratio -0.37
target source pronoun log ratio -0.39
target source noun log ratio -0.39
target source punctuation log ratio -0.4
target source determiner log ratio -0.4
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.41
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.41
target source verb log ratio -0.42
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.42
target source coordinating conjunction log ratio -0.42
target source basic connective log ratio -0.43
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.43
target source adverbial log ratio -0.44
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.44
target source SRL others log ratio -0.45
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.46
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.47
target source additives log ratio -0.47
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.48
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.51
target source case log ratio -0.51
target source linkings log ratio -0.52
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source empty word log ratio -0.55
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.55
source target shallow features CBD -0.55
target source marker log ratio -0.56

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target source content log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.58
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.6
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.6
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.6
target source conjunct log ratio -0.62
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.62
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.62
source target types log ratio -0.64
source target TTR log ratio -0.64
source target tokens log ratio -0.64
target source VP log ratio -0.65
target source object log ratio -0.66
source target LM probability log ratio -0.67

cohesion and
coherence

target logical connectives 0.36
target linkings 0.35
target additives 0.33
target addition connectives 0.31
target source subordinate log ratio -0.31
Source causal connectives -0.35

constituency

target noun phrase 0.52
target verb phrase 0.5
target adverbial phrase 0.47
target prepositional phrase 0.4
target adverbial phrase 0.39
target adjectival phrase 0.37

dependency

target nominal modifier 0.5
target adjectival modifier 0.47
target object 0.47
target conjunct dependency 0.46
target adverbial modifier 0.46
target case marking 0.45
target nominal subject 0.44
target root dependency 0.42
target phrasal verb particle 0.42
target maker 0.4
target compound 0.4
target clausal complement 0.34

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target conjunct 0.34
target coordinating conjunction 0.33
target copula 0.32
target open clausal complement 0.31
target unspecified dependency 0.31

language model target LM probability -0.54

POS tags

target nouns 0.51
target verbs 0.48
target adverbials 0.46
target punctuation marks 0.45
target adjectives 0.41
source adjectives 0.3

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Yandex pseudo-reference corpus-level NIST
score

0.53

Yandex pseudo-reference corpus-level RIBES
score

0.45

Google pseudo-reference corpus-level NIST
score

0.42

Bing pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string co-
sine similarity

0.4

geometric mean of cosine similarities with
pseudo-references

0.35

Google pseudo reference string TFIDF weighted
cosine similarity

0.34

Bing pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted cosine
similarity

0.31

Google pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted cosine
similarity

0.3

Yandex back translation Sorensen -0.31
Yandex pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.36
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.36
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.37
Bing back translation Jaccard -0.37
Google back translation Jaccard -0.38
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.38
Google back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.39
Bing back translation Sorensen -0.39
Google back translation Sorensen -0.39
Bing back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.4

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.41
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.43
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.45
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein2 -0.45
Bing back transaltion Levenshtein2 -0.46
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.46
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.47
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.47
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.48
Google back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.49
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.49

semantic roles
target SRL others 0.49
target SRL A1 0.46
target SRL A0 0.42

shallow

target type token ratio 0.61
target tokens 0.53
target types 0.51
target content words 0.49
target punctuation dependency 0.44
source average sentence length 0.4
target empty words 0.39

Table C.2 Contributive Features to Terminology (|r| > 0.3)

High Correlative Features with Idiomatic Writing

Feature class Features r

word alignment normalized by source length 0.45
word alignment normalized by source length 0.39

alignment two word alignment normalized by target length 0.38
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.34

bilingual distance

source target discourse CBD 0.34
target source determiner dependency log ratio -0.3
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.3
target source unspecified dependency log ratio -0.31
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.32
target source SRL others log ratio -0.33

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target source coordinating conjunction log ratio -0.33
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.35
target source noun log ratio -0.35
target source pronoun log ratio -0.35
target source determiner log ratio -0.35
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.35
target source punctuation log ratio -0.35
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.36
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.37
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.37
target source basic connective log ratio -0.38
target source case log ratio -0.39
target source adverbial log ratio -0.4
target source additives log ratio -0.42
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.43
source target shallow features CBD -0.43
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.44
target source empty word log ratio -0.44
target source linkings log ratio -0.45
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.46
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.46
target source root log ratio -0.46
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.47
target source content log ratio -0.48
target source marker log ratio -0.48
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.49
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.5
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.5
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.5
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.51
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.52
source target types log ratio -0.53
source target tokens log ratio -0.54
source target TTR log ratio -0.54
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.55
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.56
target source object log ratio -0.57
source target LM probability log ratio -0.6

cohesion and
coherence

target logical connectives 0.34
Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target demonstrative 0.31
source argument type token ratio -0.31
source causal -0.35

constituency

target verb phrase 0.41
target noun phrase 0.41
target adverbial modifier 0.41
target prepositional phrase 0.32
target adverbial phrase 0.32
target nominal modifier 0.4
target adverbial modifier 0.39
target conjunct dependency 0.38
target object 0.37
target punctuation dependency 0.37
target adjectival modifier 0.36
target nominal subject 0.36
target case marking 0.35
target root 0.35
target phrasal verb particle 0.32
target compound 0.31
source determiner dependency 0.31
target marker 0.3
Source adjective modifier -0.3

language model
source LM perplexity -0.3
target LM probability -0.45

POS tags

target adverbials 0.4
target verbs 0.39
target nouns 0.39
target punctuation marks 0.38

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Yandex pseudo-reference NIST score 0.42
Yandex pseudo-reference corpus-level RIBES 0.37
Google pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

0.31

Bing back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.3
Google Levenshtein2 -0.33
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.34
Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.35
Google back translation Levenshtein2 -0.36
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.36
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.36

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.37
Yandex back translation Levenshtein2 -0.38
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.38
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.39
target tokens 0.42

semantic roles target SRL others 0.41
target SRL A1 0.35
target SRL A0 0.35

shallow

target TTR 0.49
target types 0.41
target content words 0.39
source average sentence length 0.33
target empty words 0.31

Table C.3 Contributive Features to Idiomatic Writing (|r| > 0.3)

High Correlative Features with Target Mechanics

Feature class Features r

alignment
word alignment normalized by target length 0.42
word alignment normalized by source length 0.36
two word alignment normalized by target length 0.32

bilingual distance

source target discourse CBD 0.34
target source coordinating conjunction log ratio -0.31
target source pronoun log ratio -0.31
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.31
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.31
target source noun log ratio -0.32
target source verb log ratio -0.32
target source determiner log ratio -0.32
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.33
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.33
target source punctuation mark log ratio -0.34
target source additive log ratio -0.35
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.35
target source SRL others log ratio -0.35
target source adverbial log ratio -0.35

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r

target source case log ratio -0.36
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.37
source target shallow features CBD -0.37
target source linkings log ratio -0.38
target source maker log ratio -0.4
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.41
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.41
target source empty word log ratio -0.42
target source root log ratio -0.43
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.43
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.44
target source content log ratio -0.46
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.46
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.46
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.47
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.47
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.47
source target types log ratio -0.48
source target tokens log ratio -0.49
source target TTR log ratio -0.49
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.49
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.5
source target LM probability log ratio -0.5
target source object log ratio -0.51

cohesion and
coherence

source adjacent sentence overlapping 0.3

constituency
target adverbial phrase 0.35
target verb phrase 0.34
target noun phrase 0.33

dependency

target conjunct dependency 0.33
target nominal modifier 0.33
target adverbial modifier 0.33
target adjectival modifier 0.32
target compound 0.3
target object 0.3
source adjectival modifier -0.32

language model target LM probability -0.34

POS tags
target noun 0.35
target adverbvial 0.34

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
Feature class Features r
pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Google back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.32

Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.33

semantic roles target SRL others 0.33
target type token ratio 0.41
target content 0.36

shallow target tokens 0.34
target types 0.32

Table C.4 Contributive Features to Target Mechanics (|r| > 0.3)

Hight Correlative Features with Adequacy

Feature class Features r

alignment

word alignment normalized by target length 0.62
word alignment normalized by source length 0.54
two word alignment normalized by target length 0.5
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.43
source target discourse CBD 0.36
target source constituency CBD 0.35
Source target bilingual embedding similarity 0.33
target source unspecified dependency log ratio -0.31
target source determiner dependency log ratio -0.33
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.33
target source subordinate log ratio -0.34
target source open clausal complement -0.34
target source sentence number log ratio -0.35
target source pronoun log ratio -0.35

bilingual dis-
tance

target source adjective log ratio -0.35

target source determiner log ratio -0.37
target source basic connective log ratio -0.37
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.38
target source auxiliary log ratio -0.38
target source noun log ratio -0.38
target source punctuation log ratio -0.38
target source adjective phrase log ratio -0.39

Continued on next page
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Feature class Features r

target source average sentence length log ratio -0.39
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.4
target source verb log ratio -0.4
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.4
target source additive log ratio -0.4
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.43
target source adverbial log ratio -0.43
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.44
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.45
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.46
target source SRL others log ratio -0.47
source target shallow features CBD -0.49
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.49
target source case log ratio -0.51
target source linkings log ratio -0.52
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.53
target source marker log ratio -0.53
target source empty word log ratio -0.55
target source content log ratio -0.56
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.57
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.57
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.6
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.61
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.62
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.62
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.62
source target TTR log ratio -0.63
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.63
source target tokens log ratio -0.63
source target types log ratio -0.63
target source object log ratio -0.65
source target LM probability log ratio -0.66

cohesion and
coherence

target logical 0.38
target linkings 0.32
source linkings -0.31
source causal connective log ratio -0.33
target noun phrase 0.55

Continued on next page
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target verb phrase 0.55
target adverbial phrase 0.51
target prepositional phrase 0.42
target adverbial phrase 0.42
target adjective phrase 0.4
target nominal modifier 0.52
target object 0.52

constituency target adverbial modifier 0.5
target punctuation dependency 0.5
target adjectival modifier 0.5
target nominal subject 0.49
target case marking 0.48
target root 0.48
target phrasal verb particle 0.47
target conjunct dependency 0.45
target compound 0.45
target marker 0.44
target clausal modifier of noun 0.38
target copula 0.35
target open clausal comlement 0.35
target unspecified dependency log ratio 0.34
target clausal complement 0.34
source determiner dependency 0.33
target auxiliary 0.31
source punctuation dependency -0.31

language model target LM probability -0.57
target nouns 0.56
target verbs 0.52
target punctuation marks 0.51

POS tags target adverbial 0.5
target adjective 0.44
target numeral 0.32

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Yandex pseudo-reference NIST score 0.52
Yandex pseudo-reference corpus level RIBES
score

0.45

Google pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

0.43

Bing pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted cosine
similarity

0.41
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Feature class Features r

geometric mean of cosine similarities with
pseudo-references

0.37

Google pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string
cosine similarity

0.35

Yandex pseudo-reference string cosine similarity 0.3
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.34
Bing back translation Jaccard -0.34
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.35
Google back translation Jaccard -0.35
Bing back translation Sorensen -0.35
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.36
Google back translation Sorensen -0.37
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.37
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.37
Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.38
Bing back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.4
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.4
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.42
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.43
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.43
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.44
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.45
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.45
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.46
Google back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.46
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.47

semantic roles
target SRL others 0.54
target SRL A1 0.51
target SRL A0 0.45
target type token ratio 0.64

shallow target tokens 0.57
target types 0.55
target content 0.54
source average sentence length 0.45
target empty words 0.42

Table C.5 Contributive Features to Adequacy (|r| > 0.3)
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High Correlative Features for Fluency

Feature class Features r

alignment

word alignment normalized by target length 0.45
word alignment normalized by source length 0.39
two word alignment normalized by target length 0.37
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.33
source target discourse CBD 0.35
target source determiner dependency log ratio -0.3
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.3
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.32
target source coordinating conjunction -0.34
target source pronoun log ratio -0.35
Target SRL other log ratio -0.35
target source noun log ratio -0.35

bilingual dis-
tance

target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.35

target source determiner log ratio -0.35
target source punctuation mark log ratio -0.36
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.36
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.36
target source verb log ratio -0.37
target source basic connective log ratio -0.37
target source case log ratio -0.39
target source adverbial log ratio -0.4
source target shallow features CBD -0.42
target source empty words log ratio -0.45
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.45
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.46
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.46
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.46
target source root log ratio -0.46
target source marker log ratio -0.47
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.49
target source content log ratio -0.49
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.5
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.5
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.51
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.52
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.52
source target types log ratio -0.53

Continued on next page
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source target tokens log ratio -0.54
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.54
source target TTR log ratio -0.54
target source verb phrase log ratio -0.56
target source object log ratio -0.57
source target LM probability log ratio -0.58

cohesion and
coherence

target demonstrative 0.3
source causal connective -0.33
target source addition -0.36
target source logical log ratio -0.4
target source additive log ratio -0.41
target source linkings log ratio -0.44
target adverbial phrase 0.4

constituency target verb phrase 0.4
target noun phrase 0.4
target prepositional phrase 0.3
target nominal modifier 0.39
target adverbial modifier 0.38
target conjunct dependency 0.38
target object 0.36
target adjectival modifier 0.36
target case marking 0.34

dependency target nominal subject 0.34
target logical connectives 0.34
target root 0.34
target compound 0.32
target phrasal verb particle 0.31
target marker 0.3
source adjectival modifier -0.32

language model target LM probability -0.42

POS tags

target adverbials 0.39
target nouns 0.39
target verb 0.37
target punctuation marks 0.36
target punctuation marks 0.35

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Yandex pseudo-reference corpus level NIST
score

0.39

Yandex pseudo-reference RIBES score 0.34
Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.31

Continued on next page
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Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.31
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.32
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.33
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.34
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.35
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.35
Google back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.36
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.36
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.37

semantic roles
target SRL others 0.4
target SRL A0 0.34
target SRL A0 0.32
target TTR 0.47
target tokens 0.4

shallow target content 0.39
target types 0.39
source average sentence length 0.33

Table C.6 Contributive Features to Fluency (|r| > 0.3)

High Correlative Features with Total Score

Feature class Features r

alignment

word alignment normalized by source length 0.58
word alignment normalized by source length 0.51
two word alignment normalized by target length 0.47
two word alignment normalized by source length 0.41
source target discourse CBD 0.37
target source constituency CBD 0.33
Target source bilingual embedding similarity 0.32
target source unspecified dependency log ratio -0.31
target source open clausal complement log ratio -0.33
target source subordinate log ratio -0.33
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.33
target source sentence number log ratio -0.33
target source determiner log ratio -0.33
target source adjective log ratio -0.34

Continued on next page
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bilingual dis-
tance

target source auxiliary log ratio -0.35

target source pronoun log ratio -0.36
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.38
target source coordinating conjunction log ratio -0.38
target source determiner log ratio -0.38
target source clausal modifier of noun log ratio -0.38
target source basic connective log ratio -0.38
target source noun log ratio -0.38
target source punctuation marks log ratio -0.39
target source average sentence length log ratio -0.4
target source clausal complement log ratio -0.4
target source verb log ratio -0.4
target source additive log ratio -0.42
target source addition connectives log ratio -0.42
target source prepositional phrase log ratio -0.43
target source adverbial log ratio -0.43
target source SRL others log ratio -0.45
target source logical connectives log ratio -0.46
target source demonstratives log ratio -0.47
source target shallow features CBD -0.48
target source case log ratio -0.49
target source adverbial phrase log ratio -0.5
target source linkings log ratio -0.51
target source root log ratio -0.53
target source adjectival modifier log ratio -0.53
target source marker log ratio -0.53
target source empty word log ratio -0.54
target source SRL A1 log ratio -0.55
target source content log ratio -0.56
target source SRL A0 log ratio -0.56
target source noun phrase log ratio -0.57
target source nominal modifier log ratio -0.59
target source punctuation dependency log ratio -0.6
target source nominal subject log ratio -0.6
target source adverbial modifier log ratio -0.61
target source conjunct dependency log ratio -0.62
source target TTR log ratio -0.62
source target types log ratio -0.62

Continued on next page
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target source verb phrase log ratio -0.62
source target tokens log ratio -0.62
target source object log ratio -0.65
source target LM probability log ratio -0.66
target logical 0.38

cohesion and
coherence

target linkings 0.33

source causal connective -0.34

constituency

target noun phrase 0.52
target verb phrase 0.52
target adverbial phrase 0.49
target prepositional phrase 0.39
target adverbial phrase 0.39
target adjective phrase 0.36

dependency

target nominal modifier 0.49
target object 0.48
target adverbial modifier 0.48
target adjectival modifier 0.47
target punctuation dependency 0.47
target nominal subject 0.45
target case marking 0.45
target root 0.45
target conjunct dependency 0.44
target phrasal verb particle 0.43
target compound 0.42
target marker 0.41
target clausal modifier of noun 0.35
target unspecified dependency 0.33
target open clausal comlement 0.32
source determiner dependency 0.32
target copula 0.31

language model target LM probability -0.54

POS tags

target noun 0.52
target verb 0.49
target adverbial 0.48
target punctuation marks 0.47
target adjective 0.4
Yandex pseudo-reference corpus-level NIST
score

0.49
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Yandex pseudo-reference corpus-level RIBES
score

0.43

Google pseudo-reference corpus-level NIST
score

0.4

Bing pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string co-
sine

0.38

geometric mean of cosine similarities with
pseudo-references

0.33

Google pseudo-reference TFIDF weighted string
cosine

0.32

Bing back translation Jaccard -0.31
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.32
Yandex pseudo reference Levenshtein 2 -0.32
Google back translation Jaccard -0.33
Bing back translation Sorensen -0.33
Google back translation Sorensen -0.34
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 1 -0.34

pseudo refer-
ence and back
translation

Google back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.35

Yandex back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.35
Bing back translation Levenshtein 1 -0.36
Yandex pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.37
Yandex pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.39
Bing pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.4
Bing back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.41
Google pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.42
Google pseudo-reference Jaccard -0.42
Bing pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.42
Bing pseudo-reference Levenshtein 2 -0.43
Google pseudo-reference Sorensen -0.44
Google back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.44
Yandex back translation Levenshtein 2 -0.44

semantic roles
target SRL others 0.51
target SRL A1 0.47
target SRL A0 0.42
target type token ratio 0.6

shallow target tokens 0.53
target types 0.52

Continued on next page
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target content 0.51
source average sentence length 0.42
target empty words 0.39

Table C.7 Contributive Features to Total (|r| > 0.3)





Appendix D

Features Unique to Document-Level
Translations

Feature Class Features

Cohesion and
Coherence

averaged source bag of words LSA cosine
averaged source word embedding cosine
averaged source word embedding pearson
averaged embedding correlation distance
averaged target embedding cosine
averaged target emedding pearson
averaged target embedding correlation distance
target source LSA cosine log ratio
target source embedding cosine log ratio
target source embedding pearson log ratio
target source embedding correlation distance log ratio
source adjacent sentence overlapping
target adjacent sentence overlapping
target source content empty CBD
source sentence number
target sentence number
target source sentence number log ratio

Table D.1 Features unique to document-level translations





Appendix E

Lexicon of English and Chinese
Connectives

English Connectives Chinese Connectives
English Connectives Chinese Connectives

Basic for, and, nor, but, or, yet so 因 为,由 于,对 于,和,及,并,以
及,与,就,而且,但是,然后,而,且,及
其,亦不,也不,也不是,也没有,但
是,而 是,然 而,仅 仅,只,或,或
者,还 是,但 是,然 而,所 以,因
此,仍,尚,还,且,犹 自,可 是,却,仍
旧,或 是,亦 或,抑 或,要 么,要 不
然,只是,不过

subordinator after, although, as, be-
cause, before, if, once,
since,that, though, till, unless,
until,whenever, wherever,
whereas, whereupon, while

后,一 旦,为 止,之 前,于 是,以
后,以 致 于,倘,倘 及,倘 若,假
如,假 若,先 于,兹 因,凡 是,则,即
使,即 便,却,因,因 为,如,如 同,如
果,如 若,尽 管,届 时,必 要 时,无
论,无论何处,无论何时,既是,既
然,是 否,每 当,每 逢,然 后,然
而,由于,皆因,直到,直至,纵使,纵
然,而,至,若,若,若 是,虽,虽 则,虽
是,虽然,虽说,要是,身为,鉴于,随
着

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
English Connectives Chinese Connectives

addition and, also, besides, further, fur-
thermore, too, moreover, ad-
dition,then, another, indeed,
likewise

和,与,和, 敢 情,与,乃,也,也
是,亦,以及,何况,其外,其实,再,再
则,再 者,再 说,况 且,又,及,另,另
一,另 一 个,另 外,同 样,实
在,并,并,并 且,愈 加,接 着,方
才,更 有 甚 者,此 外,然 而,继,继
而,而且,而后,诚然,还,还有,进一
步,遂,那时,除了,除开,竟

linkings nonetheless, therefore, al-
though, furthermore, whereas,
nevertheless, whatever,for,
however,besides, henceforth,
then, yet, if, while, so, but,
until,because,alternatively,
meanwhile,when, and, since,
notwithstanding, when-
ever,moreover, as, with,
consequently, after

尽 管 如 此,一 旦,不 管,不 管,不
论,不 过,且,为 止,乃,于 是,于
是 乎,今 后,仍,仍 旧,仍 然,从
此,从 而,以 及,以 后,任 何,但,但
是,倒,倘,倘 及,倘 或,倘 然,倘
若,假如,假若,其外,再则,再者,再
说,况,况 且,凡,则,加 之,加 以,即
使,却,却是,及,另一,另外,可是,同
时,后,和,因,因,因为,因此,因此,因
而,好歹,如同,如果,如若,对于,尚
且,就,尽 管,并,并 且,当,当 年,当
时,必 要 时,怎 么 着,总 要,或,所
以,接着,故,故此,故而,方才,无论
何事,无论如何,既,既是,既然,是
以,是否,是故,更有甚者,果若,此
外,每 当,然 后,然 而,犹,由 于,皆
因,直到,直至,结果,继,继而,而,而
且,自 此,至,苟,若,若 是,若 然,虽
则,虽是,虽然,虽说,要是,设若,身
为,还是,还有,这样,那时,鉴于,除
了,随着,饶

order in conclusion, next, first, firstly,
second, secondly, finally,to be-
gin with, above all,before, af-
ter,then

首先, 第二,接下来,其后,在此之
后,第一,其一, 第二,最后,总之,之
前,在之前,以后,之后,然后

Continued on next page
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reason-
purpose

therefore, that is why, for
this reason, for that reason,
hence,because, so,since, as,
because of,on account of, so
that, consequently

因 此,所 以,故,故 此,因 而,是
以,乃,是故,于是乎,为此,这就是
为什么,正因为如此,这也是为什
么,由于这一原因,出于这个原
因,为此原因,鉴于上述原因,于
是,故 此,因,由 于,兹 因,以 便,足
以,好使,以致于

opposition but, however, neverthe-
less, otherwise, on the
other hand, on the con-
trary,yet,still, maybe, per-
haps,instead,except for, in
spite of, despite, nonetheless,
apart from, unlike,whereas

但,除 外,不 一 定,不 一 样,不
同,不然,不过,不顾,与之相反,之
外,仍,仍然,以外,但,但是,依然,兴
许,却,反之,反而,反过来说,另一
方面,只是,可是,可能,尚,尚且,尽
管,恐 怕,或,或 者,然 而,相 反,纵
使,而,而是,莫不是,虽然,要不,要
不然,说不定,还是,除,除了,除去

demonstrative this, that, these, those 这,本,此,这 种,这,那,那 样,那
个,彼,这些个,该等,这些,那些,那
些个

Continued on next page
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additive after all, again, all in all, also,
alternatively, and, anyhow, as
a final point,as well, at least,
besides, but, by contrast,
by the way, contrasted with,
correspondingly, except that,
finally,first, for example, for
instance, fortunately, fur-
ther,furthermore, however, in
actual fact, in addition, in con-
trast, in fact, in other words,
in sum, incidentally,instead,
it follows,moreover,next,
notwithstanding that,on
one hand, on the contrary,
on the one hand, on the
other hand, or, otherwise,
rather, secondly, simi-
larly,summarizing,summing
up, that is, thereupon, to
conclude,to return to, to
sum up, to summarize, to
take an example,to these
ends,to this end,too,well at
any rate,whereas,yet,

总归,一方面,下一,不然,不管,不
过,与,与之不同的是,与此不同,与
此 对 照,与 此 相 反,且,为 例,为
此,举一个例子,举个例子,举例
来说,乃,之外,也就是说,也就是
说,事 实 上,事 实 上,于 是,亦,亦
即,亦 或,以 及,但,但 是,何 况,例
如,值 得 庆 幸 的 是,其 实,其 实
不 然,其 次,再 者,再 说,最 后,最
后一点是,况且,到目前为此,即
使,却,反 之,反 而,反 观,另 一 方
面,另外,可是,同样,同样地,和,实
际 上,尚 未,就 是 说,就 此,尽
管,并,并且,幸好,幸运的是,庆幸
的是,归根到底,归纳,当然,形成
鲜明对比的是,总之,总体上说,总
结,总结,总而言之,意外地,或,或
不,或是,或者,所幸的是,换句话
说,换言之,接下来,无论如何,末
了,概 括,概 述,此 外,比 如,比 方
说,毕竟,然而,由此可见,相反,相
应,相应地,相比之下,相比而言,第
一,第 二,类 似 于,终 究,综 上 所
述,而,而不是,而且,至今,至少,至
此,要不,要不然,譬如,话又说回
来,话说回来,起码,迄今,迄今为
此,近 似,还,还 有,进 一 步,遂,除
外,除开,除非,随即,顺便一提,顺
便提一下,顺便提一句,顺便说一
下,顺带一提,首先
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causal although, arise, arises,
arising, arose, because,
cause, caused, causes,
causing,condition,conditions,
consequence, consequences,
consequent, consequently,
due to, enable, enabled,
enables, enabling, even then,
follow that,follow the, follow
this,followed that, followed
the, followed this, following
that, follows the, follows
this,hence, made, make,
makes, making, nevertheless,
nonetheless, only if, provided
that,result, results, since, so,
therefore, though,thus, unless,
whenever

为条件,之后,之后,于是,产生,仅
当,从而,令,以使,以便,但是,使,使
得,使成,倘若,出于,出现,前提,即
使是这样,即使这样,即便如此,发
生,只有,只有在,只有当,只要,后
果,因 为,因 此,因 此 可 以 说,因
而,导致,尽管,尽管如此,引出,引
发,引 起,必 要 时,惟 有,所 以,按
照,故,既 然,是 故,每 当,然 而,由
于,由 此,结 果,继,致 使,虽 则,虽
然,话又说回来,话说回来,诱发,遵
循,除非,随即,随后的

Continued on next page
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logical actually, admittedly, after all,
all in all, also, alternatively, al-
though,and conversely, any-
how, anyway,arise from, arise
out of,arises from, arises
out of,arising from, arising
out of, arose from, arose
out of,as a final point, as
a result, as well, at least,
at this point,because, be-
sides, but, by contrast, cause,
caused,causes, causing, con-
ditional upon, consequence,
consequences, consequently,
contrasted with, correspond-
ingly, despite the fact that,due
to,enable, enabled, enables,
except that,finally, follow that,
follow the,follow this, followed
that, followed the,followed
this,following that, follows the,
follows this, for, fortunately, fur-
ther, furthermore,hence

实际,一句话,一方面,万一,下,下
一,下一个,下次,不少于,不然,不
管,不管怎样,不过,与之相反,与此
同时,与此对照,与此相反,为了,为
例,为实现这一目的,为条件,为
此,为此目的,主要目的是,举个例
子来说,举例来说,乃,之后,也,也
不,也就是,也就是说,也没有,事
实上,于是乎,亏得,亦不,亦或,产
生,产生于,令,以使,以便,任何情
况下,但,但对于,但是,使,使得,使
成,依据,倒反,倘若,假使,假如,其
他,其外,其实,其实不然,其次,其
目标是,再不,再次,再者,再说,最
后,最少,出乎,出于,即使,即使是
这样,即使这样,即便如此,却,原因
是,及,反之,反倒,反而,反过来,反
过 来 说,另,另 一 方 面,另 外,只
要,可 是,同 样,同 样 地,后 果,否
则,回到,因,因为,因此,因而,在这
一 点 上,好 在,如 果,实 际 上,尚
要,就 是 说,尽 管,尽 管 如 此,幸
好,幸而,幸运,幸运的是,庆幸的
是,引发,引起,归根到底,归根结
蒂,当前,当然,形成对照的是,形成
强烈对比,形成鲜明对比,得以

Continued on next page
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Table – Continued from previous page
English Connectives Chinese Connectives
however, if, in actual fact,in
any case, in any event, in
case, in conclusion,in con-
trast, in fact, in order that,
in other words, in short, in
sum,incidentally,instead, it fol-
lowed that, it follows, it follows
that, likewise, moreover, nev-
ertheless,next,nor, nonethe-
less,notwithstanding that, on
condition that, on one hand,on
the condition that, on the
contrary, on the one hand,
on the other hand, once
again, or, otherwise, provided
that, purpose of which, pur-
suant to, rather,secondly, sim-
ilarly, since, so, summariz-
ing,summing up, that is, that
is to say,then, therefore, there-
upon, though, thus, to con-
clude, to return to, to sum
up,to summarize,to take an ex-
ample,to that end, to these
ends, to this end, to those
ends, unless, well at any rate,
whereas,while

总 之,总 体 上 说,总 体 而 言,总
归,总的来说,总结,总而言之,恰
恰相反,惟有,愈加,意外地,或,或
是,或者,所以,所以,所幸的是,抑
或,按 照,换 句 话 说,换 言 之,故
此,故而,无可否认,无论如何,既
是,既然,易言之,是以,是因为,是
故,有别于,条件下,条件为,条件
是,根据,概括,概要,概述,此刻,此
外,此时,此时此刻,毕竟,然则,然
后,然而,现在,由于,由引可见,目
前,相反,相反地,相对于,相对而
言,相 应 地,相 比 之 下,相 比 较
之下,相比较而言,立刻,第二,简
言 之,类 似 的,纵 使,纵 然,结 果
是,继,继而,而,而是,能够,至少,致
使,虽 然,虽 然,虽 然,要 不,要 不
然,要么,诚然,话又说回来,话说回
来,诱发,还,还好,还是,进一步,进
行对比,造成,遵循,限便如此,除
了,除外,除开,除非,随之,随即,随
后,随后的,顺便一提的是,顺便指
出,顺便提一句,顺便说一下,顺便
说一句,顺带一提,须

Table E.1 Bilingual Lexicon of English and Chinese Connectives
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